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,~Wficd's wrong
with college?
Problems include
large-group lectures,
little contact with
professors and
students simply
repeating what
they've read. A
Carnegie Foundation
study says what's
needed are more
seminar classes,
research projects
and leaming by inquiry.
By Shirley Strum Kenny

merican research universities
ffer a dazzling wealth of
rograms, facilities and faculty. A student able to take advantage of these resources comes away
with· an education as good as any
in the world. Make no mistake
about it: Many students get everything they pay for and more. A
student who is ambitious, determined and resourceful leaves the
university a clear winner.
But for too many students, the
undergraduate years bring disappointments, frustrations and too
few rewards.
This has been true for years,
even decades. At large universities.
students may be herded into huge
lecture sections for beginning
courses; they may not see major
professors in their first years; they
are taught by assistants, some of
whom have problems with English.
Understandably, students graduate
with poor communications skills.
American undergraduate education evolved from a tradition based
on learning by absorption: accumulating material delivered from lectures or printed in textbooks and
repeating it back to teachers on
tests. Science courses reqmred laboratory experience and arts courses
demanded creative efforts, but the
solid core of undergraduate education has always been delivered
through lectures, a form increasingly unsuited to modern reality.
Now, at the millennium, when
there is far more knowledge easily
accessible than anyone can.absorb,
students need a different kind of
education, not just a body of information that has been preselected

and predigested by their teachers.
They need to know how to frame
questions, find information, evaluate it, select what is important and
relevant and communicate their
findings to others. In other words,
they need to know how to do
research, the very skill for which
research universities are best
known.
Of course, students need a body
of basic knowledge, but they need
more than ever to know how to
find, evaluate, synthesize and communicate the vast amounts of information available.
Undergraduates need to begin
their freshman year with seminars
led by experienced £acuity.
Research experience should continue throughout the undergraduate
years, culminating with a senior
research project. The emphasis on
research necessarily would change
the way graduate students learn to
teach. improve teaching of writing
and speaking and encourage more
interdisciplinary work - all of
which are to the good.
There is probably no university
that has not appointed committees.
adopted experimental programs
and reformed curricula. However.
these efforts have been piecemeal
and often short-lived.
There are only 125 research universities in the United States,
according to the Carnegie classification. They have a full range of baccalaureate programs, at least 50
doctoral degrees a year and major
federal support for research. These
universities total a mere 3 percent
of institutions of higher education,
but they graduate about a third of
the baccalaureates in the nation
and more than half of those who go
on to doctorates in science and
engineering.
"Reinventing Undergraduate
Education," a three-year study that
I chaired, funded by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching, recognizes the
urgency of comprehensively
addressing these issues now. It
offers a 10-point plan to help universities.

Besides urging inquiry- or
research-based learning, the 10
points include starting freshmen on
learning by inquiry; building the
other courses from that freshman
framework; steadily progressing to
a major research "capstone" in the
senior year; emphasizing writing
and speaking in every course, not
just composition courses: removing
barriers to interdisciplinary learning; creating and using information
technology well; educating graduate students to teach: rewarding
£acuity for good teaching, not just
good research; and creating a sense
of community among students, faculty and staff.
A lot of schools have started
working on such innovations as
block scheduling freshmen into
three integrated courses taken with
the same small group of students:
freshman seminars: and interdisciplinary and collaborative learning.
Few, on the other hand, have
touched all 10 bases. To teach students in the new millennium will
require a comprehensive approach
- resolving all 10.
Of course, universities will not
change overnight. But they can gear
up overnight, realizing how important the new approach really is.
America's continued position of
power and influence in the world
depends on the production of leaders who possess not only information but the ability to outthink their
competitors, leaders with keen
minds as well as sound values. The
U.S. global role is at risk if the
graduates of our universities are
the products of a tired, complacent
or ineffective system.
■
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Shirley Strum Kenny is President of tire State University of New
York at Stony Brook.
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WKU receives $1 million anonymous donation for gifted studies By Holly E. Stepp
HER/\LO-LEAOER EDUCATION REPORTER

Western Kentucky University
has received a $1 million gift from
an unnamed donor for its gifted
studies program and several scholarships.
University officials announced
1hr gift yesterday and said it

would be paid into an endowment
over the next 11 years.
"The gifted studies program is
one of those programs that makes
Western distinctive and defines
our priority of academic achievement," said Western Kentucky
President Gary Ransd.ell.
"This gift will help encourage

the best and brightest students to
participate in this program."
Ransdell declined to name the
donor, but said the person was
most interested in academic excellence.
The gift was announced at an
award ceremony recognizing Kentucky seventh-graders who took

the SAT or ACT early and scored
well.
Julia Link Roberts, director of
the Center for Gifted Studies, said
the income from the endowment
will be used to support the center's
programs.
The 17-year-old center provides educational services for gift-

ed children, their parents and educators.
The anonymous gift is the second $1 million gift Western has received this month.
WKU's Bowling Green College
of Business Administration received its largest gift ever earlier
this month from a Simpson County

banker and his wife.
Leon and Ruby Mai Page (/f
Franklin established two perma:
nent endowments totaling more
than· $1 million to support
business college scholarships .and
provide funds to attract high,qua,1ity faculty.
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WKU gets $1 milliori for gifted, scholarships

1180 awarded bachelor's degrees at Centre

A,;sociated Press

The Courier-Journal

its members to "dream very large.''

DANVILLE, Ky. - Centre College
awarded bachelor's degrees to 180

He warned them that they would encounter cynicism. Don't let it steal
away your commitment to being

seniors yesterday; six mqre are ex-

your best," he said. " ... You have

llOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A
$1 million gift to Western Kentucky
University will provide an endowment for the gifted-studies program ,
and scholarships for local students.
The gift, from a donor who wished
to remain anonymous, will be paid
over LI years and will finance several
annual scholarships. The remainder'
will go into the endowment for gifted
studies, the school announced Friday.
"This gift ensures permanency of
the gifted-studies program at Western and will allow it to continue to be
the premier program in the common-

wealth," WKU President Gary Ransdell said.
The Center for Gifted Studies has
heted gifted children, their parents
a~ educators for 17 years. It provides a yanety of programs, includ-

ing Saturday seminars and summer
opportunities for sludents and educators. More than 10,000 students and
educators have participated in oncampus programs offered by the center.

pected to complete requirements
during the summer.
John A. Roush, who will become
the college's president July I, told
the class that Centre is counting on

11

been equipped to make a difference
for good."

Roush comes to Centre from the
University of Richmond in Virginia,
where he is vice president for plan-

ning; he is succeeding Michael F.
Adams, who left to become president
of the University of Georgia.
Honored as male and female valedictorians were Seth Jolly, a graduate of Pleasure Ridge Park High
School in Jefferson County, who had
a double major -

economics and

government - and Hilary Carner of
Princeton, a biology major.
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New president addresses Centre grads:
Centre College's incoming president urged the
graduating class yesterday to "dream very large"
and never give in to cynicism. John A. Roush who
;will take office on July 1, was the featured sp~ker
at the school's commencement. "Your professors
and others involved in your life here at Centre are
counting on you to dream very large ... and to hold
fast to your dreams," he said in his first formal
!!~dress a~ the ~ollege. "You will encounter cyniCl~m; don t let 1t steal away your commitment to
tiemg your best." The graduating class included
,186 members,
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Retiring Mary Smith
accomplished a lot
as KSU president
The May 18 story by higher education
reporter Holly Stepp on outgoing Kentucky State University President Mary L.
Smith was called a profile. The story was
not a profile, but rather a classic case of
negative journalism. especially when compared to the profile done on outgoing
Eastern Kentucky University President
Hanly Funderburk.
There was no mention of controversy
at EKU before or during Funderburk's administration. President Funderburk's welldeserved profile was filled with university
accomplishments under his administration. The story was positive and befitting
an individual who served EKU for 13½
years.
Unfortunately, the story on President
Smith, who served KSU for 28 years, was
filled with controversy about the university, most of wrjch took place before Smith
became president.
There was no mention of the following
accomplishments achieved at KSU during
Smith's administration:
■ ~veral million dollars spent to upgrade the KSU library and computer network.
■ That, this year, the university graduated the most students in its 112-year
history, because of increased retention of
students.
■ That $500,000 was secured by the
university for the Central Kentucky Head
Start Training Program.
■ 'The African-American Civil War
Symposium.
■ The Women's Historv Conference.
■ The strategic plan that will set the
course for the university's future.
■ That, under Smith's administration,
the KSU Aquaculture Center became internationally recognized.
Stepp also stated that KSU has publicized very few events. The Herald-Leader
itself has publicized several events and accomplishments at the university, much
more than the two events mentioned in
Stepp's story. More than 70 press releases
on events and universitv accomplishments were sent out this past academic
vear.
· The Herald-Leader and other media
are sent information on university events
and accomplishments. However, for one
reason or another, most of these positive
events and accomplishments never make
it to print or the evening news.
Under the administration of President
Smith, the university's relationship with
the media is improving and is less adver,;arial. Hopefully, the balance between
negative and positive stories will begin to
even out.
President Smith, Kentucky State University, and the readership of this paper
deserved a more positive "profile" on
Smith - who worked as hard as any
president anywhere to make their university better.
Bruce H. Edwards
Director of Public Relations
Kentucky State University
Frankfort
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WRVG launches alternative
for public radio listeners
By Jefferson George
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

GEORGETOWN
While partners in public radio's present met on the
West Coast, some potential
players in public radio's future were turning up the
volume in Central Kentucky.
At the Public Radio Conference this
weekend in San Francisco, everyone
from network executives to local station managers attended meetings of
National Public Radio or Public Radio
International, the nation's two major
public networks.
But also attending the conference
was a group from Scott
County planning another
public radio network World Radio. When officials return to stations
around the country Monday, they'll begin hearing
more about "public radio
reinvented" in, of all places,
Georgetown, Ky.
Produced by Georgetown College
Public Radio, World Radio is an effort
by college officials and veteran radio
personalities to present an alternative
to NPR and PR!. By offering shows at
lower prices and with a more upbeat
tone, World Radio officials are creating a network based in the Bluegrass, and have caught the eye of
other public radio types.
"It's a very ambitious project,
with a capital 'A,"' said Curt Mathies, program director at WUKY in
Lexington.
While many see the project as
bold, some wonder if it's viable, citing other efforts that failed and a
questionable demand for new programming.
New networks have found
places in television - CNN as a
news leader based in Atlanta or
Fox joining ABC, NBC and CBS as
the ·'Big Four" - but public radio
networks haven't fared as well.
Last year, Monitor Radio - subsidized by the Christian Science
Church - ceased airing after 13
years, despite having more. ·than
200 affiliates.
But what some call a risk,
World Radio officials regard as an
opportunity to produce new programs and give unknown shows a
larger audience. In time, they say,
Rhythm with Tom Martin and Early World could join NPR's Fresh Air
with Terri Gross and Morning Edition as popular programs.
"We're going to crawl before we
can run," said Michael Dawahare,
director of network operations.
''We're on a learning curve, and
we're nowhere near where we anticipate being."

Going their own way
As recently as a month ago,
public radio in Georgetown was
still limited to 140 watts and an audience that, if the wind was right,
extended to city limits.
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But after finding that the college's WRVG-89.9 FM - started in
1963 - could upgrade power, officials won approval last year for a
boost to 50,000 watts.
Gaining a regional range meant
getting better talent, and general
manager Bill Gillespie hired Martin,
a local radio presence with national
experience. Martin then recruited
engineer Ned Keller from WUKY
and Dawahare, a national TV and

radio network veteran teaching at
, the University of Kentucky and
Eastern Kentucky University.
They considered subscribing to
NPR and PR! shows while producing original programs for syndication, but crunching numbers led to
some discoveries.
First, NPR and PR! programming cost more than expected, and .
two other area stations, WUKY91.3/92.1 FM in Lexington and
WEKU-88.9 FM in Richmond, already were airing the more popular
shows.
Then WRVG officials found
that putting their own full schedule
on the Public Radio
Satellite System wouldn't cost much more
than renting space
part-time.
"We started looking at all the options,"
Martin said, "and it
started to get really exciting."
The plan became
to create a network offering news and talk
programs with a blend
of music, all via satellite, or "the
bird." Where WUKY features jazz
and blues and WEKU classical, the
new WRVG is "elegant eclectic" bluegrass, modem blues and
acoustic, with ·songs from littleknown acts as well as from familiar artists like Eric Clapton and the
Grateful Dead.
World Radio also gives time to
programs produced at other stations, but while the network will air
shows from Michigan, California
and Ohio, Dawahare said World
Radio isn't an open invitation for
just any program to go national.
"We're going to be very careful
and cautious about what we're going to put up," he said.
Perhaps more appealing than
what World Radio offers is its
price. The new network is charging
stations only a fraction of NPR and
PR! rates, which can be around
$9,000 just for cultural packages,
Martin said. World Radio asks for
$375 in subscriber fees for everything but news; even with a $2,500
news package, total costs are a
third of that for cultural programming from established networks.

A rocky road?
Getting World Radio started construction, equipment, programming and marketing - cost less
than $1 million, Dawahare said.
The operating budget is about $1.l
million, with funding split between
Georgetown College and fund raising; other money will come from
tower rentals, merchandising and
grants.
·"We had significant underwriting before we even went on the

air," Dawahare said.
Having solid financial support
may be crucial, since others while applauding World Radio's effort - say wooing stations not
looking for untested programs
could be tough.
"I wish them the best," Mathies
said, "but it is going to be an uphill
battle."
Right now, Kentucky has 13
PR! affiliates, 11 of which also are
NPR member stations.
NPR began broadcasting in
1971 in Washington, D.C., and now
has 600 member stations, said spokeswoman Siriol Evans.
The network is home
to several popular programs, such as All
Things Considered and

Car Talk.
Public Radio International was established in · 1983 as
American Public Radio. Based in Minneapolis, the network
began as a complement to NPR,
was renamed PR! in 1994 and has
more than 600 affiliates.
The fact that PR! attained national status on par with NPR offers hope for World Radio, but PR!
launched with an acclaimed show

- Prairie Home Companion with
Garrison Keillor.
"Garrison is something of a
known quantity," said Marcia Alvar, director of the Public Radio
Program Directors Association.
"This is all hypothetical."
Working in World Radio's favor, others say, is its talent and
partnership with Feature Story Inc.,
an agency with news bureaus in
Washington, London and Moscow
to provide hourly newscasts. Mathies said that may appeal to small
station managers with tight budgets.
And with a more upbeat music
and talk presence - compared to
sleep-inducing public radio programs parodied on Saturday Night
live - World Radio can win listeners that NPR and PR! may have
lost, Dawahare said.
What also could help World Radio officials persevere is the friendly nature of public radio. Networks
and stations are rarely competitive
and never cutthroat, many say.
"We're absolutely in favor of
our member stations of having all
the programming options they
can," NPR's Evans said.
Or as Mathies put it, everybody
wins when public radio listeners
have more choices.
"They're· brothers in arms," he
said of World Radio. "The bottom
line is serving the community."
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·Dearth of jobs creates new exodus
By JOSEPH GERTH
The Courier-Journal
COLUMBIA, Ky. - Shane Hughes looks
around him and sees high unemployment,
little hope and few options. That's why he's
leaving his hometown this fall.
"Either I go to college or I go to jail,"
said Shane. who graduated last weekend
from Adair County High School. "If I don't
go, I may end up in trouble because it's
crazy. In my neighborhood, they don't have
URBAN
jobs, and you know
ANGST:
what they're doing they're selling drugs."
LouisvilleShane, 17, will atarea seniors
tend Western Kenfear high
tucky University to
school isn't
earn a degree in comenough to
puter engineering.
ensure
Many graduating
jobs. •
seniors from high
schools throughout rural Kentucky say they
plan to move away from their hometowns
to go to school or to find work.
Whether they are in the flatlands to the
west or the mountains to the east, whether
they grew up on tobacco farms in the Bluegrass or in small towns to the south, many
young people have little hope of finding at
home the kind of work that will allow them
to raise families.
Though unemployment rates nationally
and in Kentucky are at nearly record lows,
jobs available in many rural parts of the
state are often low-wage service jobs that
provide few benefits or none. Many jobs in
the garment industry, mines and on farms
have disappeared.
Keisha Smith is an honors graduate of
Hickman County High School in Western
Kentucky who plans to seek her fortune
elsewhere. She has an academic scholarship to the University of Kentucky and will
study accounting. Smith, 18, said her parents had to struggle to raise a. family in
Hickman County, and her dad commutes to
Mayfield to work at General Tire.
"There is nothing here," she said of the
bleak prospects of landini: a decent job.
Still, Smith feels safe in Hickman County,
likes the school system and ''would· love for
my children to go to school here."
In Eastern Kentucky, Larry Quillen, 18,
has enlisted in the Army and must
report for basic training on Jul;r 7.
His pregnant wife will stay in Whitesburg, he said, and being apart from
her will be hard.
"I'm ~oing because I don't want a
low-paymgjob here," he said.
He felt college wasn't an option because, "I'm not really a straight-A
student." After the Army, Quillen
hopes to return to Eastern Kentucky
to become a state trooper.
Ron Crouch, who heads the State
Data Center at the University of Louisville, said that rural areas will continue to suffer from a shortage of
jobs that pay well.
Crouch said several trends make it
difficult for rural areas.
KENTUCKY IS part of an international trend in which few rural

areas - except those near interstates
or other major highways - are experiencing any growth, Crouch said.
"The reality basically is that major
metropolitan areas and along interstates are booming ... but out in the
state, that doesn't help you."
The economy also is changing rapidly, which means a faster cycle of
plant closings and layoffs in many industries. Urban areas will be able to
absorb temporary job losses while
workers are retrained and factories
are retooled more easily than smaller, rural communities will.

The traditional jobs that used .to
keep small towns m Kentucky thnving just aren't there anymore. Small
family farms have been giving way to
factory jobs for a generanon now.
And factory jobs don't pay as well
and are harder to find than they used
to be.
This isn't the first time rural Kentucky has experienced out-migration.
After the World War II, large numbers of Kentuckians headed north
seeking manufacturing jobs in cities
such as Detroit, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
and Cleveland.
Southern Kentucky, which has lost
thousands of garment-factory jobs to
overseas plants, may be hit hardest
by the flight of young people. But _the
garment jobs are almost gone, mamly
because of trade policies that allow
companies like Fruit of the Loom and
OshKosh B'gosh to make clothing
overseas for less.
YOUNG PEOPLE in the region
are having to look to Glasgow, Da_n'
ville, Elizabethtown and even Lomsville to find. work. Eric Skaggs, who
graduated from Taylor County High
School this weekend, plans to move
to Louisville, where he will room
with a friend and work part time in
the air-express sorting hub at United
Parcel Service.
11
There aren't any jobs here,° he
said, explaining his 100-mile move. .
Skaggs, 18, plans to go to Jeff~rson
Community College at some point or
possibly get a real-estate license. He
doesn't see himself coming back
home.
"My parents know what it's like.
They Just tell me, 'Do whatever is the
best for you. You've got to do what
you feel is right,' " Skaggs said.
In Bourbon County, the situation is
different. Just 16 miles from downtown Lexington and just a bit farther
to the Toyota Camry plant in Georgetown, there are plenty of jobs around
for young people if they don't mind a
short commute.
But what's at stake here, people
say, is a way of life. Bourbon County
has long been known for its horse and
tobacco farms. While the horse industry is strong, many worry about
tobacco. It is under attack in Washington and young folks here don't appear interested in growing it.
Michael Langfels, 18, doesn't see
himself struggling every year like his
father to turn out tobacco crops.
There is just too much risk for too
little profit, he said. "If you got too
much rain or not enough of it, you
lose everything," he said.
Though he plans to stay in Bourbon County, he wants to become a
mechanic. Once he earns enough
money to go into business on his
own, he wants to become a cattle
buyer.
BOURBON COUNTY High principal Ron Wigglesworth said it isn't
any wonder students like Langfels
don't plan to farm.
"A lot of farmers will tell you they
don't make a whole lot of money at
it," he said. "And with what they're
doing in Congress about tobacco,
more and more they are going the
other way and finding something else
to do."
One expanding industry in rural
Kentucky is health care, Crouch said.
In Eastern Kentucky, several
Whitesburg High School seniors
mentioned health care as an area
that could help them get jobs at
home after more education. Most of

the more than 60 Whitesburg students surveyed by (he _news_paper
said they expect to fmd Jobs m the
area and return home someday.
Both Lora Maggard and Sonji
Venters, for instance, want to go to
medical school because they know
they can find jobs in Letcher County
as doctors.
·
"One of the reasons I chose health
care is that it's one of the few jobs
that I can get here," said Maggard,
18. "I love my family and I want to
be here."
·
Venters said she is going to Pikeville College next year an~ hope~ to
attend its new osteopathic medical
school.
THE FATHERS of both Maggard
and Venters work in the coal industry, so both teen-agers are aware ?f
the need to join an indust~ that 1s
expandin~. "My dad doesn t enJoy
coal minmg," Maggard said. "My
parents have had a hard life raising
four kids. 11
•
A job in health care is also a prospect for Leslie Kearney, 18, a recent
graduate of Taylor County High
School in Central Kentucky. She
works part time at a local dialysis
unit. Come fall, she'll commute several days a week to Elizabethtown to
study nursing.
Kearney hopes to continue working in the dialysis unit after she
graduates. "I just can't. leave my
mom, 11 said Kearney, whose pare~ts
are divorced. "And I like Campbellsville .... No matter where you are
here, people always know you."
Jeff Scott, principal at Adair County High School, wishes there were
more opportunities in rural areas for
students as they graduate. But for the
students who want to reach further
than Columbia will allow them, he
counsels them to move away and
come back if the economy improves.
"I have to think it's going to get
better around here," Scott said.
THAT IS clearly the hope in parts
of the state that are seeing a "brain
drain" as youn~ people go away. to
college or technical school and never
return home. But Crouch doesn't see
an end in sight.
Crouch said he foresees an aging
population in rural Kentucky and a
continuing decline in the economy
despite the efforts of state and local
economic development teams. "It's
not what people want to hear, but it's
the truth," he said.
The population in rural Kentucky
already is declining because young
people are moving away - and those
who stay are having fewer children
because they can't afford large families.
But Joe Lilly, a spokesman for th~
state Economic Development Cabinet said he hopes the outlook isn't
that bleak. Strategically located regional industrial parks could boost
employment in many areas a_nd telecommuting may help some m more
remote areas.
By showing companies that Kentucky has a strong work force that
can meet their needs, the state can
breathe life into sagging parts of the
state and lure young people. "If we
can get opportunity in ~ere, we can
give them an opporturuty to come
home," he said.
Staff writers Gardiner Harris drid
James Malone contributed to this

story.

Most seniors see college as vital to futures
Matt Blanford,
18, thinks he'll
find a decent
Job when he
graduates from
college. "I'll do
well enough In
college ••. so ·
that whenever I
do choose a
field, I'll be able

Many fear a future

of mtnimun1 wages
without degrees
Bh VEDA MORGAN
T e Courier-Journal
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Their career aspirations include
such varied fields as teaching, engineering and politics. But most seniors
interviewed at Pleasure Ridge Park
High School in Jefferson County
have one thing in common: They say
they plan to graduate from college something many of their parents
didn't do.
"Everybody's telling us that if we
don't go to college, we're goins to be
minimum-wage workers," sai Danielle Smith, 18, who plans to attend
the University of Kentucky and major
in electrical engineering.
"! don't want to be like everybody
else . . . who works real hard their
whole life and just makes it," she
said.
Like most students who were interviewed or surveyed at her school,
Smith said her parents didn't ~raduat& from college. Smith, who hves in
the Pleasure Ridge Park area, will be
the first woman on her mother's side
of the family and the third on her father's side to attend college.
THIRTY-FIVE OF 58 PRP students who were interviewed or who
responded to a survey said neither
barent graduated .from colle~e. All
ut four of the 58, however, said they
plan to continue their education after
they graduate from high school, and
45 said they will attend a four-year
college.
Latrice Cole, 18, who lives in the
West End, said she plans to attend
Murray State University on an academic scholarship - the Martin Luther King Exempla,y Student Award.
Cole's barents didn't graduate from
college, ut she has excelled while
raising a son, Wilvontre, who is 2.
"It's been hard, but I just have to
1.-,.,,,.
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to get a Job."

no reason to
she says.

and go abroad."

move away,"

ing to achieve with him," Cole said.
She said she plans to be an elementary school teacher, and she
doesn't think she'll have a problem
f,etting a job when she graduates
rom college.

"There are, like, more and more
teachers needed eve,y day," she said.
REGARDLESS OF their aspirelions, most students interviewed said.
they don't expect to have a problem
finding a Job. Only seven students
said they idn 't think there would be
a job for them in Jefferson County
after they graduate from college.
Matt Blanford, 18, who lives in
Pleasure Ridge Park, said he isn't
sure what he'll major in at Centre
College, but he thinks he'll find a decent job when he graduates.
"I'll do well enough in college and
with my grades so that whenever I do
choose a field, I'll be able to get a
job," he said.
Blanford was president of the Fe!lowship of Christian Athletes at PRP,
co-editor of the yearbook, vice gresident of the student council an vice
president of the National Honor Society.
tn
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eventually to be
a professor
at UK.
Chris
McDonald, 18,
who will major
In sports
medicine or
occupational
therapy at
Eastern
Kentucky
University, says,

Katie Harry, 17,
plans to attend
Brescia College
In Owensboro.
She wants to
teach high
school In
Jellerson
County. "I have

0 1 w~nf

Mary Browning,
18, will major In
secondary
English
education at UK
and plans to
stay in
Lexington.
She wants

hr·;c;_" hP _c;Rici ink-

"I want to travel
ingly. "I've gotten real good at working with people and dealing with
them and getting things done."
Blanford said that whatever he
ends up doing, he "wants to be comfortable enough where my kids don't
have to get a part-time job during
high school just to survive."
Sarah Holt, 17, who also lives in
Pleasure Ridge Park, said she expeels to have no problem finding a
Job with a pretty sizable paycheck.
Sarah will attend UK, where she
wants to major in computer science
and engineering and get a master's
degree in business. She said she's
heard that she could earn a starting
sala,y of $60,000 to $70,000.
She wants to get some experience
at the super-secret National Security
Administration while at UK and
hopes to work in the area of artificial
intelligence, either in Lexington cir
Washington.
"I HAVE THIS tanned out,'--she
said. She said she' be the first person in her immediate family to
graduate from college.
Most students interviewed or Stll
veyed said they plan to atterid college
in .IP.ffnson Countv or come hack to

Latrice Cole,

18, who plans
to attend
Murray StatP on
an academir
scholarship, has
excelled wh"le
raising a son.
'"It's been hard,
but I just ha e
to have the
determination."
"Everybody's

telling us that ii
we don't gc to
college, we're
going to be
minimum-wage
workers," said
Danielle Smith,

18, who plans
to major in
electrical
engineering.

the area after they graduate.
Katie Harry, 17, wh0 lives in Valley
Station, said she plans to attend
Brescia College in Owensboro on an
academic and athletic scholarship..
She wants to major in En~lish and
plans to teach high school m Jefferson County.
"I have no reason to move away,"
she said. "I have family here, and I
love the community."
But Mary Browning, 18, who lives
in the West End, will attend UK and
plans to stay in Lexington.
Browning, who also won a King
scholarship, said she will major in
secondary English education and that
she hopes to become a hifih school
teacher. She wants eventua ly to be a
professor at UK and thinks staying in
the area will help her reach that goal.
Chris McDonald, 18, who lives in
Valley Station, plans to attend Eastern Kentucky University and major
in sports medicine or occupational
therapy.
He says he may come back to Jefferson County sometime later, but he
has other immediate plans: "I want
to travel and go abroad, 11 he said. 11 ]
bust want to get away from here and
ecome more independent."
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Jeffersonville (Ind.) High

Graduates pin hopes
on more training
By GRACE SCHNEIDER
The Courier-Journal
Megan Stephenson, a senior at Jeffersonville (Ind.) High School, knows
plenty of entry-level jobs are available - paying $5.50 to $6 an hour.
But Megan and other graduating
seniors at her school say that there's
little future in such jobs and that
they need more education - either
college or vocational school - to ensure a dependable income.
So Megan, 17, will become the first
person in her family to go to college,
and she's determined to become the
family's first college graduate.
Megan is headed to lllinois State
University in August to play volleyball on a full athletic scholarship.
Her academic path is also set: She intends to complete undergraduate and
graduate studies in elementary education during five years of athletic
eligibility.
It's a tall order, but Megan thinks
she's ready. "I know it's going to be
a lot of hard work, but that's the fun
part. I don't like things handed to

me."

HER CLASSMATES at Jeffersonville High also appeared to recognize that in today's global economy
things won't be handed to them either. They said they aren't misled by
the ease of finding low-paying jobs
during school and in the summer.
Several interviewed last week said
they understand that earning solid
living wages five years from now and
beyond depends on pursuing additional education.
Only two of 35 seniors answering
an informal Courier-Journal survey
in two Jeffersonville High classrooms
said they had no plans to continue
education after high school.
The 395-member class of 1998 is
typical of other years, said Jill
O'Daniel, a guidance counselor.
Many of the more serious students
have plans for the next four years,
and most involve work toward a college degree.
Another group procrastinates
about applying for vocational school
and planning what they'll do after
graduation. "They think everything
will fall their way, that everything
will be set," O'Damel said.
Still, they appear to grasp the point
counselors and teachers have hammered at them for the last four years:
"They know for the most part they've
got to have a skill, some value that
they can offer to an employer,"
O'Daniel said. "A lot of them are oriented to material things. They want
to live in a beautiful apartment and
drive a beautiful car, and they know
that's going to take money."
Brandon Bethany, 18, who is completing four years with a 2.1 gradepoint average, a "C," is one of those
not planning to head to college or a
vocational school this fall. His grades
hardly make him a good prospect for
college, he said. But even if he were
interested i!l going to college this fall,
he's so undecided abou· what he'd

"A lot of people
know they have
to go to
college. I guess
I want to go to
school, Just
somewhere
down the road, 11
says 18-yearold Brandon
Bethany.
"I know
{attending
Illinois State
University) is
going to bea
lot of hard
work, but that's
the fun part,1'
says Megan
Stephenson. "I
don't like things
handed to me."

Panna Thaker
plans to
commute to
classes from
Cave City. She
says, "If I don't
do good in
college, I'll have
to get married.
I'm going to do
good in
college!"

study that going now would be a
waste of money, he said.
He loves to draw, he said, and he
wants to learn to speak Spanish fluently and perhaps become a Spanish
interpreter someday. His interest
stems from his Mexican-American
heritage. He intends to apply for a
two-year mission sponsored by his
church, The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, in hopes of
landing an assignment in Latin
America or in tht Spanish-speaking
communities of California, Texas or
Florida.
HIS $8,15°AN°HOUR job as a
dietary aide at Clark Memorial Hospital is helping him save the more
than $2,000 required for such an assignment. "A lot of people know they
have to go to college," Brandon said.
"I guess I want to go to school, just
somewhere down the road."
Panna Thaker, whose family came
from Bombay, India, five years ago,
is heading to Central Kentucky right
after graduation. Her entire family
will work in a Cave City hotel that
her uncle recently bought. She's been
assured that she can commute to
Glasgow, where Western Kentucky
University offers classes, or to the
university itself at Bowling Green.
She's wary of not making it in college, because in her culture, marriages are arranged by the parents.
Academic failure would mean she'd
head to married life at a younger
age, she said. "If I don't do good in
college, I'll have to get married. I'm
going to do good in college!"
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Morehea_d sets up trust
for Eaglin
By Frank E. Lockwood
NORTHEASTERN KENTIJCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD - Morehead State
University President Ronald G.
Eaglin received a deferred retirement
compensation package, a $5,000
raise and a one-year contract extension from the board of regents yesterdav.
"Obviously, it's a great vote of
confidence, and I'm pleased," said
Eaglin, 58, Morehead's president
since 1992.
The regents voted to create a trust
earmarked for Eaglin's retirement.
The university will put up $66,879,
and an anonymous. donor will contribute an unspecified amount
By the time Eaglin reaches re·
tirement age - four years from now
- the. trust fund should have grown
to $220,000, assuming an annual return of 7 percent, said board chairman LM Jones.
Upon his retirement, Eaglin and
his spouse would receive an annual
payment of abcut $15,000 per year
from the fund, Jones said. The trust's
principal would continue generating
income until their deaths and would

then revert to Morehead.
Eaglin, the university's 12th
president, was chancellor at Coastal
Carolina University before acceptmg
this job.
1n other university news:
■ Morehead's Director of Minoritv Student Affairs Jerry Gore is step·
ping down effective July L
He will be replaced by Francene
Botts-Butler, the university's director
of human resources.
Botts-Butler will oversee the
school's newlv reorganized Office of
Multicultural Student Services.

Gore will head the Underground
Railroad Museum in Maysville. He
will remain on the university's payroll through July 1, 1999, as a gift to
the museum, Eaglin said.
■ The regents voted yesterday
to commit to raising staff salaries to
market levels and to raise faculty
pay to the average paid at other
Kentucky regional universities.
The vote was prompted in part ·
by a study indicating thaLMorehead's staff are greatly underpaid
and that its faculty salaries are
among the lowest !n the sta'-'-te.::.___
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Quiet advocat_e
Henderson Dysard helped advance
cause <;>f higher education in area
A case can be made that to purchase the ACC propAshland Community College erty. That agreement has erewould not ·exist today with- ated strong, mutually benefiout the efforts of Henderson cial ties· between the college
Dysard.
and the city school system.
While a young attorney in
Dysard, who died Sunday
Ashland in the 1930s, Dysard at the age of 89,--sought neiplayed a key role in the es- ther payment nor public actablishment of the old Ash- colades for his .efforts .. He
land Community College. He was a quiet man-who simply
worked for the tax to support had a passion for improving
it and helped to see that the educational opportunities in
two-year college offered area this community.
residents of modest means
. In view of that passion, it
the opportunity to pursue a is not surprising that Dyspost-secondary education.
ard's family has requested
More than two decades donations to the Dysard Melater, Dysard helped to make morial_ Fund .. at.ACC in .lieu
sure the junior college sup- of·flowers.. It::is·1only fitting
ported by the Ashland Inde- that gifts given in_his memopendent. School District·· be- ry· .will advan,cif:sa'•cause so
came part of the newly estab- near to his·heart:".'; lished University of. Ken, .. During,.~:lilQ~g;;;iife,.:DYI!·
tucky Community College · ard," who remained active
System. He drafted the origi- until just weeks-:--before his
nal agreement between the · death; helped'. fo.!create jobs
city school board and UK by developing·clothihg factoand negotiated the purchase ries in Olive Hill".'ilnd was a
of the property where ACC Republican who once chaired
and the Ashland Tennis Cen- former Sen. John Sherman·
ter now are located.
Cooper's statewide.campaign..
In.the 1980s,. Dysard played; - Bui · it~· was:Hlirough;;.his :
a -key role-·in ·developJng an~ work-~ in:,higller.~:~dtication~
agreem~11t. be~!len;,the ... cipr-;_~_J!!~! \!!Y..~~rcglt~~:!J~~J!,~gJ
scho©l :s:v.steih'J.anil:/A,QQ'.Jol.'-!.,;:___i).].Jl_r~:-.g_~-t!_iisJtcomniUiut)'.,,
~~J{ifftli~7fl:fop~ftt;~!.(tr§,.~~~~~§;~~~~~~J:f~
estabhshed ·to support· the: · sent'.owe"H~~~jieot:o_f gi;at1,
junior college_.and 'later used·.:_ tude:·-''"':'" ·=~,~'"''" .., ·,,,,,.'.'
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Open· admissions and remedial classes

ACCESS ~~ HIGHER ED:"CATION ·
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Actions are
part of wide
assault on
civil rights
WYORK-ln case you
had any doubt about the
, motivation behind the
tightening of admissions
standards at the City University of
New York, listen to Anne Paolucci,
who heads the board of trustees:
"We are cleaning out the fouryear colleges and putting remediation where it belongs."
Got that? It
was Paolucci's
mouth m~~-

N

was

butthe ven · oquist was
New York
Mayor
Ru.
h
dolp
Giuliani.
The
Mayor's un-

BOB
HERBERT

federal judge ruled that Giuliani had are sitting on some $5 billion in
violated the FIIS! Amendment ri~ts budget surpluses. They want as.litof taxi drivers by preventing tliem tie or that money as possible to go to
from protesting new regulations the the ldnds of. kids - poor, workingMayor seeks to impose on the taxi class, immigrant, black, Latino industry. After refusing to meet who are likely to show up at CUNY
with the taxi drivers and using the or, for that matter, in the city's pubpolice to block their protest, the lie high schools and secondaiy
Mayor bragged last month that he schools.
had "destroyed" the drivers' efforts.
These are the kids whom many
Tough guy. Last Wednesday, the would like to see cleansed not
,
city's
appeal of the judge's decision only from CUNY's landscape but
was derued.
as much as possible from the very
Far more than most recent may- consciousness of privileged New
ors, Giuliani
•
.
Yorkers.
rules by fear. -In ========-=
Giuliani
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were
Th arrested.
ere was a sad picture in last
Wednesday's New York Post of a
student named Sandra Ynoa, who
had a "Save CUNY'' poster hanging from her neck. Her hands were
cuffed behind her back, and she
looked as if she was about to cry.
Who needs remedial classes when
you can send students straight to
Jail?
In Rudy Giuliani's New York,
where the curtain is being lowered
on civil rights and civil liberties,
anyone who dares to challenge the
Mayor, this joyless man with the angry yisage. who throws out his chest
arid struts around the city telling everyone how-tough he is - anyone
who dares to challenge him is treated like a criminal.
·J,ho~

compromise
could have been reached that would
have elimina'ted ex=.;.- remedi=nc
ation in the four-year colleges while
saving remedial classes for students
who could get up to speed reasonably quickly.
·
''What you don't want to do is
lose the students who are capable of
doing the work," he said. ''We could
have found a middle ground, but
there was so much bad blood generated that people had difficulty even
talking about it"
The official was afraid to have his
name mentioned in the newspaper.
"I saw Giuliani with the taxicabs,"
he said. "I don't want to be a taxicab driver."
The cleansing at CUNY comes as

Mayor, said
right on. So the kids are.caught in
Ire h
Th· d •t
a
ac erous game.
ey on
get the ldnd of support they need .
in the public schools, and they are
denied remediation when they get
to college age.
The cleansers can then perversely claim that the kids have
shown themselves to be worthless,
fit only to wear a prison uniform
or the gaudy orange outfit of the
WEP worker - the welfare recipient in the inaccurately _llll!lled .
Work Experience Program.·
·
. Discontent with Giuliani's poll-.
cies is growing. Not .all,New Yorkers revel in the trampling;of.1he-underdo!l, Despite the M!l¥0r'.s·best.ef- •
forts, it's still not that ldnd of town-

after 1he CUNYvote, _a ,-.~~,fv!af~~,~~;°;: ~'.":~ P~-- -:·-·•;;;:~'.;'!;~~-~~~~-~::,,:;i;
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Abandoning
staridards
hurts colleges
and students

F ONE is to believe Bob Herbert, op-ed columnist for The
. New . York Times, Rudolph
Giuliani is waging an "unnecessary and unconscionable
war on the weak and the poor and
the black and the brown." The latest skirmish took place last week
when, under Mayor Giuliani's enthusiastic prodding, the truste_es
·
of the·· City
University of
New York
sharply· al-.tered its poll- cies on open
admissions
and remedial
education.
However
. one may re- gard Mayor
JONATH.ll.N
Giuliani and.
YARDLEY
chis chief ally
in this underI
·taking,
the
'--'
· Governor of.
New York, George Pataki, it is
possible to view this as a sensible
effort to reverse the decline in the
education offered by CUNY and
the concomitant decline in its formerly enviable reputation, but this
is not bow Herbert chooses to see
it. Instead, he says, it is a direct
attack on "the kinds of kids poor, working-class, immigrant,
black, Latino - who are likely to
show up at CUNY or, for that matter, in the city's public high
schools and secondary schools."
These, according to Herbert, "are
the kids whom many would like to
see cleansed· not. only from
CUNY's landscape but as much.as
possible from the very consciousness of privileged New Yorkers."
Only in New York, it is tempting to say, but these are-the terms
in which so many American battles are fought these days. What
should be issues of educational
policies and priorities are reduced
to highly emotional and vastly
oversimplified arguments about
race, victimization and entitlement. As 'soon as the issues are
raised, the screaming begins the CUNY trustees' vote was conducted to the accompaniment of
sidewalk demonstrations and con-

I

~===~

last week - they will be phased in
over several . years, in different
ways at different branches of
CUNY - could, in the· view of
some officials of the .. universify,
deny admission to as many as
13,000 students who are now admitted each year.
This is an astonishing figure, for
any number of reasons: Il means
that CUNY is accepting for "higher''
education huge numbers -of utterly
unprepared students; that CUNY
wastes uncountable time and money trotting these· students through
remedial classes; that as a result
CUNY is now little more than an extension of high school, and secondrate high school to boot.
..
Precisely how this benefits the
citizens of New York City or the students of .CUNY is difficult to imagine. Whether a student is bllick or
white,.Latino or Italian-American or
whatever· .else, higher education
should offer that student a rigorous pllin.of study at the collegiate and
_ postgraduate levels. What 1t should
not offer is a feel-good open-doors
policy that lets everyone in and then
not -merely pretends that everyone
is equally qualified, but also dumbs ·
down the course of instruction to
perpetuate this cruel illusion.
· On_e person who understands the
consequences of this is Herman Ba. dillo, who has been active in New
York politics longer than God , usually on the side of minority inter~ ests -~ and·who now is vice chair- man of CUNY's trustees. Under the
· more rigorous admissions policies
.- approved last.week, Badillo said, "I
have every faith that black, Latino
. and Asian students will do well
as other students, and that this will
benefit them as well as every other
student." Those words may well
been uttered in a spirit of apAl CUNY, open admissions have have
peasement,
but they are true: The
been in force since 1970, when, in
Jl"?Ple whom higher standards
the overheated climate of that time; only
discnminate against are- the unthe university set out on a path that qualified, and plenty of members of
has brought it to the present state. minority groups will.be able to meet
According to a news report in· the them.
...
Times, "the 11 senior colleges in
Butone caution should be addthe system have always had some ed. Tightening up admissions rerestrictions on admissions, but quirements at CUNY is laudable
some have had standards so loose and long overdue, but it will be ·
that they come close to having little more than window dressing
open admissions," while. "the six unless it is accompanied by an· intwo-year community colleges ... tense, comprehensive effort to imaccept any student with a high prove the city's elementary and
school diploma or its equivalent."
high schools. There, in·New York
The result is a system strorig on as everywhere in the country, is
democracy but exceedingly weak the real problem. If schools at
on educationai standards. Though those levels were doing their jobs,
anyone with a reasonable grasp of there would be no need for open
the language surely would agree admissions or "remediation"· at
that a "university'' to which anyone the university level. If .Giuliani is
can gain entrance is a contradiction genuinely serious about education
in terms, it is precisely such an in- - a debatable proposition - he'll
stitution that the taxpayers of New find his work cut out for him in
York underwrite at CUNY. To wit: the first 12 grades.
• Thi Washington Post ·
The admissions standards voted in

ference room protests - and all
hope of rational debate goes up in
smoke.
In the case of CUNY, the issues
can be boiled down to two: Who is
entitled to admission to a public
university, and how much responsibility does the university have to
"remediate" the educational failures of the secondaiy and high
schools? These are important and
complex issues. It is true that in
some regards they touch on race,
"diversity," entitlement and other
hot"buttons, but they have far less .
to do .with bias and discrimination
than with basic questions about the
nature of higher education and the
state's obligation to make it available, in one form or another, to all
residents.
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·Sorority
suspended
on charge
of ha.zing
Group could be
barred till 2001
By Mat Herron
HERAI.DliADER STAFF WRITER

Delta Sigma Theta sorority has
been suspended from the University of Kentucky's campus, pending
an appeal of a charge that it physically and mentally abused pledges
last semester, university administrators said yesterday.
The. charge was outlined in a
letter sent May 22 from the Dean of
Students Office to chapter president
Chyrita Banks, as well as the sorority's regional office in Flint, Mich.
The letter followed more than
two months of investigation. UK's
Greek Affairs Office learned of the
incident in late March, after Dean of
Sororities Susan West received an
anonymous phone call from a Delta
alumna.
Delta Sigma Theta is the second
Greek ·organization to be charged
with hazing at UK this academic
year, the fifth since 1990. In October, the university suspended Sigma Alpha Epsilon social fraternity
for hazing pledges in May 1997.
Banks denied the charge
against Delta Sigma Theta. "They
didn't listen to us. All they listened
to was a bunch of lies," said Banks,
a political science major. "There's
no evidence, and I wonder why? Because nothing happened to them."
Sorority officers also allegedly
met with pledges in the first week
of March to initiate them, weeks before they were supposed to, West
said. At that time they also had not
received approval from their national headquarters to begin initiating
new members, West said.
"They were not supposed to be
in any contact with ·the candidates
at the time that there were activities
going on," West said. "We felt like
some of the activities that were going on were hazing."
West would not say what type
of physical and mental abuse allegedly occurred.
The penalty: The sorority cannot register as a student organization again until fall 2001. Officers
from Delta Sigma Theta's national
headquarters in Washington, D.C.,
could not be reached for comment.
Despite the suspension, the
chapter still has options. "They can
still exercise their option to appeal,"
Dean of Students David Stockham
said, "They have that right, so we
have to preserve it."
Officers from the chapter have
not yet responded in writing to the
university, but Stockham .said his
office has stayed in touch with Bobbie Ewing, the midwest regional director of the sorority. Ewing could
not be reached for·comment

The sorority has 30 days to appeal the charge, as required by
UK's student tode of conduct.
The office waited two· months
before charging the sorority, Stockham said, because it needed time to
investigate.
Stockham, West and Assistant
Dean of Students Victor Hazard interviewed officers in the sorority,
chapter advisers, prospective members and students who were allegedly involved in the hazing.
"We are very thorough," Stockham said. "We're not going to do a

shoot-from-the-hip, kangaroo-court
type of response,"
Banks said administrators were
"out of line asking us things about
stuff that we had no control over.
They think our process is like
everyone else's. Everything is private. That's how the black fraternities and sororities work."
._
The dean of students' office
st31:1ed .a program to help prevent
hazing, a program that drew about
900 Greek officers and new members last

rear,
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UK suspends
sorority after
accusations
of hazing
Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. - University of
Kentucky officials have suspended a
sorority after allegations that members physically and mentally abused
pledges last semester.
Delta Sigma Theta is the second
Greek organization to be charged
with hazing at the university this academic year and the fifth smce 1990.
The school suspended Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity for hazing pledges
in May 1997.
.
The allegations against Delta Sigma Theta were detailed iri a May 22
lettedrom the dean of students' office to chapter President Chyrita
Banks and the sorority's regional office in Flint, Mich.
The letter came after a two-month
investigation. Kentucky's Greek Af.
fairs Office became aware of the incident in late March, after Dean of Sororities Susan West received an
anonymous telephone call from a
Delta alumna.

Banks denied the charge against
Delta Sigma Theta.
. "They didn't listen to us. All theX
listened to was a bunch of lies, '
Banks said. "There's no evidence,
and 1 wonder why? Because.nothing
happened to them."
•
West said sorority officers also reportedly met with pledJles in the first
week of March to initiate - them,
weeks before they were·stipposed to.
Nor had they received approval from
their national headquarters to begin
initiating new members, West said.
West would not elaborate·on the
nature of the. physical and mental
abuse alleged.
The chapter can't register as a student organization again . until · fall
2001.
··.: .. ·- ·
None of Delta Sigma Theta's national officers could be reached for
comment.
Stockham, West and Assistant
Dean of Students Victor Hazard interviewed sorority officers,. chapter
advisers, prospective members and
students allegedly involved.
"We are very thorough," Stockham
said. "We're not going to do a shootfrom-the-hip, kangaroo-court type of
response.''
Chapter officers have not yet responded in writing to the university.
The sorority has 30 days to appeal
the charge, as required by the
school's student code of conduct.
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College is elevated
to Brescia University
Associated Press
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Signs on
campus buildings still say Brescia
College, but, as of yesterday, the
school has a new name: Brescia University.
Stan Arachikavitz spent years attending classes part time at Brescia
before he got his degree last year. ·
"I'll still tell people I went to Brescia College," he said. "But I plan to
come back and work on my certification in special education. And that
will be from Brescia University."
The university's roots date back to
a junior college for women established at Mount St. Joseph Academy
in rural Daviess County in September 1925.
·
In 1947, the junior college moved
to Seventh· and St. Ann streets in
Owensboro and became coeducational. Three years later, it was renamed
Brescia - for the town in Italy where
St. Angela Merici, the founder of the

Ursuline Sisters, was born.
In 1952, Brescia became a fouryear college.
"Usually when you think of a university, you think of a place that's
too big and too impersonal," said Elisabeth Travis, class of '97. "I'm
hap_py I went to Brescia College. But
I thmk they'll be able to keep it small
and personal while offering more
programs."
The school has about 800 students.
Anne Damron, the university's director of development, said it took
about 2½ years for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to
accredit Brescia as a university.
The college's board. of trustees
waited to make .sure ·the school
would be able to develop more master's programs before_ approving the
change.
• s·
Two master's programs are available now, and more will be developed, said Brescia's president, Sister
Vivian Marie Bowles;
.
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MSU regents OK
$71.'I 6 mi'llionbudget
-

By TOM Lewis
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
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MOREHEAD -- The Morehead State University Board of
st8
Regents approved a $71.16 mil0
lion 1998-99" budget Tuesday
without dissent after its staff
representative again asked for ..: ~ JttsJ~,i;. :;;,.r'\~;;~~\~;~:~z~;~.~-//t:::~~:
a commitment to boosting sala$1,135 .
5.6%
''•-1
Undergraduate $ 1,075
ries in the future.
·
$1,235
6.0%
Graduate
$ 1,165
...,;,:
The spending plan includes
nearly $1.3 million more in
---i,~~4t~tij,,,t)·,~:-'?:;:,,:S
revenues and expenditures
DfXl-~ ;~ ·;, 't-~,~~-i:i·:~;~lt~
~I
than the .1997-98 opening. bud$3,055
6.3%
., _.. Undergraduate $ 2,875
get.
$'3,355
6.7%
-. . Graduate
$ 3,145
More than half of the rev',,, ..• ~··· ~,,,,.~ .
. -· ~,£
enues - $37 million - will
R~~:;~ o ~ s student housing will be uncllii;,ged from,1997-98 !0•1998-99.".
.
' ,--~-,.... '
..,.,·... ,,.. ~-·· :..::..,.~..
,. :,
.
. ....~:•~•'"\;!'•
' ~.
come from state approprialndeperr:!ent
graphic
/
em
Martin
tions, a net increase of
$186,500. Angela Martin, MSU's
was 8,208 and the number of
director of budgets, called that are 15 percent less than market
average,
freshmen
accepted for fall -enincrease "significant," because
Caudill;;presented .a request-- . rollment .as of May 29 was 21.6
it would. allow-the-school to
percent more than at the same
offer faculty and staff pay from MSU's Staff Congress
asking
.the
-regents
to
resolve
point in 1997.
raises without shuffling large
Martin said administrators
sums of money· from other to bring staff salaries up to
"market value" and faculty
settled on a conservative estiareas.
mate because they overMoney for faculty salaries pay up to the average of Kentucky's regional universities.
estimated last fall's enwill increase by 4 percent, the
rollment, and it would take a
staff salary pool by 3 percent. The board adopted the resolufew years of growth to offset
Raises are based· on complex tion. unanimously, and Regent
formulas that· may involve Buckner Hinkle said the goal
MSU's consistent decline in
merit, longevity;, promotions. should be.even higher,students in· :the, early· and inid
and rank;-Martill!said::,- -~,-,,..
"I-appreciate.your remark,"
'90s.
·- · -''··
The money earmarked· for facuity Regent Br·uce MatMSU also-budgeted for a 100pay hikes is• downJroni·the 5.7- ting!y replied. But he said the
student drop in· residence hall
percent raise pool in· 1997"tout- board still has not met the saloccupancy:- But· Martin said•
ed
by
MSU
President
Ron
Eagary
goals
it
set
a
decade
ago.
the
projected decline would be:
lin
.-,, .
,. Mattingly also voiced conoffset. by the higher· costs stu-c,
Staff Regent Gene Caudill re- cern that MSU is losing about
_ dents pay for private ,rooms. .
minded the board on Tuesday 10 faculty positions through at-After a 40-minute closed ·ses.,-;
of its 1988 commitment to boi' trition each year while the
sion, fhe· regents announced 1
ster salaries at MSU.. Based on number of staff.'positions in
that Eaglin· will be- paid,
an audit of the sclfool's clas- some areas has increased.
$150,000 in 1998-99, a_ $5,000sification. and. compensation
The 1998'99 budget is based
raise, and his, contract wilt be:
system completed. this, spring on a projected fall enrollment
extended one year, until ~2._ ,.
by William M. Mercer Inc. of of. 8,100 students. That's even
::,.,,
Louisville, MSU's staff ~alaries though last fall'.s · enrollment.
MO
/2..
~
,.,
.. -~'-

:::.i(~~;;_:~i::t:tii~~!ltt
0

,1 ~"'"'·

~~i~~

Hi_nkle announced sketchy
~etails of a deferred compensati?n ~ackage for Eaglin and
his wife, Bonnie. A one-time
payment of $66,879 from MSU's
ftJ?,d balance will be combined
with an anticipated anonymous contribution from "a
g~n~r?us friend of the university m a trust fund. If Eaglin
rettres from MSU when h~
1s 62 or older, the Eaglins
Would draw unspecified compensatory retirement· pay~ents from the fund until both
die, at which time the princi-

?B,

pal would return to MSU
A deferred compen~ation
P~~kage_ was a term of Eaglin, s
hrrmg m 1992, and he began
negotiating the package With
the regents last fall.
Also Tuesday, the school announced that marketing and
fu nd •r~i~ing responsibilities
are shiftmg from Vice Presidei:it for University Relations
f\eith Kappes to William Higgmbot~am. a special assistant
w~o will report directly to Eag!m. Kappes will oversee the
sch_ool's public relations, publicati_ons and WMKY, the publicradio station licensed to MSU.
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Regents reward Morehead State president
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The president of Morehead State University
has received a deferred retirement compensation package a $5 000
rai,~e an~ a one:year contract extension from the board of regents'
·R Ot10us!y, it's a great vote of confidence, and I'm pleased "·said
ona d Eaglm, 58, Morehead's president since 1992.
'
The ~egents ~oted to create a trust for liaglin's retirement The
umvers,ry_~,11 give $66,879, and an anonymous donor will contribute
an unspecified amount.

When Eaglin reaches retirement age - four years from now_ the
trust fund ts expected _to have grown to $220,000, assuming an annual
return of 7 percent, said board chairman L.M. Jones.
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Gro.und~.b:r:okeno.fQt::-J-Mellness::G.enter~addition
MOREHEAD - Following
their ·meeting Tuesday,
Morehead State University's
Board of Regents helped
break ground for Phase 2 of
the school's. Wellness Center
on the east end of campus
near Jayne Stadium.
According to Joe Planck,
director of MSU' s Physical
Plant, the $1.9 million expansion will include three in. door tennis courts, an indoor walklng track, a larger

fitness center with an aerobics room, a ·classroom,
more shower space and a
new heating system.
The 29,000'square-foot addition is expected to be
ready for use by January
1999, Planck said.
The first phase of the Wellness Center, with weights
and exercise equipment,
opened in the fall of 1996.
The center is funded With a
$10 student activity fee and

membership fees paid by faculty and staff.
Even though people not affiliated with MSU are not allowed to be Wellness Center
members, they will be allowed to pay a fee to use the
indoor tennis courts and
track in Phase 2. That_ is because those facilities are not
available anywhere else in
Morehead, MSU President
Ron Eaglin said.
-Tom Lewis
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China sends 26 to learn
business at Morehead
By Frank E. Lockwood
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD - There's a Communist flag on the classroom wall.
But the professor is quoting
from capitalism's bible: The Wall
Street Journal.
And his students, 26 government and business officials from
China's Guangxi province, listen
respectfully to a lecture on the New
York Stock Exchange and the stock
market.
East is meeting West in the Appalachian foothills as a Guangxi
government delegation - the first
to study business in America has enrolled at Morehead State University.
·•We've come here to learn more
about market economics and Western ideals ... and the challenges of
globalization," says Duan Weiqing;
vice director of the Guangxi Opening to the Outside World Office.
"Our group is something like a
pioneer group," he said. If it is successful, other groups may follow.
The Chinese government is paying Morehead $104,000 for the fourmonth program. That covers tuition, dormitory housing, books,
classroom materials and transportation within the commonwealth.
They'll graduate with a certificate in business training.
They're good students, too.
"They're very motivated, attentive, enthused .... They're fun to
teach," says Ron Mitchelson, who
teaches Economic Development and
Urban Planning.
"They're very curious about
everything we do," Mitchelson said.
They're constantly asking questions - about the heating system
at Mitchelson's house, or a visiting
photographer's camera, or the best
time to buy stocks.
·
"Buy low, sell high," said financial management professor Robert
Albert, who promised to give more
detailed "stock selection techniques" during his next lecture.
The students, six women and
20 men, arrived in Kentucky in
April. They'll stay until August,
taking classes on financial management, human resources management, international business, eco-

nomic development and government regulation.
Then they'll tour some of America's premier cities: New York,
Washington, Los Angeles and
Boston.
They're also going on field trips
• in Kentucky: to the state capitol
• and a bourbon distillery.inFrankfort, to the Louisville Slugger Museum, to Churchill Downs, and to a
Mason County tobacco farm.
Why did Guangxi pick Morehead?

"We found the school on the Internet and thought it might be a
good place to study," Weiqing says.
And Morehead was the first school
to answer their inquiries.
Morehead's small-town atmosphere, low crime rate, and cheap tuition also impressed the Chinese officials.
And Weiqing says they saw
similarities between southeast China and northeast Kentucky.
"In terms of the climate, in
terms of the precipitation, even the
(limestone) mountain ranges, the
physical environment is so similar
to Guangxi," he said.
There are also economic similarities. Guangxi has some coal
mining. Tobacco is a major cash
crop there.
Guangxi doesn't have a surgeon
general. But smoking is under attack there, too. Cigarette packages
carry health warnings, smoking is
prohibited in many public places,
and tobacco products are heavily
taxed, says Huang Shengjie, 35,
planning division director for
Guangxi Tobacco Co.
Guangxi has its own affirmative action program for ethnic minorities to assist with schooling and
employment. It has 12 major _e(hnic
minorities as well as a s1gmflcant
Christian religious minority.
In the past, Guangxi lagged economicallv, but it is now making
substantial progress. And Weiqing
says his province and Kentucky are
both strongly committed to economic development.
Guangxi, with 45 million residents, has milder winters than Appalachia. Oranges, bananas, papayas, mangos and pineapples
flourish there. Rice and sugar cane
are also major crops.
The province borders the South
China Sea and shares another border with Vietnam.
The province is a popular honeymoon destination - especially
Guilin, a city of 1.3 million people
along the Lijiang River.
The Municipal People's Government touts Gui!in as the "prettiest
wonder on earth" and 7 million international tourists have visited
there since 1973. President Clinton
is scheduled to visit later this year.
Weiqing hopes Kentuckians
will visit, too. The delegation hopes
to arrange economic, cultural and
educational exchanges with the
United States and is interested in
establishing sister-city and sisterstate relationships, he added.
Some activists have criticized
China for its position on human
rights.
But there hasn't been. a backlash against the Guangxi visitors.
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"They're such an enthusiastic
and warm group of individuals that
it's difficult for anybody to resist
them once they meet them," said
Morehead professor Mitchelson.
"We have an opportunity to illustrate the qualities of an open society," Mitchelson says. "I think we
have an opportunity to make our
way of doing things attractive to
them."
Guangxi officials say there's a
lot to like about the United States.
"Chinese people see more American movies than Americans," says
Zhang Hongwei, deputy director _of
the Information Office of Guangxt,
And the Internet is catching fire
in southeast China, too.
Huang Xuequan, secretary-general of the Guangxi Personnel Research Institute, heads to the computer lab most days.
He e-mails "my wife, of course.
She's the first priority."
Chinese literature and news is
scarce in Appalachia, but abounds
on the Internet.
Hongwei misses her twin
daughters and her native cuisine.
"The American food is rather
delicious ... but sometimes we miss
Chinese food," she explains.
The university installed a
kitchen in the basement of Waterfield Hall with four stoves, three refrigerators and two microwaves so
the group members can make their
own meals.
Guangxi has already sent 1,000
people to study business in Singapore, Hong Kong, and Japan.
If this trip is successful, as
many as 1,000 Guangxi officials
could eventually be trained in the
United States.
But would they come to Morehead?
. "If we're going to send other
groups to the United States, I think
MSU should be at the top of the
list," Weiqing said.

The Daily Independent, Ashla!!d, Kentucky,
Friday, June 5, 1998

Because· of a reporter's
error, the re-aligned duties of
Morehead State . University
Vice President for University
Relations Keith Kappes and
Special Assistant to the President William Higginbotham
were listed incorrectly in
Wednesday's Independent. ·
Kappes will oversee marketing, public relations, legislative relations, publications
and the public radio. station at
MSU. Higginbotham· will .supervise fund-raising/development and alumni relations.

··1:
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Some of us~:
fell through;
cracks in
optimism
"

• ,I.

"'

By Cecil Lawsmn

ur cultura~ llMilers are telling
us it's an <exciting time to be
alive. The .!American eamomy. ·is expanding at a, 'phenomenal rate,
and information t'll.mhnology has revolutionized every ~1spect of society.
In Bath Countrv. where I live,
,,
there has been am-explosion of busi- ·
ness developmentt fin the last decade.

0

New houses are !Sl.rull on every corner
and in everv holllow. Most Americans
feel so good ab01nt themselves and ,
their lives todav ;ihev don't even seem
to care about ho1U· ,their government .. ·
is being run. juS:t:ns'\ong as it delivers the goods. I call this complacency,
As I sit here mnd look out mv bed:·
room window, I tlhink back to time.
not so long ago,. ,when optimism (or
complacency) ,v.ns similarly high: the
1980s. I bought :;mo it; I saw myself
taking part in tfuie general prosperity,
Anything seemoo possible. By the
time I graduated: :from Morehead State
Universitv in 1!993, all of that was
gone. The new reality was two Qr
three part-time joibs. repackaged punk
rock. and maybe, 1muving back home
with Mom and iJ>-Jd "People of my age
became the new Lost Generation (I
won't mention tllJe X-word). Many of
us settled into a m,indset the pundits
called "diminishe<lh~"'-pectations."
After a couple of years of this.
someone higher up decided to wipe the
cultural slate cle,an_ Everything was
now to be "up:" al!iitudes, expectations.
salaries, cellulrur telephone towers,
computers. Peop,"1:e started telling me,
"It's the new wan-. Where have yoa,
been?" Given my ~xperience, I rouldn:t
help but be a little·.suspicious.
~
A wise man -once said that most
people live lives of "quiet desperation." That's mom, true today than:
when he said it alrmost 150 years ago.I've worked in rmany different placeS:
and being a studrnt of human behay;'
ior (at least that's what my rollege c:h;
grees imply), l'v,c observed a lot p_t
fear and struggle·iinthe workplace. ,._~
We're suppos,:,d to live in the mo~t_:
productive era m world history. Just_
look around our great state. The To:,c,,
ota plant in Ge,,.getown employ;;.
thousands and it 'keeps expanding;;
Factories are bemig built in areas of_

a

economic hrrowth

for

decades. Smaller, high-tech firms ha".'e;
sprouted up everywhere.
. _
And vet. the American Dream .is.
in tatters: For some of us, family and;
home ownership are far away, and not,
for lack of effort. We slave away at.
dead-end jobs. with no benefits, nQ.
hope of moving up, and for some, n,q.
wav out. For others who have the
Dream in sight. the treadmill of con ..
sumerism and debt saps away theii':
time and strength. This .meaningless.
cycle traps us all.
...
All the chatter about optimisJll';
and good feeling is a smokescreen.,
Complacency and smugness hide ,a,
face that is overworked and stressedout. Our gilded national self-image ts'
built on sweat and worry. Bill Gates'
made billions of dollars last year, ariif
we've all worked to keep him wealth)1.:
The hockey star Sergei Fedorov wiTI
make S38 million over the next fe1Y.,
years. and we'll make sure he ge,t~.
everv dime. We just keep pushing
ourselves. making the economic indi::
cators go through the roof.
·_·•
Why?
.. '·
We are prisoners - of our materi:'
alism. of our work ethic, and of this:
time-compressed technopoly we've:
cTeated for ourselves. There's nothing:
wrong with earning an honest dollar,_
enjoying the fruits of our labor, and
taking advantage of the latest gadgets.
that make our lives easier. There is
something wrong, terribly wrong;
when all this becomes an end in itself.:
When that happens. we lose sight CW
more important things.
· .. ,
My 27 years have had a lot of ups·
and dmvns. Am I disillusioned? Yes. [
no lunger wear rose-colored glasses:J
sc-e what's there. More importantly,.
I've learned to enjoy life. Instead of \iv-·
ing in the fast lane. I'll be taking the'
scenic route (and I'll be doing that cin'
"Kentucky time"). Hope I see you there'.·

fhe Daily Independent. Ashland, KentucKy.
Friday, June 5, 1998

■

Cecil Lawson, 27, is a graduatr::
of Morehead State University ·and has.'
11 master's degree ji-0111 the University·
o( i{c11/11ckv. He lives in Salt lid, and
1l·orks at lliree part-time jobs.
.. ·

9 schools share
$2.6 million grant
WASHINGTON - Nine
postsecondary schools in
Kentucky will share.a $2.6
million grant from the U.S.
Department of Education to
help more than 8,000
disadvantaged students
attend college, Sen. Wendell
Ford announced
Wednesday.
Under the Education
Department's Talent Search
Program, people from
disadvantaged backgrounds
will receive assistance
through academic, career
and financial counseling;
tu to rial services; mentoring
programs and workshops. •
"The goal of this program
is to identify and assist
those students in
completing high school and
going on to receive
postsecondary education,"
Ford said. "We all know
that education is the great
equalizer, and a college
degree will certainly help
these youngsters realize
their goals."
Morehead State
University will receive the
largest share of the grant $513,784. Other schools
receiving money to
implement the Talent
Search Program include
Berea College, Eastern
Kentucky University,
Kentuckiana Metroversity
Inc., Lexington Community
College, Madisonville
Community College, Murray
State University, Northern
Kentucky University and
Western Kentucky
University. ·

1
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Morehead to honor McCrumb
HERAU).lEADER STAFF REPORT

M

OREHEAD - Sharyn McCrumb, who has used her
extensive knowledge of Appalachian history and culture to
cre11te best-selling suspense novels,
will be honored June 24 by Morehead.,State University.r

McCrumb, who lives in southwestern Virginia, will receive the
1998 Thomas and Lillie D. Chaffin
Celebration of Appalachian Writings Award.
The award will be presented at
1:45 p.m. at the Kentucky Folk Art
Center.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL• SATURDAY, JUNE 6. 1998

Classes planned at old Sue Bennett College
LONDON, Ky. - Union College plans to offer business classes on
the campus of the fonner Sue Bennett College beginning this fall ..
"These classes are for people who have already completed some
course work toward their degree," Pam Shay,-director of Union College's business department, said in a statement.
Union College is negotiating with the Red Bird Missionary-Conference and the Women's Division of the Board of Global Ministries of
the United Methodist Church to lease the campus for 30 years.
In December, the IOI-year-old Sue Bennett College closed after
losing its accreditation and the state license that let it confer degrees.

111e ::;unday Independent. Ashland, Kentucky.

June 7, 1998

-Alun1ni association is in
the works for college
By GAYLE FRITZ

As part of a yearlong celebration of its 60th anniversary as the college of the corner of 15th Street and Cencommunity, Ashland Com- tral Avenue. A year later, after
munity College will form an repairing the building and hirassociation of alumni from ing the faculty, the college
ACC and its predecessors Ash- began operations.
land Junior College (AJC) and
Max Jackson, an AJC student in 1956 and now a profesUK Ashland Center.
Six decades have passed sor of music at ACC, resince AJC opened its doors in members what it was like at
the fall of• 1938. The junior col- the junior college.
"There was such a nice air
lege began operating at a time
when Hitler's troops were in- about the place," said Jackson.
vading Sudetenland, the Mar- "You knew almost half of the
tians had landed in Grover's students at the school. I've alMill and the Paramount The- ways been so impressed that
atre was showing Shirley Tem- the city would charter such an
institution and making it posple movies.
The idea of setting up a jun- sible for young people to furior college in Ashland was con- ther themselves."
In 1957, a year after Jackson
ceived in early 1936 by city
planners and local leaders. left, AJC began a partnership
After gaining community sup- with the University of Kenport and raising the necessary tucky as Ashland Centerfunds, the Ashland Board of University of Kentucky. After
Education began the task of joining the newly formed state
community college system in
forming the college ..
By the end of 1937 the board 1964, the Ashland Center behad secured a building to came known as Ashland Comhouse the new college on the munity College.
Sonny Martin, Ashland attorney and a 1964 ACC alumnus, feels strongly about his
school experience.
"I don't know anyone who
went to this college who is not
proud to say that they are an
ACC alum! After high school,
ACC didn't seem that attractive to me, but as it turned
out, this college has been the
greatest of my experiences,"
Martin said.
"I would hold the two years
I spent here as the greatest
nurturing experience I received throughout my college
years.''

In 1968 plans were made to
construct a new school on 13
acres of land in the Avondale
area. A groundbreaking ceremony was held later that
year, and the new school
opened in the summer of 1970.
To begin the 60th anniversary celebration, ACC
President Angeline Dvorak

formed an alumni task force.
The task force will develop an
association to link alumni together while promoting the
college as a viable institution
of higher learning.
Christine Anderson, ACC
Resource Development coordinator, says the alumni association is not a new idea.
"In the 1980s, several ACC
administrators and community
leaders tried to form an association, but because of limited resources, the project
could not continue," she said.
The reaction to the proposed
association has been positive,
Anderson said. "More and
more people are asking to be
notified as word of the alumni
association gets out. Whether
they graduated or just took a
few classes at the college, we
are getting some very enthusiastic responses about forming
this association."
The official kickoff of the
ACC Alumni Association is
planned for Sept. 17 at a Boyd
and Greenup Chamber of Commerce Business After Hours
activity at the college. For
more information about the association, call Anderson at the
college, (606) 329-2999, Ext. 321.

•
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..;,,,._-,,.' . 'Spalding : Ugiversity President·
«<f.!!;l·•omas Oates:·could not.be reached,
•• .:/•:>a...
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·· · . ·
·
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,
;Spaldillg..lJniversifylis layirig off119i,'e':HJniversityiofficials .say they have·
employees, including its associate expanded academic offerings while
dean of students and its admissions holding down tuition increases. Redirector and athletics director.
cent program additions include a
Spalding officials said Wednesday bachelor's degree in psychology, ofthat the layoffs - totaling 5 percent fered through the umversity's weekof the private, Catholic college's 378 end college, and a master's degree in
employees - would help them focus social work.
.
resources on the school's 1,564 stuSpalding has increAsed annual undents. They said no faculty positions, dergraduate tuition by $300 in each
academic.programs or student serv- of the past two years, to a total of
ices would be cut.
$10,600 for students enrolling next
With enrollment at a 29-year high, fall. Wayne Milligan, Spalding's vice
"the services that students reqmre president for finance, said the school
have also increased," said·Spalding puts $3.4 million of its $17.5 million
spokeswoman
Emily
Whalin. budget into student financial aid.
"Growth must continue to be focused
Allen said student applications and
on students and teaching."
acceptances are up slightly over last
The layoffs were announced last year.
Friday. Termination dates are June
Spalding operates two Catholic
30 for salaried employees and June high schools for girls - Presentation
12 for hourly workers, Whalin said.
and Holy Rosary academies - but
She refused to identify the posi- Whalin said that has nothing to do
tions being cut but said all but one of with the need for staff reductions at
them are full time. She said that Spalding. Both high schools have
Spalding has 196 administrative staff growing enrollments· and sound fi.
members and 182 faculty members, nances, and neither receives any suband that 245 of its employees work sidy from Spalding, she said.
full time.
Whalin said she is quitting her job
Whalin said the positions of the but said that had nothing to do with
employees being laid off will be the layoffs.
eliminated but essential responsibilLouisville's other Catholic college,
ities will be taken over by other staff Bellarmine, is under no pressure to
tqembers. She said no more person- cut personnel costs, said Tim Sturner cuts are anticipated.
geon, its dean of admissions. In fact,
'~dmissil\l)S·.dket;tor,Dof<ltny.Alleo•·••with freshman admissions booming,
s~id slie.was fold.last week·th_at slie. B'ellarmine is adding 18 faculty posicould-;i'etiJ:e but "had no choicel' but .tibns, he said.
I(! liave/She said that until-then, slie ' : Gary Cox, president of the Associha~~lqtf!Ji!lk!ing;.'. that Spalding'!M\~ '. alien of lndep_ende_nt Kent?cky Coln$11i;~~ere.111.•hre·shap~ .. ~ . ; -'· ,t!eges and Umvers1t1es, said Spal~<'Kijsfj11<Flora~theathlet1cs, director~•Hng's staff cuts aren't a sign of mst1wili",lose;;her.Jull,tima. jo.b.'lbut, said···, tutional weakness.
she will continue working at Spaid"It's probably the sign of an instiing part-time as a volleyball coach. tution that's sharpening•its focus, setShe called the staff reductions a ting its course and has made some
-J

sound move.

"I think that they are moving in
the right direction to sort of find
themselves and have done what theX
needed to maintain the university, '
Flora said.
- Lydia Reid, associate dean of students and director of student services, also confirmed she was laid off
but declined to say more.
Spalding officials said in a statement that the need for the "tough,
but necessary decision" to trim the
payroll became clear during an annual budgeting process that began in
March.
"Sp~l.c;ling ~pticipat~s. operating in
the.,bloelr th1s'·year; · but when we
lodketl~at ,the.costs, -and• what we
n¥ ~IJ'. d¢. in ·th~: futur~. we felt it
'..
_an~,,l.il r~ajigg;~ J~hn
Hu . :
r111an, ofi th8"-'Spaldmg
· ... · · )d_in, aJl!mle~ey,w, _
.
Th '6~1§ioM tm"ivlncli·sfuff pos1lions to cut were left to Spalding ad-ministrators, Huber said.
·

significant decisions to streamline,"

he said.
He called Spalding's effort to avoid
damaging its academic atmosphere
typical of downsizing efforts at independent colleges. "You've got to proteer what's fundamental to your mission," and private colleges' , small
classes and close personal attention
to students are "really our bread and .
butter," he said.
:; ..- ''
From half to two-thirds .of lhe dollars spent at private colleges:go for
employee costs, "so you can:, only ·
make so many changes without even,, .
tually affecting personnel," Cox said. ··
He said coUeges _are unlikely to
adopt steep tmt,on mcreases to re:
lieve financial pressure, given recent
public and congressional pressure on.
colleges to hold down cos_ts•to."'tu-..
dents.
··.ht:", ..:_
. "So_ what's left?" Cox said:::~i§:...
mg pnvate money, restructunng,'1mc•
proving productivity. And Spalding's
about all of that."
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Budget generous
for UK buildings,
research, ·raises
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-lEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Some University of Kentucky students may see relief from a double-digit tuition increase, under a new
budget approved yesterday by the university's board
of trustees.
The budget includes an 11.7 percent increase in
student financial aid, an increase
equal to the tuition hike approved by
the Council on Postsecondary Education last fall.
The nearly $1.1 billion budget a 1.3 percent increase over last year's
budget - also includes $16 million
for specific research projects and
$46.3 million in state funds for new
construction.
Most professors at the University of Kentucky also
stand to get merit pay raises under the new budget. .
UK President Charles Wethington said he was very
pleased with the budget.
·
"I think this budget is a very good start towards
reaching the new research goals outlined by the governor and legislators," Wethington told the trustees.
Ed Carter, UK vice president of
management and budget, said the
increase in financial aid came from
a variety of sources, including more
federal funds.
UK will adjust existing scholarships to cover the higher tuition.
The budget also provides money
for additional UK-supported merit
scholarships.
"We planned to increase student financial aid, but the fact that.
it matches exactly the tuition increase is happenstance," Carter
said.
The budget also includes funding for other undergraduate programs and services such as computer labs.
It provides $100,000 each for
UK's professional schools of engineering, law, architecture and dentistry as well as funding for special
undergraduate programs such as
the honors program.
Wethington called new state
dollars for research the "single
most exciting aspect of this budget"

Last month, the Council on
Postsecondary Education approved
$8 million for 11 specific programs
that UK thinks will launch it to top
20 public research university status.
Those dollars required matching university funds and will come

a key factor in recruiting top-notch;
faculty.
;-':
new budget
According · to UK's figures.Here are. some of the major faculty salaries at UK average 96.7
projects and funding for . new percent of those at so-called benchbuildings in the. University of mark schools like Indiana Universi,·
ty and the Ohio State University..
Kentucky's 1998-99. budget.- :: ·
Wethington also used his bud■ $3.4 million for undergrad- uate education, such as improve- get presentation to the board to
ments to computer.labs and:pro- highlight his contention that the
fessional programs such as engi, state has not adequately funded
. .
neering and law.,
-. _; ._. '., UK's operating needs. "
· ■ .·$10.3 million for ·faculty: About 28 percent of UK's bud-merit raises;- and $300,000 -for• get comes from state appropriation:
raises -for· faculty at Lexington Wethington noted that the state's
Community College...: . · :
share of the university's operating
■ .. $17.5. million for new rebudget has fallen every year since
search equipment. ,
1991, when it was 41.1 percent.
■ $20 million. in state funds
"We have since-1991 seen this
for the second phase of the' Aging percentage heading in a straight
and Allied Healths building, ex- line - in the wrong direction," he
pected to cost $33 million. • ·
told the board.
■ .·$19.6 million in state
Last fall, the state's Council on
money for a new mechanical en, ·. Postsecondary Education used a new·
gineering building,. expected· to·, formula for-determining the opera!,
cost $23.6 million.
mg budget for. the eight public universities, which resulted in increased
from shuffling money within the funding only to oover inflation.
According to figures from the
university. The amount will be
used to create 54 new faculty posi- Southern Regional Education·
Board, Kentucky ranks second ·to
uons.
last
in terms of state funding per
UK's budget provides $10.3 milfull-time
students at its research
lion for average raises of 4 percent
providing about $4,700
for faculty, while providing campuses,
for
each
UK
student.
·
S300,000 for raises for facultv at
Maryland
ranks
the
highest
Lexington Community College. ·
with over $9,000 a student; West
U!{ uses a merit raise system, Virginia ranks last in the South,
meanmg that professors do not au- providing $4,349 for each student. ·
tomatically qualify for the raises.
"We are not competitive with,
Some will receive raises below or
other
universities in the Southeast..
above the averages.
and we are most certainly not comThe raises are an effort to make petitive with the top 20 public re:
UK more competitive with compa- search campuses among which we
rable universities in other states hope to be," he said.
l-

UK's
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Ten students get scholarship loans: Ten
Eastern Kentucky graduating high school seniors
will receive scholarship loans this year from the
Appalachian Student Fund. The Morehead-based
fund lends between $1,000 and $3,000 to students
who possess substantial academic and leadership
skills. After the students graduate from college, the
loan,s are forgiven if they return to Eastern
~ntucky to work. Scholarship winners are: Jennifer
Diamond, Boyd County High School; Emily Grills
and .Tasha Sawyers, Evarts; David Little Breathitt
Cqunty; Beth McCarty, Rowan County; Kimberly
Neace, Riverside Christian; Julia Richardson and
Jeremy Turner, Estill County; Adam Vest, Morgan
County; a~d Randal Whicker, Jackson County. The
Appalachian Student Fund. a non-profit organization created in 1990, has awarded more than
$250,000 to Eastern Kentucky scholars over the past
seven years, said Executive Director Jerry Howell Jr.
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Trustees
try to boost
research
role QfUK
Wethington: Budget
also supports efforts
for undergraduates
By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal
LEXINGTON, Ky. -The University of Kentucky's board of trustees
has adopted the school's first budget
designed to help move UK into the
upper ranks of the nation's public research universities.
The 1998-99 spending plan approved yesterday pumps $16 million
rn new money into research programs, and it provides an additional
$28.7 million for new research eqmp-

The budget does not contain some
$66 million the state has earmarked
for UK research efforts by the year
2000. UK must match that amount.
plus $8 million in the budget approved yesterday, with r.rivately
raised money. Incentives hke that,
Wethington added, will help the
school move toward the top 20 goal.

Other action
The trustees authorized UK officials to negotiate with a mining company on terms to extract coal from
land the school owns jointly with Ark
Land ·co. The surface and mineral
lease agreement with Ark Land will
cover royalties on the coal removed
from 767 acres in Breathitt County,
north of Robinson Forest.
Trustees also made se\'eral appointments.
Ben Carr, a special assistant to
Wethington, was named vice president for administration. Once chancellor of UK's community college system, Carr quit that post earlier this
year, soon after administrative control of the two-year schools was shifred to the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System.
The trustees also approved the appointments of three new deans and a
president of Lexington Community
College.

Howard Grotch, interim dean of
Penn State's Eberly College of Science and head of the school's department of physics, was named dean of
UK's College of Arts and Sciences.
Robert Shay, dean of the Herron
School of Art at Indiana UniversityPurdue University in Indianapolis,
will become dean of the College of
Fine Arts.
The new dean of the College of
Communications and Information
Studies will be J. David Johnson, former chairman of the Department of
Communication at Michigan State
University.
A. James Kerley, president of Hopkinsville Community College since
1989. was named president of Lexington Community College.
Other appointments included Daniel B. Rowland, a UK history profes-·
sor since 1974, as director of the
Gaines Center for the Humanities
Rowland succeeds Raymond Betts,
who is retiring after serving as the
center's director since it was founded
in 1984.
Stan R. Key, associate director of
UK Alumni Affairs since 1990, was
named alumni director. He succeeds
Bob Whitaker, who is retiring.

ment.

The $1.072 billion budget also includes nearly $25 million for new
computers and money to hire 51 new
research-oriented faculty members.
Money is also included to make
graduate-student stipends more competitive.
Despite the heavy emphasis on research, UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr. said the budget does
not ignore efforts to improve undergraduate education. More than
$3 million in new money is allocated
to enhance merit scholarships, instructional laboratories and other assorted programs for undergraduates.
The budget also calls for 4 percent
average faculty and staff salary increases based on merit.
And it-includes money for several
new buildings, including $20 million
for an Aging-Allied Health facili!}'., a
$19.6 million mechanical engineermg
structure, an $18.4 million Agricultural Plant Science building and
$24 million for expansion of Commonwealth Stadium.
Moving UK into the top 2_0 tie_r_ of
American public research umvers1ties
br 2020 was a goal set by the Genera Assembly in last year's special legislative session. UK now ranks in the
mid-40s.
Although he called the state's latest support for UK "a good start,"
Wethington told the trustees it is still
underfunded even when compared
with similar schools in the Southeast.
He also noted that the state's portion of its overall budget has continued dropping and that per-student.
funding ranks only above West Virginia among 15 Southern and Southeastern states.
"Over time that issue has got to be
addressed," he said.
Wethington noted that UK continues to get more research grants and
contracts, and will soon undertake a
major fund-raising effort to raise
even more money to keep it moving
ahead.
"All of these things are wonderful
and good and helpful, but this is an
issue we can't solve by ourselves/' he
said. "We need to see the continued
support from the state that we have
begun to see in this biennium. We
need to see that support continue for
years."
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Community college veteran
Kerley named LCC president
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALDlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

The University of Kentucky Board of
Trustees yesterday appointed Hopkinsville
Community College president A. James Kerley. as the new president of the Lexington
Community College.
. Kerley, who begins his new job on July
1, replaces James P. Chapman, who served
as interim president for the past year and
was recently named president of Shawnee
State University in Portsmouth, Ohio.
Former LCC president J,v1ice Friedel left
Lexington last July to take a position with
Iowa's community college system.
Kerley, 48, has served as president at
Hopkinsville since 1989, and said he was
looking forward to the challenge at LCC.
"Lexington Community College is in an
era of transition, and I have been verv impressed with (UK President Charles
Wethington's) commitment to making it a
top-notch community college," Kerley said.
Kerley is expected ·to'earn at least as
much as Friedel whose .'salary was
$70,000. Kerley's ·compensation package
was not released. LCC is the-only one of the
state's 14 community colleges to remain under UK's direct control. Last year's higher

education reform act gave control
of the other colleges to a new board
designed to oversee the community
colleges and technical schools.
Kerley has served the UK Com•
munity College System since 1986,
when he was appointed chief acade- .
mic officer and dean of academic af.
fairs at Madisonville Community College. Before that, he served as chairman of the education department at
Union College in Barbourville.
Kerley received his bachelor's de•
gree in secondary education and so•
cial sciences from Tennessee Tech•
nological University in Cookeville,
Tenn .. his master's from The Citadel
in Charleston, S.C .. and his doctorate
in educational leadership from Florida State University in Tallahassee.
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Three new deans named at UK:
Communications,
Fine Arts, Arts and
Sciences get chiefs
By Holly E. Stepp
HERAI.DlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

The University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees yesterday appointed three new deans and a new
director of the Gaines Center for the
Hµmanities.
The board appointed the following educators to UK positions:
■ Howard Grotch, interim dean
of. Pennsylvania St~te University's

-

Eberly College of
Science, to dean
of UK's College
of Arts and Sciences
■ J. David
Johnson, professor and fonner
chair of the
Michigan State Grotch
University department of communication to dean of UK's College
of Communications and Information
Sciences
■ Robert Shay, dean of the
Herron School of Art at Indiana
University-Purdue University in In-
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Harassment
a concern
atWKU,
study finds
Associated Press
BOWLING GREEN, Kv. - A task
force that studied women at Western
Kentucky University has found some
troubling perceptions and concerns,
especially related to sexual harassment.
Then-President Thomas Meredith
r.reated the task force last year to
find any problems and make recommendations to correct them.
Sexual harassment is the main
concern. according to the task force's
report, "Status of Women on Campus," It found that although there
was an awareness of Western 's sex•
ual harassment policy, there still
were "long-standing problems,"
Unsuitable speech - such as
name-calling and graphic descriotions of physical appearance - was
the main problem cited. Other complaints included inappropriate touching, uninvited advances and consequences for rejecting the advances,
and jokes about Internet porn,

The report suggested posters be
placed on every floor of every campus building explaining that sexual
harassment will not be tolerated. The
university also should hire an ombudsman to whom faculty and staff
members and students could report
sexual harassment, it said.
The report also stated:
.■ Although there is a perception of
d1scnmmauon m pay between male
and female employees doing equal
work, available information does not
supp_ort :•a finding of systematic discnmmauon against women among
WKU's faculty and administrators "
The findings "do not rule out the
possibility of ~ender bias in faculty
or_ adm1mstrat1ve pay," but such discnmmauon would be isolated.
■ Western does not hire women for
high administration positions.
■ Western's female employees find
t hard to achieve job satisfaction, respect, participation in decision-making prncesses and equity in employee
evaluatmns.
. ■ Female respondents said they believe some areas of campus to be unsafe.
"The biggest challenge is overcoming attitudes which affect how we
treat individuals," Western s new
president, Gary Ransdell, said of the
report. "It pointed out areas that
need attention, and it assured us that
some areas of employment are in
reasonably good shape."
1

Johnson
dianapolis to dean of UK's College
of Fine Arts
■ UK Russian history professor
Daniel Rowland was appointed as
the new director of the Gaines Center for the Humanities
Grotch will become the. 10th
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and will replace acting dean
Donald Sands, who will return to
the faculty in the chemistry department. Fonner Arts and Sciences
dean Richard C. Edwards last April
was named senior vice chancellor
for academic affairs at the University of Nebraska.
Grotch, who spent more than 30
years at Penn State as a physics
professor, is an expert in elementary particle physics and quantum
electrodynamics. He earned his undergraduate degree in physics from
the City College of the City Univer•
sity of New York and his doctorate
in physics from Cornell University.
Johnson replaces retiring UK
College of Communication and Infonnation Dean Douglas Boyd, who
has served in the post for 11 years.
From 1992-1997, Johnson served
as chair of the department of communication at Michigan State, where
he was instrumental in developing
two endowments for the department.
He received his bachelor's, master's and doctorate degrees from
Michigan State.
Shay will replace UK College of
Fine Arts Dean Rhoda-Gale Pollack,
who is returning to teaching and research after serving six years as
dean.
Shay, who will also serve as a
professor of art, is an internationally known artist, specializing in ceramics. His work has been exhibited
in Iceland, Norway, Denmark, the
Netherlands and in several states.
He earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees from New York
University and a second master's of
fine arts from the -University of
Wisconsin in Madiscn: -· ·
Rowland replaces retiring
Gaines Center director Raymond
Betts, who has served as director
since the center's founding in 1984.
Rowland, who is an expert on
Russian history, is a past recipient
of UK's Chancellor Award for Outstanding Teaching and has served
on the center's advisory committee.
He is an alumnus of Yale and
Oxford universities.
In other business, the board
also approved the appointment of
Stan Key as director of alumni affairs. He replaces retiring director
Bob Whitaker and will oversee the
activities of the national alumni
association.
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drain on its economy and revenue
base caused by the riverboats on
the Ohio. The lottery, horse racing,
restaurants, bowling alleys, anything that relies on discretionary
spending suffers when millions of
Kentucky dollars float across the
nver..
Ultimately, we may need to fight
slots with slots, dice with dice,
cards with cards, roulette wheels
with roulette wheels. If that's the
decision we make as a state, after
adequate debate, fine. We can walk
through the casino's front door with
no shame.
But it's looking more likely that
the scholarship-lottery link will
sneak us in through the casino's
back door, without the thorough
public discussion this issue deserves. Which leaves you wondering: Was that the intent.call along?

Watch the hole card
Lottery won't be able to ante up on state scholarships
at's it been now - a cou.
le of months since Gov.
Paul Patton and the General
~
Assembly committed all future state
lottery revenue to guaranteed higher-education scholarships for any
qualified Kentucky student?
It may have been savvy politics,
ingratiating incumbent lawmakers
with every Kentucky parent in an
election year; but as fiscal policy, it
was right out of Looney Tunes.
Yau don't tie any ongoing program, much less one that amounts
to a blank-check entitlement, to a
revenue source as volatileas the lottery. Not unless you're the kind of
genius who buys a new Porsche
just on the off-chance that a leprechaun will lead you to his pot of
gold before the first payment is due.
But that's what our elected leaders did. Now that it's done, we get
the bad news.
The lottery, it seems, is not the
bottomless pit of ready cash everyone was led to believe during the
scholarship debate. The revenue it
produces this year will meet or exceed - barely - last year's $151
million level only because of the
frenzied play produced by the recent $194 million Powerball pot. Instant games, the bread and butter of
the lottery since its inception, are in
decline here and nationwide.
And it's going to get worse
- when the fifth - and biggest riverboat casino on Kentucky's borders opens just across the Ohio River from Louisville later this year.
Why are we not surprised? Anyone with the sense to look could
have seen this one coming from
miles away. The lottery - like
horse racing and other outlets for
Kentuckians' discretionary spending
- had to take a hit, a serious hit;
from the casinos. It was a no-brainer. Had to happen.
That's one big reason the scholarship-lottery connection was so
foolish.
And why are we not surprised
to hear the VLT words uttered by
those looking for a solution to the
stagnation, and potential decline, in
lottery revenues? In case you've forgotten, the VLT words are ",,;deo
lottery terminals," otherwise known
as slot machines.
This, too, you could see coming
from miles away. First, you hook
Kentuckians on the scholarship entitlement. Then, when the lottery revenue proves insufficient to fulfill

that commitment, you make the
pitch for expanded gambling in
Kentucky.
Yes, the scholarship legislation
provides for reducing the amount of
money students receive if lottery
revenue can't meet the total need.
But having made this open-ended
promise to parents and students,
lawmakers won't be anxious to renege on even a penny of the scholarship money. Casino-style gambling thus becomes the legislators'
salvation.
We have noted before, often,
that Kentucky must address the
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Program begins
seeking students
to work at UPS
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal ·
Metropolitan College - a collaborative venture aimed at helping United Parcel Service find workers - will
start its search for students this
month with five recruitment fairs in
Louisville and adjoining areas in
Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
The fairs, announced at a news
conference yesterday, are aimed at
signing up an initial 950 students to
do part-time, night-shift work as
package handlers at UPS' Louisville
operation. They would simultaneously study at the University of Louisville, Jefferson Community College or
Kentucky Tech's Jefferson Campus.
UPS 1s spending $860 million to
expand its national hub at Louisville
International Airport. It will need
some 6,000 new workers, and Metropolitan College is intended eventually
to supply about one-third of that
number.
Incentives for students include tuition reimbursement, a class schedule
tailored to job demands, transportation to and from work ·and the
chance of a career with UPS. A campus reserved for Metropolitan College students will be opened near the
University of Louisville, but not until
after the upcoming academic year.
The first recruiting fair will be held
from 5 to 8 p,m. next Tuesda:f at the
Jefferson County school district's
Gheens Academy, 4425 Preston Highway.
The others, all scheduled for 6 to 8
p.m., will be held June 18 at Shawnee
High School, 4018 W. Market St.,
Louisville; June 23 at Central Hardin
High School, 3040 Leitchfield Road,
Cecilia; June 25 at Shelby County
High School, 1701 Frankfort Road,
Shelbyville; and June 30 at Jeffersonville High School, 2315 Allison Lane,
Jeffersonville, Ind.
Prospective students attending the
fairs can talk with recruiters for UPS
and Metropolitan College, take a preliminary interview and start the application process, Dan Ash, acting
executive director of the college, said
yesterday.
"Before they leave the building,
they can take concrete steps toward a
future that will dramatically change
their lives," he said.
Ash called the fairs "just the first
wave" of recruitment efforts, which
wilt initially be limited to Jefferson,
Bullitt, Hardin, Meade, Nelson, Oldham, Shelby and Taylor counties in
Kentucky and Clark, Floyd, Harrison
and Scott counties in Indiana.
Similar programs soon will be held
elsewhere in that target area, and by
late summer or fall recruitment may
expand to other regions, Ash said.
"We hope to draw from the widest
possible pool of people throughout
this region" and to make applying simultaneously for college and a job as
simple as possible, he said.
Most of the first Metropolitan College students, who will enroll next
fall, probably will be recent high
school graduates, Ash said, but cur- ·
rent college students and people not
now in school also are eligible.
"We welcome anyone whose life
would be enhanced by post-secondary education" and who needs 11a
well-paying, part-time job," he said.
Steve Morris, manager of UPS'
Louisville air district, said more than
half of the 164 Jefferson County students who graduated recently from

the company's 1'school-to-work" program in Louisville have indicated an
interest in Metropolitan College.
The school-to-work program allows high school students who work
part-time at UPS to earn up to nine
hours of college credit through
courses taught at their job site.

- the result of hurried brainstorming·
last December, when UPS' choice o1
a site for its expanded sorting hub
hung in the balance - "may well be
overwhelmed with applicants." He
said the effort to ·hire four Metropolitan College recruiters reflects the level of interest in the project: more
than 300 people applied.
He said officials of the three participating schools have discussed the
possible need to choose among a
large number of qualified applicants
but have not ·yet decided how they
would do that.
Morris said anyone interested in
Metropolitan College can get more
information by calling (502) 359-

1877.
If people who already have job of-

fers from UPS are.interested in the
academic program, "they need only
to let us know and we'll assist them
in the admission process," he said.
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School venture
may bar relatives
of up·s workers
Nepotism policy
would affect
college admission
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
A new, state-subsidized educational venture may exclude thousands of
potential students because they are
related to employees of United Parcel
Service.
Officials of UPS and schools participating in Metropolitan College a consortium aimed at recruiting students who agree to work part-time
for UPS - confirmed yesterday that
admission would be subject to the
company's anti-nepotism policy.
That means most relatives, including in-laws, of the 15,000 UPS employees who already work at Louisville International Airport are not eli~ible for the novel package of schooling
and
employment
lhat
Metropolitan College oifers. Cousins
of current employees can be admitted
because UPS amended its anti-nepotism policy last June to exempt them.
The schools participating in Metropolitan College - the University of
Louisville, Jefferson Communitv College and Kentucky Tech's Jefferson
Campus - "are hoping that UPS will
take another look at the policy," said
U of L spokeswoman Denise Fitzpatrick.
Dan Ash. acting director of Metropolitan College, said he had been told
UPS was willing to "reconsider it, if
it becomes a problem."
But UPS spokesman DeVone Holt
said one reason the company embraced the Metropolitan College concept in the first place was that it offered a way to meet employment
needs without relaxing anti-nepotism
rules.
·
"There hasn't been any talk of
changing that for the Metropolitan
College," Holt said. But "[ can tell
you that all of our policies are regularly reviewed and considered for any
type of chanlles."
After hesitating for months, UPS
announced in March that it would
build a new, $860 million sorting facility at its national hub in Louisville.
The hesitation was due chiefly to

doubts about whether the local job
market could provide the 6,000 new
workers the expansion will require.
• Metropolitan College will offer tuition reimbursement, transportation
to work, a sheltered campus environment and other incentives to students
who agree to work the night shift as
package handlers. Its planners say it
could eventually have more than
2,000 students.
"That sort of filled the void for us"
and relieved pressure to make further exemptions to the anti-nepotism
policy, Holt said.
But John Frith Stewart. a Louisville
attorney who specializes in labor law,
said questions could arise about the
legality of spending public money on
an educational program that excludes
otherwise qualified students because
they are related to employees of a
private company. State and local governments plan to spend about
$13 million on Metropolitan College
in the next 10 years.
Stewart said state spending in furtherance of the anti-nepotism policy
"might run afoul of our state constitution, in thar some benefit is being
bestowed upon a private industry."
Even if the spending passes legal
muster. he said, "as a public policy,
that would I think be shocking to the
conscience."
Russell Weaver. who teaches constitutional law at U of L. ~aid that
linking the educational program to
UPS' anti-nepotism rule probably
would be permitted under federal
constitutional principles. The relatives of current employees are not
entitled to the level of constitutional
protection that would apply in cases
of discrimination on the basis of
race, sex, religion or national origin,
he said.
"[ just think that a lot of companies have anti-nepotism policies because they perceive that there are
dangers that could result when
you're hiring in-laws for those positions," Weaver said.
He said a federal court would apply a standard of reasonableness. and
..it strikes me that it would be quite
reasonable to have a policy like that
just so they wouldn't get into that
morass."
. Officials of Teamsters Local 89,
which represents UPS employees at
the Louisville hub, could not be.
reached for comment yesterday.
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enough spaces tn
;ome neighbors of Georgetown

~ollege want to limit student
1arking in front of their housesD

Taking back the street
ly Jefferson George
ENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

GEORGETOWN In recent
·ears, student enrollment at Georgeiwn College has grown to its highest
,vel in almost three decades.
More students means more cars.
And more cars means more
eadaches for folks like Steve Jones.
Jones and his family live on Dud,y.Avenue, which.borders the boom- ..
1g Baptist-affiliated school's south
ampus.
_
Despite the college's· addition of
,arking lots just a little farther from
ampus, Dudley Avenue remains a
opular parking place for students, as
o other nearby city streets.
Since it's perfectly legal for students
''It's just
to park on those
a sheer
streets as long as
numbers they move within 24
issue.
hours and don't
block driveways, the
Students
spots are popular,
have
especially when stuactually
dents are late for
parked in class
or returning to
our
campus late at night.
driveways."
But that has left
people
like Jones, a
Steve Jones
case manager for
Georgetown
mental health paresident
tients, to deal with
a dearth of parking
1 front of their homes. Jones hopes to
ave a way to deter students from
\aiming the coveted parking spots
nd divert them to campus lots when
1ey return in the fall.
··we don't have a choice," Jones
'.lid. "They do."
Jones, whose wife, Anna, is a
;eorgetown
College
graduate,
rought a petition signed by Dudley
1venue residents to a Georgetown
ity, Council meeting last week. He
as asked council members to considr ]l!irmit-only parking on the street,
1 wliich cars without resident or visi,r -~tickers would be ticketed or

,wed.

_The arrangement would make
Judley Avenue the first street in
,eorgetown with permit-only park,g. It would follow the lead of efforts
1 Lexington and Richmond, where
eighbors of the University of Ken1cky and Eastern Kentucky Univerity sought to restrict non-residents
·om .parking in front of their homes.
Student parking on city streets
,n't a new issue. Jones, 36, said that
eats ago his grandfather had trouble
ncijng a space when· he came home
,r ltinch while driving his taxi. '
The street holds about two dozen
arliing spaces, which residents often
,....
·,-'
',,

use because their drivewavs can
hold only one car and sometimes
are shared with other houses. But
Dudley Avenue also runs by the
college's Robert L. Mills Residence
Park, where about 660 students more than half of the roughly 1,250
students living on campus - live
in a dozen residential buildings.
And the college continues to
add students each ,·ear, with total
enrollment of more· than 1.500-this--spring.
"It's just a sheer numbers issue," Jones said. "Students have actually parked in our driveways."
The college has enough parking
for the almost 800 students and
staff who have campus parking
permits, said Dan Brown. manager
of campus safety, including a new
gravel lot with 160 spaces one
block east of the residence park.
Brown said he parks there to set an
example.
Still, that doesn't keep students
from pulling onto Dudley Avenue.
"It's a prime spot," said Georgetown Police Capt. Scott Starns.
With the college providing
parking, and with police unable to
do anything unless a car is illegally
parked. Jones said an appeal to City
Hall was the only option left.
"They were warm to the idea."

Parking predicament·
Some Georgetown College
..
neighbors are frustrated by a lack
of parking, caused by students - .
parking on city streets instead of··.
in college lots. If permit-only
··
parking is approved for Dudley · · .
Avenue, it will be the first such · :
situation in Georgetown.

he said of the city council's reac•
tion. "I was shocked.''
Councilman John Fitch Jr. said
the council recognizes residents'
concerns and is looking at a possi•
b\e ordinance on permit parking.
;s;o timetable has been set, Fitch
said.
Meanwhile, Brown said he
hopes Lo better educate students
about campus parking options by
emphasizing new lots and safety
ieaturcs like lighting and security
patrols.
"We've done a lot:· Brown said:
··There are other alternatives now.:·
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-U of L ·forn1ally agrees·
with most· NCAA- cJiai;ges
By DAVE KOERNER
and JIM HOPKINS
The Courier-Journal
. As expected, the University of Lou-

isville has formally agreed with the
NCM's findings that the school violated nine regulations in its women's
volleyball and men's basketball programs.
·
However, in its response to the
NCM's official inquiry, U ofL disputed part of the charges.
The written response, released yesterday, is the latest step in a nearly
year!ong process Ieadmg up to a
heanng before the NCM's Division I
Committee on Infractions in August
and follows the NCM's official inquiry in April. At that time it outlined
eight alleged violations in volleyball
and one in basketball and asked the
unive_rsity to respond by June 8.
Neither U of L nor NCAA representatives would comment yesterday on
whether the committee is likely to
impose penalties beyond those the
university already imposed on itself
after internal investigations last year.
U of L Athletic Director Tom Jurich
said last week that he told his staff to
"tell IIO percent of the truth" and
that the university's response will
prove that it is being forthnght.
Ray Nystrand, vice chairman of the
university's athletic association, said
yesterday, "I think (the report)
speaks for itself.... I'm inclined not
to get into talking about the merits of
the argument in any way."
He did say, as he has in the past,
that U of L officials are hopeful that
the school's self-imposed penalties
will be seriously considered by the
NCM.
Jurich was not available for comment yesterday, but last week he said
the university agreed with the bulk of
the NCM's allegations, most of
which it reported after its internal investigation, but would challenge the
NCM's findings on "a few minor
points but nothing big."
U of L took issue with part of the
alleged violation against .the basketball program and one of the charges
against the volleyball program.
The NCM alleged the university
provided Frederick Johnson, the fa.
1her of basketball player Nate Johnson, an extra benefit by helping him
during his stay at a Louisville hotel.
The. university agreed that, based
on its internal investigation last year,
assistant basketball coach Carlton
"Scooter" McCray did provide his
credit card to help Johnson avoid being evicted from the hotel. But in its
latest response, U of L disagreed with
the NCM's contention that McCray
had arranged for Johnson to get a
discounted room.
U of L mostly agreed, as the NCM
alleged. that the volleyball program
violated several rules. including
coach Leonid Yelin's failure to adequately monitor it.
But U of L disagreed that it failed
to adequately educate Yelin on NCM
Division I re~ulations and said it was
not responsible for preventing alleged violations in the admissions
process for two prospective volleyball
players.
Here is closer look at the areas of
dispute:
·
BASKETBALL: The university
said "the weight of the reliable evidence" supported its belief that
McCray was only partly involved in
Fredenck Johnson's five-month stay
at the Wilson Inn beginning in the
fall of 1996. ,... _..
·
·

Former Wilson Inn assistant manager Daphney King said in one interview with· universitv officials that
·McCray had asked her in advance of
Johnson's stay to give him a- discounted room.
••
But in its response to the NCM,
U of L said that in other interviews
King said she had decided on her
own to give the discount and had not
been asked to do so in advance by
McCray. McCray also denied that he
had asked King for a discounted
room· before Johnson· had checked
into the hotel.
U of L also cited its review of
McCray's telephone records, which
showed that his first phone call to
the Wilson Inn took place on Sept.
30, 1996 - nearly two weeks after
Johnson checked in. The university
also said McCray and Johnson told
investigators they had not spoken to
each ofher,about his stay at the hotel
prior to check-in.
The NCAA's allegations focus on
the events of September through December 1996, after Frederick Johnson
"!oved from Philadelphia to Louisville to be near his son during his
first year·playing for U of L.
. The university's response did not
dispute a part of the NCM's allegation: that Johnson received an extra
benefit - a violation of association
rules - when McCray left his Diners
Club credit card with the hotel to
prevent Johnson from being evicted
for failing to pay $552 in overdue
bills.
Both the use of the credit card and
McCray's alleged involvement in getting the room discount - if upheld
by the Committee on Infractions would likely constitute a violation of
the "extra-benefit" rule.
Included in the information sought
by the NCM in April was any evidence that King gave discounts to
other players or their relatives at the
Wilson Inn or at any other hotel
where she had worked.
. In its response, U of L said it had
interviewed all the currently enrolled
men's basketball players at the time
of its investigation - the spring and
early summer of 1997 - and found
!hat only o~e, Craig Farmer. had received a pnce break. That discount
was due to his membership in a trav•

elers' program called the ITC-50 club,
the umversity said.
It was not clear yesterday whether
the university had interviewed any
fo":'er playe~s about stays at the
Hohday Inn Airport East, where King
had worked a few years ago.
McCray's efforts to help Johnson
were first disclosed in May 1997 after
a four-month investigation by The
Courier-Journal. At the time, McCray
acknowledged waiting two months
before telling coach Denny Crum and
other U of L officials about the incident.
Since then. U of L has reprimanded Crum and punished McCray by
freezing his salary for a year.
McCray also was placed on probation
for a year and he and Crum were ordered to attend an NCM compliance-awareness program;
VOLLEYBALL: In its response to
the·NCM, .U of-ftcontends:thatfoi'mer compliance coordinator.Beatrice
Crane·'-'- who ·teft'the.ufiiversity:lilst;•
August -· did ·-not ,kiiow. the,:extent·,
that ~ssistant volleyball coach Patty
Denmson_ was improperly helping
two recrmts.

WHAT'S NEXT
FOR UOFL?
■ A conference, etther in
person or by telephone, will
be held in the next two to
lour weeks between
members of the NCAA's
enforcement staff and U.of L
representatives. After-the-"
conference, the enforcement
staff will present a written ·
case summary to the.NCAA's
Division-I Committee·on .,Jnfractions, o ... - ··-.•;·_. •
-· •
a Sometime between·- .
.... Aug ___7 and 1o, several U of Lofficials; inch.iding Presideab._ ,
John Shumaker, will attend a·'· :
hearing in Seattle before the" ·
Committee on Infractions on
th!) alleged violations.
■ According to U of L
Athletic Director Tom Jurich,
the committee will then issue
a judgment in 4 to 6 weeks.
It could accept U of L's selfimposed penalties or. order
harsher punishment.

For example, "Dennison, ·on her
own initiative, completed some of the
(transcript evaluation and admission)
forms on her own and signed the
young women's names . . ... .
U of L, however, contended that
the NCM doesn't hold schools responsible for monitoring the admissions process of every prospective
student-athlete. "The university does
not believe these violations resulted
from the university's failure to monitor the roung women's admissions
process.' according to the report. ·
U of L also said it didn't fail to
educate Yelin - who is from the former Soviet Union - on Division I
rules.
The NCAA alleged that Yelin had
failed on his first attempt to pass the
NCM coaches certification exam, a
test on rules and regulations.
But U of L said Yelin took the
exam two days later, untimed. and
passed. And he passed it again two
months later.
U of L said that Yelin initially
failed .the exam because of his difficulty in understanding English.
The report added: "Thus, it is the
university's position that Yelin's initial failure of the certification exam
was not evidence of his lack of
knowledge of NCM recruitinjl legislation and did not put the umversity
on notice that Yelin required special
education of fundamental NCM legislation."
U of L has imposed several penalties ai;ainst the volleyball program,
mclucfing. suspending Yelin ·for a
month without pay, reprimanding
Dennison and canceling the team's

preseason trip to Japan last year.
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Community college president
named
STAFF. WJRE REPORTS

A college administrator from Washington state has been appointed president of Elizabethtown Communitv College, it was announced yesterday. The new president, Thelma White, is
the first black woman to head a Kenrucky community college.
She reolaces Charles Stebbins, who
wiil remain at the college in a position to
be determined later by White. Stebbins
has been president since July 1987.
James R. Ramsey, interim president
of the Kentucky Community and Technical College System, hired White at the
recommendation of the college's board of

directors. The hiring must be approved
by the system's board of regents, which
oversees the state's community colleges
and technical schools.
Jefferson Community College's President Richard Green is the only other
black president in the 13 community-college system. Women hold the top spots
at four other community colleges, in
Ashland, Madisonville, Owensboro and
Prestonsburg.
Only one black woman - Kentucky
State University's Mary L. Smith - has
headed a public university in Kentucky.
Smith is retiring from her post in July.
White has been executive dean of

student services at Pierce College in
Tacoma, Wash., since 1993.
The college has 14,000 students on
two main campuses and at 32 centers
throughout Pierce County. The area ineludes Fort Lewis and McCord Air
Force Base. Before that, she spent 14
years in various positions at Galveston
College in her native Texas.
White is a graduate of St. Mary's
School of Nursing in Galveston. She has
a bachelor's in psychology, a master's. in
higher education from the University of
Houston and a doctorate in education administration from the University of
Texas at Austin.
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Washington educator
to head E'town college
The Courier-Journal

Galveston she rose from chairwoman
of the vocational nursing program to
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. -Thelma dean of student services for student
White, a college administrator from life and minority affairs.
Washington, has been named presiShe graduated from St. Mary's
dent of Elizabethtown Community School of Nursing in Galveston, and
College.
earned a bachelor's degree in psyWhite replaces Charles Stebbins, chology and a master's de11ree m
the school's president since mid-1987. higher education from the University
James R. Ramsey, interim presi- of Houston. She earned a doctorate
dent of the Kentucky Community and in educational administration from
Technical College System, .hired the University of Texas at Austin.
White at the recommendation of the
Stebbins will remain with the
campus' board of directors. The hir- school in a role to be determined by
ing must be approved by the system's his successor. He will also be tempoboard of regents.
rarily assigned to assist Tony NewWhite, a Texas native, was execu- berry, interim chancellor of the statetive dean of student services in the wide community college system, with
Pierce College District in Tacoma,· the schools' transition to the KenWash. She worked for 14 years at tucky Community and Technical ColGalveston College in Texas before as- lege System from operation by the
suming her post at Pierce College. At University of Kentucky.
Lexington Herald-Leader
Thursday, June 11, 1998

U of L disputes some findings~.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE - The University of Louisville has acknowledged
it violated nine NCAA regulations
in its women's volleyball and men's
basketball programs but disputed
some of the NCAA's findings.
The university's
response
comes almost two months after an
official NCAA inquiry and is the
latest step in a process leading to
an August hearirig before the
NCAA's Division I Committee on
Infractions. The deadline for the response was June 8:
Neither the university nor
NCAA officials would comment on
the likelihood of future penalties beyond those the university already
has imposed on itself.
In a written response released

Tuesday, the school agrl'ed that assistant basketball coach Carlton "Scooter" McCray violated rules by giving a
player's father his credit card to avoid
eviction from a Louisville hotel.
The university also admitted
that the volleyball program violated eight rules, including Coach
Leonid Yelin's failure to monitor
the program adequately.
But the university disputed
NCAA contentions that McCray
arranged for a discounted room for
Frederick Johnson, father of player
Nate Johnson. Citing its internal investigation, the school said former
Wilson Inn assistant . manager
Daphney King gave Johnson the
discount on her own.
The university said McCray's
telephone records show he didn't

call the Wilson Inn until after John,_
son had been checked in for nearly·
two weeks.
Louisville also argued that it is
not responsible for two aspects of the
volleyball program's transgressions..
According to the NCAA inquiry, assistant volleyball coact,
Patty Dennison improperly assisted
two recruits with their college ap,.
plications. The university contends,
however, that the NCAA doesn',C·
hold schools responsible for moni;;toring the admissions process of.
every prospective student-athlete. ,,,
The school also said it did no,t,
fail to educate Yelin on Division ~,
rules. Yelin failed to pass th~-•
NCAA coaches certification exam"
on his first attempt but passed. ii..
two days later.
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Kentucky Tech takes over

adult-ed

1raining beyond GED is planned
I

By Linda J. Johnson
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Adults who want literacy training and basic education classes including preparation for the General Educational Development test may find more opportunities when
a new agency takes over the
Fayette County services.
Kentucky Tech Central Campus
recently won a $475,795 ,contract
from the state Department of Adult
Education and Literacy to provide
training to 3,203 Fayette residents
from July 1 through June 30, 1999.
Ron Baugh, president of Kentucky Tech, said the school plans to
take the program a step beyond
providing clients with training to
get their GED certificates.
"We have got to take these people and help them reach their highest academic level," he said. "But it
shouldn't end there."
The school not only is in a
unique position to hook clients up
to its technical programs, but also
to Lexington Community College
and other avenues to get them into
the work force, Baugh said.
Kentucky Tech has many partnerships in the business community
that it plans to bring into the pro·
grams, Baugh said. It will also use
the expertise of Operation Read and
the Carnegie Center for Literacy and
Learning.
Part of the school's plan includes doing career assessments
when clients first enter the program
to design individual packages for
services, he said.
The 3,203 people Kentucky
Tech must reach - under a state
formula - is almost double the
number served this year by the
Fayette County School District.
The district has held the contract since 1965 and lost it the first
time it faced competition, according
to Gentry LaRue, associate director
of adult education for Fayette County schools.

LaRue thinks Kentucky Tech
is going to have a hard time
reaching the number of people the
state says it must reach.
"We worked hard to get
1,700," LaRue said. "Maybe it's a
blessing in disguise. That's going
to be pretty hard to do."
Kentucky Tech, Fayette County schools and the Blackbum Correctional Complex all submitted
bids for the contract.
Kentucky
'o'·m:·'_·
.,
.'
,
Tech scored 97
Wh
.
points - out of
to call
·· a possible 100
'<. - , ~ ·1 /1 - in a commitKentucky Tech-•• tee review of
Central . ,
·
Campus is·-·,'": : bids. Fayette
setting up a,.; schools scored
dedicated
85 and Blacktelephone line
bum scored 80.
to field calls
Fayette
from people
,County
will
interested in
work
with
Kenthe adult·
tucky Tech to
basic educa-·
make a smooth
tion (including
transition,
GEOtest., LaRue
said.
preparation) ..
and literacy
"Where it won't
training it will , hurt us, we are
provide begingoing to help
ning in July.
them as much
Kentucky Tech as
possible,"
won a 1-year,
LaRue
said.
$475,795
The
district
state contract
to provide the
is exploring setservices.
ting up its own
eetween rloW
program to proand Wednes."
vide
literacy
day, call 246training
and
2400. After
adult
education,
Wednesday,.
call 246-2616c-- he said.
As for the
for details ari ';
classes and~- _ employees
how to enroll.
five full-time,
three permanent part-time
and 25 to 30 part-time instructors
- Kentucky Tech will probably
hire some, but not all, Baugh said.
The school will set up an application process in the near future.

Kentucky Tech also is putting
together some information to send
to students who were enrolled in
Fayette's programs to let them
know what's planned. Some of the
sites Kentucky Tech uses may be
the same ones Fayette schools
used, but others won't be. Those
details are still being worked out
Some sites should be open by
July 15 and the rest by Aug. 10,
Baugh said.
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who . 1~gett1ng';;~~
'literacy:·qioney. · ,:{'
The state Departme~{f~iA~ult _- '
Education and Literacy:recently ·;,~;
,awarded grants.foi:sei\iices .tat,.'.;_
aling $10,094/757.'for the year. ; . ·
'Jieginning-July 1::Tti"e grants ' .•, ;
'were awarded io'sctiool dis- .... -_:•
. tricts and privaie,provideis. Thee- '
state awarded·an·additional -- ---.' ·
$_590,460 specifically foriitera-;,':
-cy,training in-jails-and correc-tions centers. Recipients ,
include: ._'. ~,"_-_ :·
_
■ Bourbon County Board of
Education, $64,256 adult education and $945 corrections
services::. 1'

,,.;

J:;:- -

> :. ,, ·'

, ■ Winchester/Clark County•,

:Uteracy~$79;193"adult.educa, tlon·and $1,300:coriections ·..:
services. '
■ Kentucky.lTei::I\.Central

Campl-"1 ·
us (Fayette County),,$457,630:
-adult education imd.$17;795· · ·
corrections;' Blackbum Correctional Complex, $4,000 corrections services.
■ Jessamine County Schools.
$106,832 adult education and
$1,000 corrections services.
■ Scott County Schools,$113,013 for-adult education;
$18;085 corrections services.
■ Woodford County Adult
Education, $58,767 for _adult
education, and $4,736 correc-

tions services.,_">

:.... - · ~. '/'

·-•:/1/;
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student regents
t1amed to board
FRANKFORT - Two
)lortheastern Kentucky
··esidents have been elected
is student regents to the
board of the Kentucky
Community College and
Technical System.
Walter Lichtenberg of
Morehead and Anita .
Williams of Van Lear w1¥
be sworn in at the board s_
September meeting and will
serve one-year _terms ..
Lichtenberg 1s studymg
industrial electronics and
electricity at Kentucky Tech
central Campus in
Lexington. Willia~s is
pursuing an associate of
arts degree at Prestonsburg
Community College..
The KCTCS board 1s
comprised of 14 members,
including the two student
regents.
Lexington Herald-Leader
Friday, June 12, 1998

;tudents elected to college board:
ts at Kentucky Tech Central Campus and
1sburg Community College have been elected
esent their peers on the Board of Regents of
1tuckY Community and Technical College
1. The new regents are Walter Lichtenberg, of
,ad who is studying industrial electromcs
dricity at Kentucky Tech i1!- Lexing_ton, and
.Villiams, of Van Lear, who 1s pursumg an
,te of arts degree at Prestonsburg. They will
:rve for one academic year and replace outgodent regents Donna Davis, a KentuckY Tech
t and Charles O'Neal, a Madisonville
lnity College student. The KCTCS board
:s 14 members and oversees the state's com. colleges and technical schools.

Boys' state names
this year's director
MOREHEAD - Col. Ebno
Curtis Head Jr. - director
of plans, operations and
training for the Kentucky
National Guard - will be
the keynote speaker at the
first general session of the
58th session of Kentucky
Boys State, which will be
held on the Morehead State
University campus starting
Sunday.
.
A graduate of Eastern
Kentucky University, Head
has more than 30 years of
military service.
More than 150 high school
seniors from across the
state are expected to take
part in the Kentucky Boys
State program, sponsored by
the Kentucky American
Legion. Participants take
part in mock government
sessions designed to provide
practical lessons in city and
state government.
Others scheduled to
address Kentucky Boys
State are U.S. Rep. Scotty
Baesler on Monday; former
governor Brereton J:ones on
Tuesday; and state Sen.
Walter Blevins, state Sen.
Gex "Jay" Williams and
state Rep. H.G. "Gippy"
Graham on Wednesday.
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Morehead ·professor faces ·Montana charges
. ,:BOZEMAN, Mcint.:-A Mo,ehead State Uni~ersity.·professor hit'(

been taken. to .Bozeman. to face charges that ti~ att.,-cked a -woman-.
who let'him enter her house. because it was for.·sale..
. · : · .:
· Charles Hicks; 63, arrived at the Gallatin Countv Detention Center,·
on.Thursday ?ffer a six-day trip from·Morehead,'Ky.;,where he hadi
been jailed since May 12.
.
·
· •
... · .
Hicks is suspected of attacking Marcie Fitch. 20, with-a stun.gu_n at:
her Bozeman home April 27. He is·charged with aggravate-cl liidnap 0 •
ping, allgravated burglary and assault, aH.felonies: He is.scheduled.to>
appear m cournomorrow. . .
..
. . · .·
·. . · .~ , ,,
Hicks has been a professor at Morehead{or 30 years; his wife;·.
Ronda Hicks. has said. He teaches information scien.ces. · · · ·

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
Saturday.June 13, 1998

MSU professor
is extradited
BOZEMAN, Mont. - A
Morehead State University
professor has been
· extradited here to face
charges that he attacked a
woman with a stun gun in
April.
Dr. Charles Hicks, 63,
arrived at the Gallatin •
County (Mont.) Detention
Center on Thursday, after a
six-day trip from Morehead
where he had been jailed
since May 12. He is
scheduled to appear in court
here Monday.
Hicks is suspected of
attacking Marcie Fitch, 20,
at her Bozeman home on
April 27. A credit-card
receipt and an eyeglass lens,
both found at the home,
linked Hicks to the case,
prosecutor Jane Mersen
said.
He is charged with
aggravated kidnapping,
aggravated burglary and
felony assault. Aggravated
· kidnapping is potentially a
capital offense in Montana.
Hicks has been employed
at Morehead State
University for 30 years,
where he teaches
information sciences.
Police say a man asked
Fitch about her house,
which was for sale. They
say that after she let hinI in,
he attacked her and
wrestled her down a flight
of stairs. A stun gun was
used against her repeatedly,
according to police, who
said the man eventually
gave up fighting and left.

Lexington Herald-Leader
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Arizona couple
leave UK $6 million
for equine research
Agriculture. "For that act, they
will touch the lives of horses and
horsemen for many, many years

By Bill Estep, Holly E. Stepp
and Louise Taylor
HERAL.DlEADER STAFF WRITERS

A rich, reclusive Arizona couple
who loved horses have given the
University of Kentucky one of its
largest gifts, designated for equine
research.
UK has gotten more than $6
million worth of stocks and bonds
from the estate of the late Jes and
Clementine Schiaikjer of Prescott,
and the final amount of the gift
may reach $7 million, estate attorney Rick Mabery said yesterday.
The payments to UK began last
year. There is $300,000 to $500,000
in cash left in the estate, which will
likely be transferred to UK within
90 days, Mabery said.
The largest known gift ever to
UK was $14 million in 1995 from
CM. "Bill" Gatton, a Tennessee car
dealer who gave the contribution to
the College of Business, which was
renamed for him.
Other large gifts include $5 million in July 1995 from Lexington
businessman and thoroughbred
owner William T. Young to UK's
new library, which was named for
him, and $2.4 million from Lexington horseman Brownell Combs II
for the Lucille Parker Markey Cancer Center in 1984.
Most recently, Texans Jack and
Linda Gill gave $5 miliion in December 1997 toward creation of
heart institute at the Chandier Medical Center.
The Schlaikjers promised their
money several years ago to set up
an endowed professorship. The
William Robert Mills Chair in
Equine Infectious Diseases is
named for Clementine Schlaikjer's
father, an East Coast jeweler.
The couple originally promised UK their estate several years
ago. Clementine Schlaikjer died in
December 1995 at age 90. Her husband died the next September at
age 72.
Most of their estate was in
stocks and bonds, and with the
record highs on the stock market.
the value grew to more than S6
million after their death. Maberv
said.
The couple left ail their assets
to UK. even though they apparently had no connection with the universitv or with Kentuckv. The\'
were motivated by a deep love
horses.
"The Schlaikjers wanted to
help horses and the people who
owned and cared for horses bv
making an investment in the
health and well-being of the animal," according to a story in a
1997 _newsletter of UK's College oi

of

to come."
In their wills, the couple specified that the money be used to research and instruct on infectious
diseases, and not breeding or racing.
The newsletter quoted Dr. Peter Timoney, director of the Gluck
Equine Research Center and chair
of _UK's Department of Veterinary
Science, as saying the chair "is being established now."
. UK has not announced the gift
m press releases or a news conference, as it has other large gifts,
and Timoney did not return a
phone call yesterday.
"The University has not announced the gift yet because the
exact amount has not been determined yet. But we expect no problems in accepting this gift," said
John Scharfenberger, UK spokesman.
The Schlaikjers met in midlife
and had no children, but traveled
wide! y and shared a passion for
horses. They lived in New York
but apparentlv moved to Arizona
in the mid-1980s.
His father was the artist Jes W.
Schlaikjer of New York, noted for
his posters for the War Department during World War II and for
magazine artwork. including the
first Woman's Day cover in 1937.
Mabery said he thought Jes
Schlaikjer worked in public relations for AT&T. Most of the couples' money was Clementine
Schlaikjer's, he said.
The couple owned American
Saddlebreds and Morgans. The
UK newsletter describing their gift
included an article she wrote
about their long love affair with a
saddlebred named La-De-Da
which they moved from NeV.:
York.
A neighbor in Prescott said
she knew the couple had money,
but they were reclusive and very
frugal. They had "lovely" personal
belongings, but the wallpaper dated from the 1970s, said Gail
Dagostino.
"They didn't spend any mon-

ey," she said.
■

Herald-Leader news researcher
Linda Niemi contributed to this report.
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Interim

KCTCS
president
is hired
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-LEAOER EDUCATION WRITER

After a yearlong search for a
leader, the state's realigned system
of community colleges and technical schools has found a president
At least for the next six
months.
Jeff Hockaday, higher education consultant and former Arizona community college president, will lead the Kentucky Community and Technical College
System for the next six months
as its interim president
And veteran educator Bob
Barringer, president of the headhunting firm Gold Hill Associates
of Asheville N.C., will conduct the
search for a permanent president.
KCTCS spokesman Bryan
Armstrong confirmed that contracts had been offered to both
men, but had not yet been final ized by the state's finance and administration cabinet
Since KCTCS's creation last
spring, state budget director
James Ramsey has served as interim president.
But Ramsey accepted an administrative position at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. and he takes the post June 30.
Armstrong said Hockaday
and Barringer were selected by
KCTCS Board of Regents chairwoman Martha Johnson, with input from Ramsey and regent
Richard Bean. chairman of the
presidential search committee.
The full board of regents is
expected to approve the appointments at its meeting Monday in
Frankfort.
Hockaday, as a consultant
~ains community college govern~
mg boards and presidents and has
served as chancellor of the Pima
County (Arizona) Corrummity College District in Tucson.
He also served as chancellor of
t_he Virginia Community College
ystem in Richmond.
Barringer has also served as
the head of several community
~olleges in several states including North Carolina, Pennsylvania
and New Jersey.

UPO BOX 1100

The search for a president for
KCTCS. which was created as part
of Gov. Paul Patton's higher education reform passed by the General Assembly, has been a long,
and sometimes difficult, process.
After beginning the search
last fall. the regents named two finalists in March for the top spot:
Charles A. Green, a consultant for
the Chicago Public Schools, and
Nellie Carr Thorogood, a Texas
community college aciministrator.

MOREHEAD. KY 40351 -1 689

606-783-2030

Barely a month later, Ramsey,
who is Gov. Paul Patton's budget
director. was named as a third
candidate. after declining to be included in the president search two
previous times.
After interviewing Ramsey,
the regents could not reach a consensus on any of the candidates,
and voted to reopen the search.
Ramsey later bowed out of the
-;earch.
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New community college system
offers Hockaday post as
interim president
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
Kentucky's new system of two-year
colleges and trade schools. which is
far behind schedule in its effort to
name a president. plans to hire a former chancellor of the Virginia Community College System as its temporary chief.
Bryan Armstrong, spokesman for
the Kentucky Community and Technical College System, said yesterday
that Johnas "Jeff" Hockaday has
been offered a contract as interim
president. He said the contract will
not be official until it is approved by
the Finance Cabinet.
Hockaday headed the Virginia system from 1983 to 1990. He was chancellor of the Pima Community College District in Tucson, Ariz.. from
1990 to 1995, and until last August he
was interim president of Hillsborough Community College in Tampa,
Fla.

In 1995. Hockaday won the Assoc1auon of Cummumtv College rrustees'
chief executive officer award.
If hired. he would be the second
former high-ranking Virginia highereducation official to take a similar
job in Kentucky's system of post-secondary education, which was reshaped by the state legislature last
year. Gordon Davies. former president of the Virginia Council for Higher Education, was hired in April as
the first president of the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education.
Among other things, the Kentucky
law created a new system that includes 13 of the 14 University of Kentucky community colleges and all 25
of the state's post-secondary technical schools. The system's president
will be on a par with the presidents
of the state's eight public universi-

ties.

The Community and Technical
Coll_ege System regents had intended
ro hire a pre 'd b
s, ent Y March or April

"It was the feeling of the board
that we really didn't have a good fit
with any of the three," said Richard
Bean of Louisville, who heads the regents' search committee.
Armstrong said the regents have
also offered a contract to B.A. Barringer of Asheville, N.C., to help
them search for new presidential
candidates. Barringer is a former
president or interim president of
community colleges in several states.
Nelson Grote. executive vice presi
dent for the community and technica
college system, said the regents fe
they had already seen the best cand
dates their previous search consu
tant was able to provide. He said th
because of academic hiring cycI,
the delays in the search could mf
that a permanent president will
be in place until next summer.
Bean said that may be true,
while it "postpones that steady Ii
ership which we would like to ha
1t is causing no severe problems.
"The proper choice is more in
tam than the urgencv," Bean sa1c

'""'e oailv lndeoenaent. Ashland. l~entucKy.
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Boys State names
Russell senior AG
MOREHEAD - Damian
Gallaher. a senior at Russell
High School and son of
John and Stephanie
Gallaher of Bellefonte, was
named Wednesday as
a ttorney general of the 1998
Kentucky Boys State.
convening on the campus of
Morehead State University.
Hector M. Torres II of
Fort Campbell was ch osen
governor, with Chad Burns
of Georgetown as lieutenant
governor.
Participants in the
program, which is
sponsored by the Amer ican
Legion and runs through
Friday, heard three
members of the Gener al
Assembly in talks
yesterday.
Sens. Gex Williams of
Verona and Walter Blevins
of Sandy Hook, along with
Rep. H. G. "Gippy" Graham
of Frankfort. provided
guidance in organizing a
Boys State senate and house
of representatives.

Tax will be bad
for Morehead
To the a mazement of many, including m yself, Mor ehea d Mayor
Bra d Collins and a select few con t inue their ons la ug ht on t he poorest of t he poor in Morehe ad and
Rowan County by prom otin g a 3
per cen t sales t ax on restaurant
food to build a $10 million conference cen ter in down town Morehead.
By his own a dmission , t he 3 percent tax will be much more t ha n
needed to build and opera te this
facility. Th e study, provided by
Booker a nd Associates, s tates tha t
t her e should be (on the bas is of a 3
per cent tax) a n annual balance in
excess of $600,000, a fter all loans
salaries a nd oper a tion a nd ma int~nance· cost s a re paid.
~is center, if completed, would
proV1de a n increase of only 28 new
Jobs for t he community of wh ich 20
wou ld be rest a ura n t-related jobs.
The study states t h at those 20

Thursaav. June 18. 1998

restaura n t jobs would pay in excess of $8.85 per hour! Does this
tell you anyt hing abou t the validity of this study?
Mayor Collins may not n nderstand, but many of the citizens of
~ ore hea~ a nd Ro~an County believe taking the kids out for a
·'H a ppy Meal" on F riday evening is
really a " night out on the town ''
s ince t hey cannot get anything '
much better t han minimum paying
jobs or are on fixed incomes.
Far too many of our citizen s
w~rk for poverty wages. Of cour se,
t his t ax will also include college
students who us ually have limited
resources a nd gener ally eat all
t heir meals at r estaurants. This
s hould be a real recruitment tool
for Moreh ead State University .
It seems to me t hat we are
taxed m ore t han enough. When
will someone have t he courage to
s tand up and s ay: Enough is
Enough !

Paul D. Thompson
Morehead

Lexington Herald-Leader
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Retailers seek ways to lure college grads
By Rachel Beck
ASSOCIATEO PRESS

NEW YORK -

There·s a lot more

to retailing than folding sweaters at the

Gap or working the register at a Kman,
but that's the image that turns many
college graduates away from careers in
the industry.
Faced with a scant pool of job applicants and fierce competition from hot careers in finance, consulting and technology, merchants have an uphill fight on
rnllege campuses.
So salaries are going up for entry
level jobs for college grads - some by
as much as 25 percenr from the early
1990s - and chief executives are making recruiting calls to steer young people
toward retailing.
Many retailing giants who normally
compete for workers, including Sears,
Roebuck & Co., Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
and JCPenney & Co., are even joining
forces at a conference Friday to develop
ways to raise student interest.
"Students think retailing is the mini-

mwn-wage sales job, working nights and
weekends," said Ellen Goldsberry, director of the Southwest Retail Center for education and research at T he University
of Arizona. "They've formed this narrow
view, and they don't consider it a career
with opportunities."
College graduates aren't jumping
into careers in retailing anymore. a big
change from years ago when it was a
sought-after occupation for young people. especially those who grew up with
familv or friends in the business.
Competition was fierce ro get into
department and specialty stores· executive training p1 ograms. which were long
considered the breeding ground for the
next generation of top retail managers.
But mass layoffs and many retail
bankruptcies turned graduates away in
the early 1990s. Many worried about the
stability and job security in the retail industry.
On Friday, about 20 of the nation's
biggest retailers along with educators
from a nwnber of large universities will

gather at a workshop outside Chicago,
where they will discuss how to boost the
applicant pool.
•
The conference, which is run by
Sears and Indiana University, brings together retailers who normally compete
for the top talent. Participants include
Wal-Man, JCPenney, Dayton Hudson
Corp., Federated Deparnnent Stores Inc..
Carson Pirie Scott and May Department
Stores Co.
As they try to develop more ways of
recruiting students. some have already
worked. Some stores have raised
salaries for entry-level workers in recem
year~. making- their base pay competit1,·e with other industries. The average
now runs as high as about $40,000, up
from the low S30s a few years ago.
i\-lany retailers also are increasing
the number of internships they offer to
stJdents still in school. T hat not only allows merchants to teach them about dif•
ferent parts of the business, but also
gives time for a long-term courtship before srudents make a career choice.
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Joint venture of UPS, colleges
holds first recruiting session
By THOMAS NORD
The Courier-Journal
She has a year of high school left,
but Crystal Lingoss, 16, already
knows that college isn't going to be
easy.
That's what prompted Crystal, who
will be a senior this fall at Fern
Creek High School, to check out Metropolitan College this week.
This college visit didn't involve
touring the campus - the newly
minted school doesn't have one.
Metropolitan College is the joint
venture of United Parcel Service and
three local schools - the University
of Louisville, Kentucky Tech and Jefferson Community College - and it
is aimed at making college easier for
UPS' army of part-time workers.
Under the novel parrnership, students will attend night classes, then
work the overnight shift at UPS. The
company and the state will pay the
tuition.
"I'd miss having my nights to myself, but I'll do what it takes to go to
school," said Crystal, who wants to
study to be a surgical technician at
Kentucky Tech. "The)' say it is hard
work (at UPS), but It will pay the
bills."
This unusual college experience
was described last night at Gheens

RECRUITING
FAIRS
All are 6-8 p.m.:
■ Today - Shawnee High
School, Louisville
■ Tuesday, June 23 Central Hardin High School,
Cecilia.
■ Thursday, June 25 Shelby County High School,
Shelbyville.
■ Tuesday, June 30 Jeffersonville (Ind.) High
School.

Academy in Louisville in the first of
five UPS-Metropolitan College recruiting sessions this month.
UPS has long relied on college students to sort the thousands of packa1;es that come through its Louisville
air-freight hub each day between
midnight and dawn.
But plans to expand that hub and
add 6,000 jobs by 2001 will tap the
local labor pool as .never before.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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Morehead man
seeks continuance
BOZEMAN, Mont. -A
retired Morehead State
University professor did not
enter a plea Monday during
his first appearance in a
Montana court since being
charged with attacking a
Bozeman woman with a
stun gun in her home in
April.
Instead, Dr. Charles H.
Hicks, 62, of Morehead,
asked for a continuance in
the case and that his
$100,000 bond be reduced.
A Gallatin County (Mont.)
District Court judge
scheduled Hicks'
arraignment and bond
reduction hearing for June
29.
Hicks was arrested in
Morehead on May 12 and
charged with aggravated
kidnapping - potentially a
capital offense in Montana
- aggravated burglary and
felony assault. He is accused
of attacking Marcie Fitch,
20, on April 27 after asking
about her house, which was
for sale.
A credit card receipt and
a bifocal lens that were
found on Fitch's property
linked Hicks to the crime.
Hicks arrived here on
Thursday after a six-day
trip from Morehead.

State officials agreed to create Metropolitan College amid fears that UPS
would build its highly sought "superhub" in a city where workers are
more plentiful.
The first classes begin this fall,
with a permanent dormitory and
classroom complex to come sometime next year on U of L's Belknap
Campus.
When Pat O'Leary started at UPS
in the 1970s, $7 an hour was an unheard-of wage for· a guy fresh from
the service and looking for ii decent
part-time job. "For $7 an hour, you
could !lunch me in the face twice a
day," Joked O'Leary, now a workforce p anning manager for UPS.
But now, although UPS pays as
much as $8.50 an bour to staff its
busy overnight package-sorting operation, many other part-time jobs are
just as lucrative, he said.
The college option is a lure, he
said, that will again make jobs at
UPS highly desirable.
"Our ideal worker is a student who
wants to get out of college and
doesn't want to tum this job into
something that it is not," O'Leary
said. "In the vast majority of cases, It
will not turn into a full-time job."
For now, Metropolitan College is
offering a limited number of academic·programs during the planned
school "day'' - 5 to 10 p.m.
·
Officials will try to accommodate
just about any course of study, but it
may mean a worker must attend
some classes during the day, said
Daniel Ash, the school's acting executive director. Tuition would still be
reimbursed.
Ash said the night-school offerings,
which range from engineering science at U of L to air-conditioner repair at Kentucky Tech, were chosen
to draw a wide variety of potential
students.
"If you have ever tried to take a
class after working through the.night
- trust me, I know it's hard to do,
Ash said, after acknowledging that
his own bachelor's degree took him
14 hard years of work and study ·
11
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Museum honors
self-taught artists
By Rich Copley
HERAL.OlEADER ARTS WRITER

OREHEAD- Stout and
sturdy enough to withstand some of the worst
blows nature and progress can deliver, the two-story brick building
on West First Street attracts people from across the region to
Morehead.
Activity at that building was
a big part of the Eastern Kentucky city's past and, city leaders
hope, its future.
The square brick .building's
purpose, however, has changed
drastically since its days as a
wholesale grocery that attracted
merchants
from towns
near and
far to buy
goods for
their stores.
Friday,
the building will be formally opened as the
new home for the Kentucky Folk
Art Center, the Commonwealth's
only museum dedicated to the
works of self-taught artists.
"It's astounding to look at the
way it is today, knowing what it
was before," says First Citizens
Bank Chairman Alpha M.
Hutchinson, 78, who unloaded
boxcars of food into the building
when he was in his early 20s.
Adrian Swain hasn't lived in
Morehead nearly as long as
Hutchinson, but he's no less impressed by the old Morehead Grocery Company's $1.2 million
transformation. He had his own
small gallery in Morehead 11
years ago, when he signed on for
a part-time job organizing Morehead State University's folk art
collection.
"It's very exciting, because
this is the kind of end result you
could have only really fantasized
about at that point," says Swain,
the center's full-time artistic director, sitting in an office off the center's first floor gallery. "You could
say, 'Wouldn't it be wonderful if
we could develop this into a museum that was an entity unto itself.'
Remarkably, after 11 years, with
support from the university, we've
been able to make it reality."
It's a reality, Swain says, because of the high quality of the
work of self-taught artists the museum celebrates.
"That's what inspired this
thing," he says. "That's what has
justified its success. It inspired
the notion that this work should

M

be collected, because it was being
dispersed in private collections,
and it was a wonderful opportunity to pay tribute to these artists
and be an educational resource."
The new building has a room
on its second floor dedicated to
classes that visit and originate at
the center. Space for that room actually cut into space originally intended for offices, says center director Garry Barker.
Renovation work included replacing the building's old pine
ceiling on the second floor with a
brand new ceiling just like it, supported by the structure's original
beams. The walls are crisp and
white; brand new track lights line
the ceiling.
But quite a bit of the money, a
combination of public and private
funds and donations; went into
things visitors won't see, such as
a security system and sophisticated fire alarm and sprinkler system designed to protect the art.
Back in the storage area, where
much of the museum's more than
800 piece collection will be maintained, a state of the art climate
control system has been installed
to protect the work from shifts in
temperature and humidity.
The Kentucky Folk Art Collection resided at Morehead State
University from 1985 until 1993.
The Kentucky Folk Art Center
was formed in 1993 when the collection was moved to a house in
the city. The center opened for
business last July at its new home
on First Street. On the center's
first floor, 115 pieces from the collection have been on
display since then.
Barker says the
center's board and staff
wanted to wait until
the whole place was
ready to open to have a
celebration.
On the first floor,
guests can peruse a selection of art designed
to represent the center's
overall holdings. The
long gallery boasts a
range of work that includes abstract horse
sculptures in wood by
Garland Adkins, colorful figures by Minnie
Adkins and a marker
drawing of corporate
logos on a cityscape by Louisville
artist Mark Anthony Mulligan.
While folk art is traditionally
thought of as a product of rural
areas, Swain points out that selftaught artists have flourished in

urban settings, too. The inaugural
exhibit on the museum's second
floor which is set to open today,
dem~nstrates that point

African-American Folk- Artists
in Kentuckv will feature works
from both rural and urban areas
in the western and northern parts
of the state. Swain says the center
hopes to create three or f?ur exhibits each year that Will also
travel to other museums.
1n both the center's standing
and
short-term
exhibitions,
Swain's aim is to show the art as
art, not a cultural novelty. He
says that sometimes exhibitors of folk art can
get caught up in who
made the art and how it
was made, selling short
the art itself.
"One hundred years
from now, this work
will stand or fall because it's visually powerful, not because it's
made by self-taught

artists," Swain says.
Morehead leaders
hope the center will
complement the restaurants, antiques shops
and other existing attractions in the area
such as Red River
Gorge.
"It certainly gives you a point
of destination," says Tom Calvert.
executive director of economic development for Morehead and
Rowan County. In particular, he
hopes to see bus tours pulling off
to see the center.
"When you have a big brown
sign on Interstate 64 that says
'folk art center,' that pulls them
off the road."

If you go
Toe Kentucky Folk Art Center,.
102.W. First St., Morehead, --- • will have its grand·openlng at ::
_2;pcm. Friday. The:cenf~(~;;:_-;, ;·-:-··flist exhlblt;~Afrlcafl'Amertcai:n:;•:
-•Folk Artisti'ln Keliiudliy;-;;: ""'-:~.
-opens at _?,'p_i,:n. _tpday., ___
--Regular. hoursi-9 -a.m,-5-p;m,------:-

?!;_?:

-_- Mond~ti:iiclay;)iS"ii.~§&:;'.7
Sunday~Dally t?~rs _at,2,Pfn.:::.

Free.thJs·week: Call.(606).,,.,...

783-2204. '· "~.':"".,_7;:''i''..Et"," .
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Exhibit joins
Appalachian
with African
By Benita Heath
CONTRIBUTING ART CRITIC

I

f pop art is mainstream art's wayward stepchild,
then folk art could be called a third cousin once re•
moved. It's in the family, but not always a welcomed
part of it.
Too rustic. Too naive. Too much whittling, its crit•
ics say.
That's why there's a special appeal to the inaugural
exhibit of the Kentucky Folk Art Center in Morehead.
"African-American Folk Art in Kentucky" shows the
folk artist as an original whose approach is sophistical·
ed, often daring, yet always faithful to his roots.
The concept for the show came out of curator Adrian
Swain's desire to give Kentucky's black artists their due.
So often, he says, exhibits about African-American folk
art just focus on artists from the Deep South. In selec-iing
only Kentucky art, Swain offers the chance to analyze the
works - painting, sculpture or assemblage - within
two cultures of influence: Appalachian and African. And
his choices successfully show the commonalities these
two communities share.
All but one of the 10 artists fit the classic definition
of a folk artist: an unschooled practitioner. The maverick is one-time Kentucky Wildcat Lavon Van Williams.
who was an art major at UK. Yet part of Williams·
training reflects the folk art tradition of handing down
knowledge. His brother, who had learned from a great
uncle, taught him how to carve.
Williams' wood sculptures veer toward a Giacom•
meti-like elongation. The two-sided reliefs are fannore
complex than a typical folk art carving, resembling
primitive Haitian statues more than Appalachian whit•
tling.
Tribal influences abound, making his work the kind
that ~hallenges the intellect into a search for hidden
meanmgs.
O'Leary Bacon was in her 30s when she taught her·
self how to paint and, at the age of 47. she renounced
her 24-year career as a state social worker to become a
full-time artist. Much of her painting has the hard-edged
look of Edward Hopper that evokes great loneliness. Ba·
con paints with the tight, definite line of a draftsman.
Her strong brushstrokes and color sense keep her social
messages from turning mawkish.
The prize for oddball art must go to Zephra MayMi11er, the "Bag Lady from Smoketown," the oldest
African-American community in Louisville.
May-Miller crochets garbage bags and plastic table
cloths into dresses, hats and handbags, just the way
grandma turned rags into rugs. They're surprisingly re·
alistic with great beauty. But their value to the show is
how they force a viewer to decide where is the line be·
tween art and gimmick.
Throughout the show are occasional examples of
what have become folk art cliches: howling dogs and
writhing snakes. But the variety in the exhibit makes
those like the sliced dill pickles on a blueplate special. A
viewer can take or leave them. Overall, the fare at this
artistic meal satisfies.

.

Folk artists
featured in
Morehead
State show
By DIANE HEILENMAN
The Courier-Journal
A number of events this week

sponsored by Morehead State University underscore the role the school
has played in encouraging folk artists.
Today the Kentucky Folk Art Center at l02 W. First St. in Morehead
opens the exhibition "African-American Folk Art in Kentucky" with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. The exhibition, which ends Oct. 3, includes
works by a dozen black artists, including Louisvillians Zephra MayMiller, Marvin Finn and Mark Anthony Mulligan.
Also today, the university's 22nd
annual Appalachian Celebration begins.
It is a weeklong exploration of the
region's arts that ends Saturday with
an Appalachian Market from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. During the week folk artists
give free demonstrations and numerous other events are offered, including a picnic, a petting zoo and musical performances. The annual Appalachian Treasure Award, presented at
6 p.m. today, will go to Flemingsburg
artists Ronald and Jessie Cooper.
And. on Friday, the folk art center
has its grand opening and dedication.
The renovation of the two-story former grocery building has been completed. The event begins at 2 p.m.
For more information, call (606)
783-2077.
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Folk artists'
works deP-ict
Appalachia
By TOM l.Ewls.
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT'"

FLEMINGSBURG - Trag-edy is sometimes the springboard to triumph.
Such was the case with the
husband and wife folk artist
duo of Ronald and Jessie Cooper.
In 1984, Ronald Cooper was
pronounced dead on· arrival
at a Wilmington; 'Ohic,, hospital after an eight-car pileup..
Doctors were able to revive
him, but he spent a month in
the hospital and when he
went home he· was told he
would never walk again.
"He was just so depressed,
yo_u kno_w," Jessie Cooper
said last week in their quaint
home.
Mrs. Cooper had dabbled in
painting and drawing since
childhood, when she spent
days at a creek near her
home at Muse's Mill using
colored rocks to draw pictures on flat rocks. She told
her husband that art would
help pass the time, as well as
heal his mind and body.
"I said 'I can't do anything
anybody would want to have "'
Cooper said.
'
. But 14 years and nearly 1,000
pieces of art later, the Coopers
are two of America's premier
folk artists. Tonight, they will
receive the 1998 Appalachian
Treasure Award during the
opening reception of Morehead
State University's Appalachian
Celebration.
The annual award recognizes individuals with unusual
tale~ts and dedication to promotmg and preserving Appalachian culture.
·
. The Coopers said they never
dreamed they would gain national recognition as folk artists, especially so swiftly.
"We tell this to everyone and I really believe this - this
is something God gave us "
said Cooper, who now walks
without even a cane. "I feel
like, in a sense, it's kind of a
ministry, what we do."
Folk art experts rave about
the Coopers, not only as artists, but also as liuman beings.
"They're just wonderful people, number one, salt of the
earth," said Elaine Johansen
of American Pie Gallery in
Wilmington, N.C., who buys
and sells their work.
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"They're the two most humble, non-egotistical people. Just
absolutely beautiful people to
work with, to talk to," said
Gary Barker, director of the
Kentucky Folk Art Center in
Morehead, where most of the
Coopers' early pieces were
sold. "How they both got so
good so fast and so well-known
is just a testament to their ingrown talent."
While they collaborale on
some projects, the Coopers' individual styles are distinctive.
"Their work is, lots of times
especially when they work to'.
gether, such a contradiction,"
Barker added.
Mrs. Cooper, 66, generally
paints outdoor scenes pulled
from memories of rural life,
such as baptisms in a river.
They typically include rich
hues of blue and green for sky
.and grass, with a scattering of
people, animals, trees, flowers
and buildings.
Those paintings might wind
up on anything - tables,
boxes, rocks, ox yokes or bathtubs - often ifems that she
finds at flea markets. And she
knows '.1s soon a,s she picks up
somethmg what she will paint
on•it.
"If I see a piece, it's almost
like a vision of what I'm going
to do with it when I get it
home," she said.
Her husband's work has a
rougher edge. He converts
c_arvings and everyday objects
like shoes and bingo-ball hoppers into scenes of heaven and
hell, with bright, red devils
and sinners t~rmented by fire,
at the same tune maintaining
a sense of humor in his works
often with messages painted
on them.
For example, a child's dump
truck has been painted red and
black. The rear is full of
carved and painted people in

obvious agony. On the door, a
sign reads, "Hell Trucking
Company - Sinner Hauling."
Another work has the devil.on
a bicycle hauling a sinner who
is asking, "Where do you
think he's taking me?"
"I believe the scenes showing the horrors of hell offer a
chance for redemption to the
viewer," said Cooper, 68.
One prominent buyer of the
Coopers' works is the House of ·
Blues Restaurant chain, which
has the largest public collection of folk art in the U.S. and
displays 'the Coopers' art at
various locations.
"The Coopers caught our eye
because of their religious fervor," said Carole .Crittenden,
House of Blues curator. " ...
Guests get a real . kick out of
(their art). It's beautiful 'and
it's topical.'.'
______ .
When the Coopers visited
the House of Blues· in North
Myrtle Beach last: summer,
they were greeted by ·one of
Ronald's bird houses, and inside around the ceiling and behilld the bar were his devils.
"It seems to me it is right
where it should be;'' Cooper
said. "These people need to
hear the word of the Lord.''
The Coopers grew up in religious homes on farms just a
few miles apart in Fleming
County. But they didn't meet
until she was 16 and he was 17
at an outdoor camp meeting.
They got married three
months later and will celebrate
their 50th anniversary in January.
Ronald Cooper is still recuperating after suffering a heart
attack last October, and the
couple now work only two or
three hours a day.
"Even if we couldn't sell a
piece of our work, we would
still make it," Cooper said.
"It's just something we love to
do."
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Asbury College
plans new library
School has raised
half of the project's
$12 million cost
By Greg Kocher
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

WILMORE - Asbury College
plans to build a $12 million library that will become the largest
building on its 80-acre central
campus.
When it opens in the fall of
2001, the new library will have
75,000 square feet on three floors.
It will replace the Monison-Kenyon
Library, which stores 180,000 volumes in about 20,000 square feet
"I think this emphasizes the
college's commitment to have a
21st-century learning environment," said library director Larry
Reining.
Reining said the new library
will include a learning resources
center and computer, classroom
and cuniculum labs. Students
will be able to connect laptop
computers to the campus network
at practically every seat.
Two college-owned houses
next to Asbury's auditorium will
be torn down to make room for
the new library, said Asbury
spokeswoman Heidi Spencer.
The largest building at Asbury now is the Luce Physical
Activities Center, which has an
indoor pool. track, soccer arena,

weight room and racquetball
courts in its 70,000 square feet. It
opened in 1991.
Over the past three years. Asbury had raised about half of the
$12 million needed for the new library from top donors. That included $2.5 million from an anonymous donor - the largest single
gift ever given to the 108-year-old
private, liberal arts college.
The library will be named in
honor of a former college president
and his wife, Dennis F. and Elsie
B. Kinlaw. Dennis Kinlaw was
president of Asbury from 1968 to
1981 and from 1986 to 1991.
College officials will announce
a public fund-raising campaign at
8:30 p.m. today at Hughes Auditorium. The announcement will
come during Asbury's annual reunion weekend, in which 800 to
1,000 alumni will be on campus.
Asbury will join several other
higher-education institutions in
Central Kentucky that have added
new libraries. Midway College in
Woodford County opened a $2.6
million, 30,000-square-foot library
last fall. The University of Kentucky dedicated the $58 million,
362,000-square-foot William T.
Young Library in April. And
Georgetown College will open a
$12 million, 55,000-square-foot library in late August.
In the fall semester, Asbury
had 1,260 students from 43 states
and 16 foreign countries.
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·Marshall runner
enjoys trip to
Mall, wins big
Macy paces himself, comes in 80th
finished fourth.
Josh Swann, 17, crossed just
two seconds ahead of Kevin
Batey to seize third place with
ASHLAND. - At the awards a time of 17:07. Brent Jarrell
ceremony following Saturday's rounded out the top five, finMall Run, one table was get- ishing just two seconds behind
ting a little crowded with hard- Kevin.
ware.
"There is a group of about 10
Seated at that table were 19- of us," Casey Batey said. "We
year-old Casey Batey, a sopho- all ran together in high school
more at Marshall University, and some of us just get toand about 10 friends who had gether in the summer and run.
ventured in from Milton, We get pretty competitive with
W. Va., to run in the eighth each 'other~ A lot of times it's
annual event.
like we are racing more
Some say it's lonely at the against each other than in the
top, but it wasn't that lonely race."
for Batey. The MU runner won
About a mile into the 5K
Saturday's race· with a time of event, Baley caught up with
16:19. Finishing second was Davisson. For the next mile,
John Davisson, then came
three of Batey's friends, in- • he ran with him. The in the
eluding brother Kevin, who . last mile, Batey ran away from
.
' Davisson, finishing 15 seconds

By JASON

McALLISTER
FDR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ahead with a pace of 5:16 per
mile.
"I stayed with him for a
while," Batey said. "Then
when there was about a mile
to go, I heard one of my
friends, who was watching the
race, holler to tell me that was
time to take off. So I just
surged ahead and the guy
dropped off."
In the girls division, Russell's Amy Lochow, who won
last week's Run by the River,
once again claimed first place.
She held off Sarah Dill, who
finished just five seconds behind Lochow.
Lochow finished 38th overall
out of 167 runners.
The special guest runner at
this year's event was Morehead State University basketball coach Kyle Macy, a
former Kentucky star.
Macy, who barreled across
the finish line in 80th place,
made it clear that he wasn't
there to push the leaders or
the pace.
"I didn't push anyone at all,"
Macy said jokingly. "I think a
person has to know his-limitations. I know mine and I
stayed at the same pace
through the entire race.
"When you do that, I think
you get such a better look at
the race overall. You get to see
the leaders take off at the beginning, you then run along
with the people in the middle·
of the pack, and then you're
resting at the finish line and
watching the few people behind you cross the line. You
get to see it all."
While Macy was in town, assistant coach Wayne Breeden
was conducting the MSU· basketball camp in Morehead.
Macy will be coming to Russell
Elementary for a camp next
week, and those interested can
still register at the door for
$65.
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State technical schools set
to join new college system
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
A big riece of Kentucky's new
system o post-high school education will move into place next week.
On July I, the state's postsecondary technical schools will be renamed colleges and will be absorbed into the state Community
and Technical College System.
The transition should eventually
dissolve barriers to collaboration
between community colleges and
technical schools. .
The immediate changes will be
mostly cosmetic. The postsecondary
state technical schools will "put up
new signs and have new names on
their stationery," and there will be
a ceremony in Somerset to mark
the transition, said Nelson Grote,
executive vice president of the
Community and Technical College
System and a former \>resident of
Morehead State University.
The technical schools also will realign to produce 15 technical colleges, with some schools becoming
branches of others. The moves in
among the technical institutions
won't affect vocational schools affiliated with school districts.
The new system of community
and technical colleges should ultimately produce substantial changes
for students, said Donna Davis, a
student member of the combined
system's board of regents. "Most
importantly, it will give us more options," she said. Davis, 25, of Russell Springs, will graduate this
month from Kentucky Tech-Somerset Regional Technology Center with
a diploma in desktop publishing and
a certificate in printing.
She wants to work toward an associate or bachelor's degree. Under
current rules, little if any of her technical school work will transfer to a
college.
THE NEW SYSTEM is intended
to make it easier for students to apply their technical college work toward a degree elsewhere or to earn
one directly from a technical college.
"And so students like myself that
have the desire to go on ... would be
able to, and receive the proper credit," Davis said.
The technical schools' elevation to
collegiate status was mandated by
last year's postsecondary education
reform law. Grote said it amounts to
"long overdue recognition. They're
the blue-collar college. They're the
college that is absolutely rooted in
their community.''
The technical schools "do excellent
work, and their Gob) placement records are just wondedul," Grote said.
He noted that technical.school iiraduates typically are state-certified in
their trades, and technical schools unlike community colleges - accept
no students who need remediation.
Students and other clients of the
technical colleges should soon notice
other important changes. The
schools, previously part of the state
Workforce Development Cabinet, will
switch from a quarter system to semesters and will start basing their
courses on credit hours rather than
clock hours.
In both respects, they will mirror
community colleges'. way of doin!l
business. The idea is. to make it easier for technical and community colleges to team up to offer degree pro-

grams and other services.
Madisonville Community College
and Kentucky Tech-Madisonville
Health Technology Center have
teamed up to offer a degree program
in respiratory care that will enroll its
first students in August. For years,
students have been able to train in
respiratory care at the technical
school, then transfer to the community college to complete a degree. But
James Pfeffer, the technical school's
director, called the combined program more efficient: It makes it easier for students to enroll and pay tuition, shaves at least a semester off
the time they'll need to complete an
associate degree and enables them to
take classes simultaneously at both
schools.
•
"That's the beauty of it - flexibility," he said.
INITIALLY, community colleges
are likely to award degrees and technical schools to play a supporting
role in such collaborations. But eventually those roles could reverse.
Kentucky's technical colleges can
seek state authority to grant degrees,
and Pfeffer said his school could take
that step. If it does, he said, students
in those programs would enroll, pay
tuition and receive their degrees at
the technical college, which would
reimburse the community college for
its contribution.
Davis, the technical student regent,
said technical college degrees would
provide "a great potential benefit" to
students. "If a degree had been an
option for me through the technical
schools, I would have absolutely taken that up," she said.
Degree programs offered jointly by
community and technical colleges
complicate the tasks oi figuring tuition rates and financial-aid eligibility. They also must deal with sometimes sticky questions about the

transfer of credit from one school to
the other - and beyond that, for
those students who seek a bachelor's
de~ree,. with credit transfer to a state
umvers1ty.
Anthony Newberry, interim chancellor of the University of Kentucky
Community College System, said
agreements on the transfer of some
course work have already been
worked out among Kentucky technical schools, community colleges and
universities.
Those agreements are limited to a
few disciplines - including early
childhood education, electrical engineering technology and computer information systems but they
"showed it could be done" and
should pave the way for broader
agreements, he said.
"Those are practical, operational
issues that have to be worked
through. But it's the very kind of
thing that this new system was set up
to bring off," Newberry said.
·
AMONG THE STATE universities, he said, Morehead and Northern
Kentucky have been pace-setters in
accepting technical school course
work. Students at the two universities can apply credits earned at technical schools toward industrial technology degrees.
Newberry emphasized that community colleges can't grant credit
willy-nilly for technical college
course work. To maintain their accreditation, he said, community colleges must first scrutinize the rigor of
the work underlying credits from another institution.
Agreements on the transfer of
course credits between technical and
community colleges can involve as
few as two participating schools,
Newberry said. But "the more systemwide agreements we can come up
with, the better," he said
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·Ace implements master
adviser system

vide information on ACC degree programs and transfer requirements.
Students enrolling and
The master advisers are rescheduling classes at Ashland
ceiving intensive training on
Community College are now the need to rush through the preparing students who plan
getting the "personal touch" process."
to transfer to uther instituthanks to the introduction of a
Under the new system, in- tions, Bailey said. "Even
master adviser system.
coming ACC students are di- though our students can, and
ACC's Academic Advising rected to a master adviser do, successfully transfer to
Task Force proposed the mas- once admission requirements their institutions of choice,
ter adviser system in 1997 and are fulfilled. The master ad- there are a lot of misconcepimplemented the system this viser will help each student tions about whether ACC credspring.' The program's goal is with career plans, academic its will transfer to other instito P,rovide an effective advis- background, major require- tutions," Bailey said.
ing system that promotes stu- ments and plans for any future
"With the most up-to-date
dent/faculty interaction, excel- transfer needs.
.
material available, our master
lence in academic advising
Selected for their ability to advisers will be able to help
and student retention.
interact with students and for students select the classes that
"The focus is on the students their interest in academic ad- will apply toward bachelor deand providing them· with the vising, master advisers will be grees at other institutions. We
best one-on-one academic ad- available for the students want to avoid situations in
vice possible," said' Dan Bai- whenever questions or as- which credits transferred to
ley, ACC Academiq Advising sistance is needed throughout another school do not count toand Transfer Center coordina- the semester. The new ACC ward a particular degree protor. "Students will no longer Advising Center, located· on gram," Bailey said.
be standing in long lines for the ground floor of the main
Ten faculty members seadvising, and they will have as building, will facilitate the co- lected as the first master admuch time as needed with ordination between students visers are: Kristi Aulick,. Stutheir advisers, without feeling and master advisors and pro- dent Support Services director;
Jackie Back, assistant professor of math; Jennifer Carroll,
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • THE FORUM • SUNDAY, JUNE 21. 1998
associate professor of nursing;
Cindy Davis-Holloway, activity
coordinator for Title III; Benjamin Harmon, associate proNationally, the Children's Defessor of biology/agriculture;
HE GOOD news is that
fense Fund thinks this is a promDan Mahan, associate profeseducation has become a
ising time to push for $20 billion
sor
of history; Barbara Niwedge issue. It has poover the next five years, to fi.
cholls,
professor of English;
litical bite.
nance early childhood education,
Robert Pleasant, Student SupPresident Clinton and · the
child care and similar programs.
port Services academic specialDemocrats will attempt to wield it
Whatever is done at the federal
against Republicans in Congress.
ist; Amy Poteet, associate proand state level, educators are alPaul Patton will use it in his atready pursuing the challenge at
fessor of communications; and
tempt to be re-elected Kentucky's
the local level. Jefferson County
Barbara Walters-Bator, profesSchool Supt. Stephen Daeschner
governor.
sor of math education.
As he has consistently, Gov.
has made early childhood his tarPatton was beating the drum
get of opportunity. In Daviess
again last week, when he told
County last year, all children got
·the Conference on the Future of
piano lessons in new music labs
the South that government is
with Yamaha keyboards; students
not doing enough, particularly
were introduced to chess; kinderin the area of early childhood
that has frightened many pargartners learned their ABCs in
education. Former Gov. Martha
ents. That kind of fear can be
English and Sp!lnish. It was all
Layne Collins, who once
easily exploited. You remember,
part of a project called Gradustumped the state for school imfor example, the Charlie Owen
ation 2010, keyed to the latest
provement, told the same meetcommercials in the Democratic
child-development research and
ing that "more education is the
primary for Senate, in which he
focused on the most basic of the
path to prosperity."
urged that we "get guns out of
basics: brain development.
For Kentucky to do what it
schools and put discipline back
The University of Louisville, alshould in early childhood educain."
ready a leader m teacher education would require $1 billion per
But when the educational fate
tion, plans to create a center for
year, according to Gov. Patton,
of their children is at stake, parearly childhood issues and initiawhich is what we now allocate to
ents are not going to accept the
tives. Among other things, the
higher education. He has created
easy advocacy of more cutbacks
center would work toward better
an office of early childhood deand more punishment. They
day-care and pre-school provelopment to study and coordiwon't be fooled by an expensive
grams. Western Kentucky Uninate the effort to do more.
program of true-financed vouchversity also is proposing an early
Money is often the issue. In Iners for some families to use in
childhood effort. It would add
diana, despite a massive budget
private schools or by the latest
counseling, nursing and other
surplus, there's disagreement that
back-door voucher scheme of
health professions to the teachlegislators should spend even
true breaks for families who can
ing, social work, speech pathol$120 million over three years to
already afford private schools.
O!lY and psychology training it
let about 18,000 more 5-year-olds
They are too smart for that.
gives the mterdisciplinary teams
begin school by moving the kinWhen it comes to educating
that serve kids and families.
dergarten enrollment date from
children, including the children
Yes, there are those who want
June l to Sept. 1. This is despite
of the voters who gave us the
to take the education debate in
the fact that hundreds of parents
Gingrich-Lott Congress, less is
another direction - lobbying
complain each year to the Denot more. And they know it.
for more police, more rules and
partment of Education about the
The politics of education must
more draconian punishment in
present system.
have the authors of the Contract
the schools. This is not surprison America scared to death.
ing, given the rash of violence
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Without any previous expe•
rience in woodcarving, Garland joined his wife in. expanding their marital partnership
to include the craft. "I always
said I taught him to carve, but
he always had it in him. He·
just had to develop it,".· she
said.
·
Adkins and her husband
began to make pieces, mainly
of animals, that would seil for
,By TONIA HOLBROOK
$100 up to $1,500. However, AdFOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
kins crafted· a 32-piece Noah's
ISONVILLE - Awards and honors .don't Ark set which was sold to a
make anyone different, according, toiMinnie'i-Ad-· • Los Angeles woman for $5,000.
She no longer takes commiskins. But not just anyone hasJheii·home high,_.
lighted on Elliot County's ·.toi:itisrilJbrochure, - sioned work because of the
Art aficionados may proclaim -wlfat . Adkins·: high demand. "I've. outgrown
won't - that this Isonville .. native- is ;a folk art · myself as far as people want•
ing more than I can make.
superstar.
.c _... , .. •.. ,
_.
Adkins, 64, was born and.reared ·m Isonville, But, it's been that way for
where she has spent all but-15.,years ·of·her·life. years," she said.
Now, Adkins carves at her
It was in her childhood home where she taught
own pace.
herself how to carve. Never using patterns, Ad"I just make stuff and people
kins made things to play with, such as pop
come
to buy it. It's on a firstguns, slingshots and dolls.
come, first-serve basis."
"There weren't too many toys around when I
was growing up, so I made my own," sl).e said.
The couple's work has been
After attending Sandy Hook High School for
featured in several art books
one year, Adkins quit school and got married.
and magazines. "O, Appalachia,
She continued to carve at her leisure, but deArtists of the Southern Mounvoted most of her time to rear•
tains," a book by Romona and
ing her son, Mike.
Millard Lampel!, featured carvTo Adkins, carving is relaxings by Adkins as well as
ing.
other Appalachian artisans.
"I enjoy picking up a piece
Adkins created all the artof wood and deciding what to work for the children's book,
make with it," she said.
"Bright Blue Rooster, Down on
Carving remained a leithe Farm" by Mike Norris.
surely activity to Adkins until The couple's pieces also have
been featured in "Chronicles
she met Adrian Swain in 1984.
Adkins and her husband, Gar- of Higher Education," "Kenland, were browsing through tucky Living," "Entertainment
Swain's Morehead art gallery Weekly," "Saturday Evening
when she realized her hobby Post" and "The Clarion," a
had the potential of becoming publication of the Museum of
American Folk Art in New
a livelihood.
That was the beginning of a York.
Not only has Adkins' work
close collaboration with Swain
gained widespread publicity,
and other dealers.
Larry Hackley, an art dealer but it has also earned her a
whose Winchester gallery fea• number of state, regional and
tures folk art, was one of the national awards. Adkins was
first people to learn of Adkins the first recipient of the Jane
through Swain. Hackley said Morton Norton Award for Exher carvings are so appealing traordinary Achievement in
because they are brightly col- the Arts in 1992. ln.1993, she
ored and bold - a true mark was given both the Folk Arts
of great folk art. After having Society of America's Award of
sold some of Adkins' earliest Distinction and an Outstandpieces, Hackley continues to ing Culture/Arts award from
market her work, although it's the Eastern Kentucky Leadership Foundation. In 1994, Ada bit hard to come by.
"When she has a spare piece kins was named an Apor two, I try to get my hands palachian Treasure by Moreon it," he said.
head State University.
But
Not only did Adkins' work one of Adkins' most recent and
attract the admiration of those most prestigious honors came
in the art world, but Garland in February, when she was noalso became interested in the tified she had earned the Govcraft when he realized how ernor's Award for lifetime
much money it could bring in, achievement in the arts. The
Adkins said.
news was bittersweet for Ad·
kins because Garland. died of
cancer in February.
"When I got the letter, I read
it and cried. I said I couldn't
go without Garland," Adkins

Artist's carvings
loved by· foi'.lt:"art.·
fans nationw}de

---t~,, . ·:

606-783-2030

said. Knowing what an honor
she would be missing out on,
Adkins' grandson, Greg, went
with her to receive the award
in the Capitol Rotunda.
"It was a hard thing to do,
just like anything else you do
for the first time. That's part
of the healing_ process," she
said.·
· · ·" '
Adkins has.• been taking a
break from carving to mourn
the lo~s of her husband, but
has many future events sched•
uled.
.
"A Day in the Country" is
an annual event.Adkins never
misses, mainly because she is
the hostess. The day-long craft
fair, conducted on Adkins'
property will be.Saturday, and
will feature local-artists as
well. as artists -from all over
the country who will display
and sell their wares.
She will be teaching workshops Thursday· at:Morehead
State University ·and in Memphis, Tenn., in September.
If a grant is received, the
Ashland Area Art Gallery
hopes to get Adkins to be an
artist in residence, said gallery
director Brenda Keathley.
"We think of her as an artist
in residence anyway," Keathley said, adding that Adkins'
carvings have a rare quality to
them. "Some are childlike
while others are mature in
theme. It's difficult to find art
"th
w1 that kind of duality."
Because Adkins has been associated with the gallery for 10
years, members often look to
her for counseling, Keathley
said,
"She's the first lady of folk
art in Kentucky, at least in our
thinking," Keathley said.
Adkins' work has also found
its way into the homes of some
nationally known figures, ineluding Rosemary Clooney and
Ross Perot. Adkins once sent
one of her roosters and a poem
to President and Mrs. Reagan.
She 11!,ter heard ..they had. become collectors.of:her work:
It is gratifying to Adkins to
know her pieces. are appreciated, but knowing that she is
appreciated is more important,
she said. "I enjoy knowing
that people care about what I
do as well as about what I am
as a person."
These are two concepts that
coincide, she said. "I feel like
this type of art is art from the
heart. You don't have to be educated to do this, you just use
your creativity."
Adkins attributes· her talent
to God and hopes the recognition she has received never
takes the glory away from
him.
;" ,
· ''These are .'a-wards.' What.I
am looking_ for is -the 're-ward'
one day, beyond the sunset.''

Thu Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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reoh,·: schools prepare for new identity
~hla.iitl areaJ,vocational s~~~:td ~diii.! college system July 1
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The change wUl ll!J, the latest,- ,tie .drastic,. said. director Rich- with school districts.
, --,,
step toward the, higher ed- " ard Kendall.
The first semester under the
-ASHLANp - Goodbye, Ken- ucation i-estruchid.ng propose<! , , Students will .. see a shift to new system will begin Aug. 10,
icky Tech, hello, Ashland. last year by Gov. Paul' Patton.". •18-week, semesters from 10- Kendall said. That's also when
echnical Co~!)g~. ,
,
· . and passed by a special session . : week quarters, a chartge in the the school will begin basing its
The Ashlanq area's .state vo; .· of the General Assembly.
. ·.':. way academic hours
cred- courses on credit hours rather
1Honal and technical school
Advocates of the system sayi/.! ited arid some new fees.
than clock hours. Credit al"ill take on that :hew identity . that it will foster collaboration : The technical schools will ready earned will be conuly I as it ind Kerituc~y•s 'between !!Ommunif:y 'colleges'; realign to create 15 technical verted, he said.
ther postsecondary, technical and technical schools.
·
colleges, with some schools beThat will mimic the way
~hools are assinitlated into
Students at Ashland Techrii-. coming .,branches of others. community colleges operate,
1e state Ccirrirniihity and cal College wili see some Those riiov~s won't affect voca- making it easier for technical
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:ir~:2:~~~t~e:iifrot!~
andotherserv1ces . .1 ,, ,
"We're working hi,inake a
seamless system gomg from a
two-year school to a four-year
college," Kendall said. Kentucky Tech's already close relationship with Ashland Community College will get closer,
he said.
Ashland Technical College
~ill change titles for some. of
its staff and may have to hire
to fill three new dean positions
- student services, business
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~cc. president outlines goals
)vorak seeks
reason for enrollment decline
'
I.

. ..

.,

.

- ' - - - - ~ - - - , - ' - - - - : · of 2,027 students was also a de- rected Dvorak to compile the
; KENNETH HART
crease of 244 students, or 11 list to help it evaluate her next
F THE DAILY INDEPEND~NT
percent, from the 1997-98 fall year.
semester. ·
Dvorak said she also wanted
A total of 1,001 students who to develop a public relations
A.SHLANJ:1 - }AsQ!and Com1unity ,College · President An- were registered at ACC for the campaign that would establish
!line DvoraK wants to de- fall semester didn •t come back a clear identity for and foster a
rmine why her school is los- in the spring,
positive image of ACC.
lg enrollment and what it can
School officials attributed
"There are so many things
J about it.
, ,
the decline to a number of fac- we do here that people don't
"I want to develop an enroll- tors, including transfers to know about," she said.
ent management plan that : other institutions and concern
She said she. also wants to
ill help us address why_ we're over the passing of control of encourage collaborative efforts
,sing enrolhtient and will the community colleges from between ACC and other
!Ip us go after new students," the University of Kentucky to s\;hools, including UK, More•
vorak told the school's board the new Kentucky Community hpad State University and Ashand Technical Colleges Sys- -I~pd Technical College.
· directors last week.
ACC's spring enrollment was tem.
Among Dvorak's other goals:
The enrollment management
JWn 13 percent from the pre► To promote the role of
plan was among 11 goals
OH!I• year. The spring figure
ACC
in the work force and
Dvorak submitted to the
board, In April, the board di-

economic development initiatives of the area.
► To continue to empower
employees by involving them
more in the decision-making
process through a recently
adopted governance mode I.
►To secure additional funding for new and existing programs and services.
► To initi:it1· the realfinnat i o n p r o ,. e s s f o r r eaccreditatio11 hy the Souflll'rn
Association of Colleges an,!
Schools and i,nsnre that ACC
receives accreditation. The
school will hr l'<'<'ValnatPd in
2000, she said.
Dvorak sfr<'SS<'d that she hml

tant than the other."
The board voted to accept
llvornk·s list, although Chairman Uruce Leslie said some
members had expressed concern that there was no way for
the board to measure progress
on some of them.·
"Next year. I think we want
to go to more specific, quantitative goal,, in some areas," he
said.
But faculty representative
Jim Miller said he didn't believe the board should "get totally committed" to a quantitative assessment of the president. He said he thought that
qnalitativ<' evaluation could be

not prioritiZl!II h11r goals hP•

valuable, too.

cnuse "nonp can be Jess impor-

affairs and academic affairs
Kendall said.
'
New faculty may come later.
"Right now we'll maintain
our current faculty. Down the
road I look for an increase in
part-time faculty for· evening
classes,", he said.
No tuition changes are yet
in sight, but students will be
charged $20 technology and library access fees per semester.
The new system should
make it easier for students to
apply their technical college
work toward a degree elsewhere or to earn one directly
from a technical college.
"It will give us inore options," said Donna Davis, a
student member of KCTCS
board.
Davis, of Russell Springs, expects to graduate this month
from Kentucky Tech-Somerset
Regional Technology Center
with a degree in desktop publishing and a certificate in
printing.
She hopes to work toward an
associate or bachelor's degree.
Under current rules, little if
any of her technical school
work will transfer to a college.
Community colleges, at first,
are likely . to a ward degrees
and technical schools will play
a supporting role in such collaborations. Eventually, however, those roles could reverse.
"A name change makes not
a school," Kendall said. "We'll
continue to offer the same services to the same people we always have. We'll serve business, industry and the Ashland
community."
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U of L's trustees
give president
high job rating
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
University of Louisville trustees
think President John Shumaker has
the school headed in the right direction.
The trustees evaluated Shumaker
privately June 8. At an open meeting
Monday, Frank- B. Hower Jr., the
trustees' chairman, said Shumaker
got "the highest marks on many ac-

and U of L•will get $33 million - if
the schools come up with matching
money from donors or other sources.
Donors have been forthcoming,
"and I daresay it's possible that we'll
overmatch the $33 million more rapidly than we thought," Shumaker
said. _
U of L, which less than a year ago
had fewer than 30 endowed faculty
chairs, now has 44 and could have
nearly 60 by the year 2000, university

complishments."

officials say.

One accomplishment, Hower said,
The trustees approved an operating
was Shumaker's 10-year plan for budget of $263 million, up $8.3 milsharpening the university's focus and lion over the current year's. More
elevatin~ its stature.
than $6.9 million of the new money
The ltst also includes: warm rela- will go into programs Shumaker intions between U of L and the gover- tends to build into pillars of acanor and legislators; ample funding demic excellence _ among them,
for programs and research; a rebuilt molecular medicine and biotechnolathletics program; and participation ogy, environmental studies, urban
in a three-school consortium to sup- and metropolitan studies and early
ply student-workers to United Parcel childhood research.
Service's Louisville hub.
.
The trustees also approved a new
It added up to "an outst a nd mg policy on intellectual property that
year" for Shumaker, Hower said. He Shumaker said is aimed at protecting
named a committee to start work on
a new contract for Shumaker, who the interests of the university and its
has two years left on his five-year faculty members and students who
contract.
generate marketable ideas.
Private gifts to U of L will total
"Without a strong policy and a
more than $30 million by the end of strong_ enforcement, people can go
the fiscal year a record for a year off with university-supported reThe U of L e~dowment, one of th~ _se~rch ~nd co'!'merciaUze \t, with th~_
fastest-~rowing _university. endow- university getting not~mg m return,,
ments m the· nation, has exceeded Shumaker.said. He said U of L hasn t
$300 million after growing by about _ ha~ ~ pohcy. adequate for what _he
$50 million in the past year.
ant1C1pates _will be great~r faculty mu of L officials figure their endow- volvement_ m research with commerment is the . 28th largest among c1al potenu!ll. .
American- public universities. They
The policy gives U of L faculty,
expect the rate of-"e'ndowment giving staff an~ students who develo~ ma~to increase because of a powerful ketable ideas or products on umversistate incentive for• prospective do- ty property-50 percent of royalties. At
nors. Seizing on an idea Shumaker the University of Kentucky, faculty
helped promote, the legislature this members receive· 40 percent of the
year earmarked $110 million in sur- net income from-patents.
plus revenue for endowed faculty poDon Keach, 'UK's director of intelsitions at state universities.
lectual properties, said-the proceeds
The University of Kentucky will that universities award to faculty inget more than $66 million of that, ventors vary from 20 to 100 percent.

606-783-2030

Lexington Herald-Leader
Wednesday, June 24, 1998
■

LOUISVILLE

U ~f L _preslde~t _gets high marks:
Umvers1ty of LomsVJlle President John
~humaker received good reviews in an evaluation by the school's trustees. In a meeting yesterday, Frank B. Hower Jr., trustee chairman, said
S h ~ got "the highest marks on many
accomphshments." Hower cited Shumaker's 10year plan for improving U of L's focus and
stature. The trustees also praised Shumaker's
good relationship with state government the
school's ample funding for programs and
research, the rebuilding of the athletic program
a'!d part_icipation in a student-worker program
with Un_ited Parcel Service. Hower said he named
a committee to work up a new contract for
Shumaker, who has two years left on his existing
contract.
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U of L has turned down
gift of old Italian villa
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier.Journal
The University of Louisville has
turned down an Italian couniess's offer of a 14th-centuiy villa in Tuscany.
U of L President John Shumaker
told the university trustees Monday
that he decided to bow out after the
owner, the Countess Marcella AmatiCellesi, said she needed an answer
by June 30.
·
Shumaker said mortgage and tax
considerations prompted her to set
the deadline. "In light of her needs, I
thought it was only fair to tell her
that there was no way that this .uni-

Shumaker said the expense of renovating the 99-room villa, which is
said to be worth at least. $15 million,
and the difficulty of complying v.,ith
Italian regulations made it unlikely
U of L could assume the task alone.
U of L was working on a joint-ownership agreement with the University of
California at Los Angeles and Pennsylvania State University, but it was
impossible to complete it by the June
30 deadline, he said.
Penn State and UCLA "are still
looking hard" at the offer, and one of
them might accept the villa unilaterally, he said.
The countess is "such a gracious
and generous person we didn't think
it was fair to stretch this process out
and leave her subject to all kinds of

versity could give a positive answer"
by June 30, he said.
The countess, an American who is
related by marriage to a retired financial pressures,'' Shumaker said.
U of L faculty member, made the of- "We thought it best for us to get out
fer of her 130-acre estate near Flor- of the way and let them proceed and
ence last December. Since then, see what they can do."
U of L has weighed the costs of takIf an American university ultimateing it over and converting it to a cen- ly accepts the villa, U of L might
ter for conferences and study abroad.
lease space there, he said.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Tuesday, June 23, 1998
■

FRANKFORT

Budget approved for college system:
The Kentucky Community and Technical College
System Board of Regents approved a $292.8 million budget yesterday. The budget includes
money for building projects and salary and staff
raises. The construction projects include
classroom buildings at community colleges in
Hazard, Madisonville and Paducah, and shared
facilities for the community and technical colleges
in Danville, Shelby County, Somerset and
Maysville. The budget also funds six regional
postsecondary education centers. Community-college employees will see an average raise of 4 percent, which includes a cost-of-living increase of
1.4 percent and a merit increase of 2.6 percent.
Technical college employees will receive an
across-the-board salary increase of 5 percent.
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THE MCCONNELL SCHOLARS PROGRAM
We've all heard of the duck test, tributors some evidence of their sup- McConnell might do to reduce the
Essentially, it goes like this: If it port. Besides that, it helps the Sena- poosibility that politics might creep
looks like a duck, walks like a duck, · tor get free publicity for leading a · into his scholars program. Fim:, he
and quacks like a duck, it must lie a,, scholarship program in his home- , might change its name, thereby givduck So, let's consider the following town. It's like a political advertise- ing up some of the political advertisapplication of the duck test:
ment for him.
ing he enjoys from the program ..
The McConnell Scholars program
The harm done to the university Why not name the program for one
at the University of Louisville looks comes from the possibility that the of the Senator's heroes? Consider .,
and acts like a political action com- scholars' pro~ money involves scholars program named for Ronald
mittee (PAC) for Sen. Mitch McCon- political promises, explicit or implic- Reagan or John Sherman Cooper.
nell. To begin with, the money rais- 1t, that nnght be unethical or even un- Second, McConnell might limit his
ing is done by a politician, McCon- !awful. The university, being w)laJ _it participation in the program to an adnell. Most likely, the Senator ~oes to IS, would ,:iaturally want to main~ visory role. Leave the decision-makthe contributors who are familiar to only t!ie ~gh~ standards of ethical ing up to the university. Last, the
him, which means that these contrib- ~ehaVJor ~ all its. endeavors.· Its ob- • Senator might submit his list of conutors also give money to his political JectiVJty ."! . teaching, research and tributors to the scholars program for
camI?aigns. It might seem, to them. other:actiVJties surely _cannot be com- an independent examination on an
like Just another contribution to a fa- prom1Sed m any fashion.. ·
annual basis Such an examination
vorite politician. And there is one
Af this po~t !n his caree~. M~Con- would involv~ looking for similarities
lhinJl we know about money and nell s most s1grn_ficant_col)trt9ution to among the contributors to the scholpolitics: Political contributors who t~e field ?f..pub~c affairs IS his ~xper- ars program, the Senator's politia.l
give big money to politicians are al- ttse at ra1Smg ~!g. money_ for himself campaign contributors, and the·Senamost always expecting something and other polit_1ctans. f!is sentence, tor's votes in Congress. McConnel!.
more for their money than just good or paragraph, . m the history bo?ks hiniself, can surely explain any simigovernment.
appears certain to be something larities found.
Also important, the Senator wants about money and PACs. That quackhis scholars program to actually bear ing sound keeps getting louder.. .
TOM LOUDERBACK
his name. It shows his political conStill, there are a few thir~s that
Louisville 40205
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Strieter said the (aculty is
Faculty form new
interested in possibly
affiliating with AFT, which
MACE committee
represents more than 1
MURRAY - A Faculty
million teachers
Senate committee looking
nationwide.
into the possibility of a
The Faculty Senate
union at Murray State
completed
a study this year
University plans an
The Daily Independent, Ashland,
organizing drive this fall.
The committee also has
given itself a name, MACE,
F'olk arts center
or Murray Alliance of
opening set
Collegiate Educators.
MOREHEAD - A grand
Dr. Terry Strieter, a
opening ceremony will take
history professor and
place at the Kentucky Folk
chairman of the co~)Il~ttee,
Art Center, at 102 West
said faculty members are
First St., Friday at 2 p.m.
"discor,tented" and said he
The center is housed in
believes there is enough
its newly remodeled
interest to start a union.
building, a former grocery
"We had two
warehouse, which has 10,000
representatives from the
feet of floor space divided
American Federation of
into two galleries, a 50-seat
Teachers (union) come
auditorium, library,
down in April for an
museum store, offices and
information meeting and
storage
and conservation
there were more than 100
space.
faculty members," he sa_id.
It cost slightly more than
The organizing committee
$1 million to renovate and
was appointed by the
equip the building.
Faculty Senate in May.

collecting the salary levels
from comparable
universities and found that
in most cases, Murray
State's salaries were below
the average.
Kentucky, Thursday, June 25, 1998
Among those expected to
take part in Friday's
ceremony are former
Kentucky governor
Brereton Jones; Ann Latta,
secretary of the state
Tourism Development
Cabinet; Kentucky Folk Art
Center Inc. president M.
Ray Pace and. vice president
John Irvin Sr., both of
Lexington; Morehead State
University President Ronald
Eaglin; and Garry Barker,
the center's director.
For more information
about the Kentucky Folk
Art Center, call (606)
783-2204.
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U of L project~
big revenue boost
from new stadium
By ASHLEY McGEACHY
Toe Courier-Journal

Papa John's Cardinal Stadium is
doing more than injecting mu~hneeded enthusiasm into University
of Louisville football fans. It's expected to supply the athletic department with a revenue boost that
could result in the football program's equaling the contribution
made by men's basketball.
Louisville's proposed 1998-99
budget, which was approv_ed yesterday by the U of L Athletic AssOClation board of directors, proJects
nearly $10.1 million in football revenue, a 90 percent increase over.
last year. The men's basketball program, which spends considerably
less· than football, should generate
more than $10 million for the second year in a row.
.
"We've broken down the numbers, and obviously they're am_bitious," athletic director Tom Jun"!t
said. "When we took on the stadium project, it was ambitious. We
feel all these numbers are attamable.11
Said university President John
Shumaker: "A few years ago the
notion was to get football and basketball at the same (revenue-producing) level. We're close."
The athletic department's projected overall revenue has increased 30 percent from $17.6 million to $22.9 million.
Likewise, the expenses have increased 30 percent, with the majority of the added money allocated to
non-revenue sports and two large
stadium expenses - the $1,821,000
debt service
and $1,351,000
overhead.
"Right now the thing we're most
concerned about is the expendi·
tures," Jurich said, because all the
numbers for revenues and expenses are estimates. "We have to
keep an eye on the expenses, but
we feel confident we have a solid
budget"
Projected ticket sales accounted
for more than $2 million of the increase in income. That's based on

an· increase in .ticket prices and unspecified increases in attendance.
Football tickets have risen to $25
for all seats except those discounted for students and faculty. Last
season tickets were $17 to $23.

Also many revenue sources sl!nply weren't available to U of L
when the team played in Ca_rdinal
Stadium at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center. There were no
suite rentals, stadi':"" sponsors or
.priority seat dona~ons, areas th~t
account for an estimated $2.71 mil-

lion in new revenue.

Also, u of L will receive all parking fees and 35 percent of concession revenues at the on-c_amP?5 stadium. Last year the uruvers1~ received $61,982 from concessions;
the projected figure for next season
is $331,000.
However, associate •~~tic director Kevin Miller, who IS m charge
of the budget and athletic dep~ment finances, warned that P~ki?g

and· concessions are new temtones

for U of L and that the estimates
could be off.
·
"We'll have a better idea after this
fall," he said.
The added revenue will help take
care of several new expenses absorbed by the athletic association -;operation of the Bass Rudd Tenrus
Center ($236,000), the cheerleaders
and Ladybirds ($38,000) and rental of
Freedom Hall for women's basketball
games ($60,000).

Other expenses include rent for
baseball, field hockey and golf office
space ($25,000), an increased compliance staff ($100,000), a senior women's administrator (about $80,000)
and a 7.5 percent increase in studentathlete financial aid ($_252,000).
In other matters discussed by the
board:
■ Fund raising hasn't begun on the
proposed University Park, but U of L
officials have begun meeting with an
Indianapolis-based architectural firm
on plans for the $40 million on-campus facility.
Browning Day Mullins Dierdorf,
which built U of L's tennis center, will
construct the new park. Included in
the plans are a softball stadium, soccer and track and field complex, natatorium and a fieldhou.se adjacent to
the football stadium.
"It has to happen, and when it does
it truly will make us the No. I metropolitan campus for facilities in the

country," Jurich said.
Owsley Frazier will chair the fundraising committee. Jurich said he
hopes construction on the softball facility will begin shortly after next
football season.
■ Jurich said Louisville's date with
the NCAA's Committee on Infractions
has been set for 8 a.m. Sunday,
Aug. 9, in Seattle. The U of L men's
basketball and volleyball programs
will undergo scrutiny by the committee, which will decide punishments
for various rule violations.
■ The board approved a six-month
personnel , review of Jurich and
awarded him a $10,000 increase in his
annual annuity. Bonnie Rechter, who
chaired the subcommittee in charge
of evaluating Jurich's brief tenure, described his job perfonnance as "A
plus, plus, plus."
Also, five U of L employees - Jurich, Shumaker, Miller, football coach
John L. Smith and senior women's
administrator Julie Hennarm - were
given associate memberships at Lake
Forest Country Club.

A WINDFALL FOR U OF L FOOTBALL?
T11e University ol Loulsvllle estimates a 90 percent Increase In Its

loolball revenue this academic year, In part because ol the opening
ol the new Papa John's Cardinal Stadium. Here's a breakdown ol
where the money Is coming from compared with the estimated money generated In 1997-98.
Estimated
1997-98

Ticket Sales
Guarantees
Local Media
National Media
Concessions
Parking
Suite Rentals & Donations
Stadium Sponsors
Priority Seat Donations
Total Football

$3,244,209
875 000
200 000
744,501
61 982
127,332

5,253,024

Proposed Budget
1998-99
$5,250,000
725 000
200 000
600,000
331 000
260,000
510 000
1,200,000
1,000,000
10,076,000
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New folk art:·center·
dedicated at MSU;
heat prompts· levity
-.

By CATHIE SHAFFER
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Temperatures soaring into the high 90s
Friday brought a new appreciation of air conditioning
for the 100 or so gathered for
the dedication of the Kentucky
Folk Art Center, but nothing
could squelch the spirits of
those celebrating a dream becoming a reality.
"Welcome to the Kentucky
Folk Art Center sauna," joked
John Irwin Sr., vice president
of the center's board of directors, as the dedication began.
That sauna-like feeling, with
a humidity level as high as the
heat, shortened the speeches
that normally mark ·such'-an
occasion, and led to more levity, such as Morehead State
University President Ronald
Eaglin's abbreviated welcoming remarks which became
one single word of greeting ''Welcome.''
On the program but unable
to attend the ceremony was
singe~ Rosemary Clooney, honorary chairman for the project,
whose concert schedule conflicted with the center's dedication.
·
However, state officials and
elected legislators were on
hand to participate in the cer•
emonial ribbon cutting and receive kudos for helping find
state funding for the project.
State Sens. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, and Walter
"Doc" Blevins, D-West Liberty,
and state Rep. Rocky Adkins,
D-Sandy Hook, were on hand,
as was former Gov. Brereton
Jones, who received a plaque
for his assistance in launching
the project.
Accepting a plaque on behalf
oi' Gov. Paul Patton, who was
out of state, was Ann Latta,
Kentucky secretary of tourism.
A proclamation from the governor, carrying sentiments
shared by Morehead Mayor
Bradley Collins and Rowan
County Judge-Executive Clyde
Thomas, designated the week
of June 20-27 as Kentucky Folk
Art Week.

.

Eaglin, who first envisioned
a folk art center as a permanent, public home for MSU's
extensive folk art collection,
was visibly excited by the good
turnout for the dedication and
the promise the center holds.
"This is just a good start,"
he said after the ceremony.
"This is a living, contemporary museum. It's a way to cultivate the culture of the mountains and the creativity of its
people."
Also attending the ceremonies was Sally Wilkerson of
Berea; a retired art professor
from Berea College. What
struck her the most, she said,
was that MSU was dedicating
a vibrant museum reflecting
the heritage of Appalachia
while Berea College recently
closed its folk life museum and
put the artifacts in storage.
"Every community should
have a museum," she said.
"Every community should
have a way to preserve and
display its history. At Berea,
the closing of the museum is a
disrespect of our heritage, a
decision (the college administrators) haven't really thought
through."

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

Wilkerson was among those
moving into the airconditioned folk art center
after the abbreviated outdoor
ceremony for a second important facet of the dedication the naming of three components of the center.
The main downstairs gallery
was unveiled· as the Lovena
and William Richardson Gal·
lery, honoring the couple who
operated a wholesale grocery
in the building before selling it
to MSU to renovate as the folk
art center. Their children, Dr.
David Richardson and Dr. Ronald Richardson, both of Louisville, Paul Richardson of
Morehead and Barbara McKenzie of Flat Gap, donated $50,000
to the center.
The names of folk artists
Minnie Adkins of Elliott County and her late husband, Garland, now grace a second gallery at the center, follo\Ving a
$50,000 donation from Larry
Addington of Catlettsburg, a
former Elliott County native.
It was his request that the gallery bear their names.
A third donation of $25,000
from sons Duane and Rick
Ruth and other members of
the Ruth family memorialized
the late Jimmie Ruth of Morehead, a highway contractor,
whose name now is attached to
the center's auditorium.
The Folk Art Center, which
contains 10,000 square feet of
floor space, was developed at a
cost of $1.1 million. Earlier
this year, the General Assembly approved a two-year
operating appropriation that
will provide $200,000 each year.

. >
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Appalachia
shows off
its artwork
Festival draws craftspeople, artists
and admirers from across the U.S.
By Frank E. Lockwood
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD - Richard
N. Henson of Cayce in Western Kentucky has made
brooms for the set of "Dr.
Quinn, Medicine Woman."
And if you attend today's
Appalachian Celebration Arts
& Crafts Market, he can make
you one of the brooms that he
says "put Fulton County on
the map."
Henson is one of more
than 100 folk artists who will
display their work in Morehead
State
University's
Laughlin Health Building.
About 5,000 shoppers are
expected to attend the event.
"You'll see things here
you've never seen before is all
I can say," promises Glenda!
Plummer of Carter County,
who turns twisted sassafras
branches into
birdhouse
stands and chairs.
A grist mill will chum out
wheat flour and grits. a blacksmith will pound metal. and a
woodworker will create art.

"The air conditioning," burls into fine art.
His bowls, made of osage
Cassada says.
The artwork isn't shabby orange, Buckeye, Christmas
holly, even worm-eaten Amereither.
"They're the finest Ap- ican chestnut, fetch up to
palachian crafts you'll find," S300.
But he's partial to magnosays Georgia Sammons Grigsby, the celebration's market- lia. "Now that," Hall says, "is
a magnificent wood."
ing coordinator.
Folk-art lovers who desire
One of the craftsmen, former Berea College- professor : a cozier setting can go to
Jim Hall, turns ordinary fire- 'artist Minnie Adkins' cabin
wood, roots, stumps, and outside lsonville.

Adkins, one of Kentucky's
most famous folk artists, has
invited 20 to 25 Eastern Kentucky artists to show off their
wares at her place during an
all-dav sale and exhibit.
An auction will be held,
and soup beans and corn
bread will be cooking.
Last year, Phyllis George
was one of the visitors. and
folk artists from across the
country attended.
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Lilly Endowment sends 117 to colleg4

Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS - Trisha Demerly
has ambitions in the field of agricultural marketing. Esther Carey
dreams of acting on Broadway. Alex
Menze wants to be a doctor.
The hopes of these Indiana high
school graduates, and 1!4 others, will
Granny Toothman. who be fueled by scholarships granted by
turns hair from sheep, dogs, the Lilly Endowment.
and humans into fabric, will
The $5.8 million scholarship proalso be on hand.
gram inaugurated this year is part of
Musicians and food ven- the Indianapolis foundation's com·11
d
mitment to raise the level of higher
dors wi set up out oors.
education in Indiana. The Lilly scholIns1de, pott~ry, _glass, ars were honored Saturday evening
woodwork, musical mstru- at a banquet held at the Indianapolis
ments, furniture and toys will Museum of Art.
all be on sale.
- · "It's really exciting for me to beBill Jones of Winchester is gi':' ~~lle!!e and on a right foot lik_e
selling horseshoe-shaped coat this, said Demerly, a Wolcott res1racks, book-ends and napkin
holders.
Paul Spencer sells rocking
horses for up to $125 and a
bow-and-arrow set made our
of PVC pipe and Styrofoam ior
five bucks.
Ann Cassada of Danville
is selling clothes pins painted
like cows for $1.50; cans painted like Santa Claus for S3 and
tobacco sticks painted like l.incle Sam for $4.75.
The best thing the market
has to offer?

dent and the third of seven children.
"! would have found some way, but

this makes it so much easier."
Menze, a Greenwood resident and
graduate of Roncalli High School,
said he could not have afforded the
$20,700 tuition at the University of
Notre Dame.
Carey, a graduate of the Indiana
School for Ifie Blind in Indianapolis,
can read large-print books and plans
to study theater and drama at Indiana Uruversity in Bloomington.
"I probably would have gone to lU
without the scholarship," she said.
"But money was a big problem."
The scholarships pay full tuition
for four years at_ Indiana colleges
and universities and include a $700
annual book allowance.
"The endowment is immensely
proud of these students who have

worked hard to achieve this h•
and we have high hopes for the
tures," said Lilly Endowment F
dent N. Clay Robbins.
The Lilly Endowment also m
grants to Indiana colleges and
versities for programs encoura
more state residents to get a de
and remain in the state after gr
ation.
Indiana ranks 47th out of 50 s
in the percentage of adults wi
college degree - a drawback fo
state's economy and quality of
foundation officials say.
The Lilly scholars were selecte
84 community foundations arc
the state. Each foundation devel,
its own criteria for the scholarshi1
In 1999, the scholarshil.' ou1
will more than double, with u
$12 million awarded to 240 studer
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R=port givec education's progresc high mark;
Census study shows more equality
By Randolph E. Schmid
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - The proportion of women completing college
has topped that of men, and the lead
is widening. At the same time, young
black people almost have caught up
with white people in the percentage
graduating from high school.
More than 86 percent of black
people ages 25 to 29 last year were
high school graduates, compared
with more than 87 percent of white
people. Statistically, Census Bureau
statisticians say, those figures are

close enough to be considered equal.
·"The ·educational attainment of
young African-Americans indicates a
dramatic improvement by groups
who historically have been less-educated," said Jennifer Day, a Census
Bureau population expert.
Also, 29.3 percent of women in
the same age group had completed at
least four years of college as of 1997,
compared to 26.3 percent of men, the
Census Bureau said yesterday in a
report called "Educational Attainment in the United States, March
1997."

Men traditionally have been more
likely to have completed college, she
said, but women steadily have been
narrowing the gap.
More and more women· want careers and are recognizing the economic value of education, Day said.
"I think, historically, men were
the breadwinners, and now it's twoearner couples," she said.
Between 1985 and 1995 the percentages of men and women completing college was so close that the difference was considered statistically
insignificant, Day said. Before 1985
men consistently held the lead.
Young women also led men in
completing high school. 88.9 percent

to 85.8 percent.
"This is something that women
have always done pretty well," she
said. "Women tended to stay in high
school."
For the total 1997 population
older than 25, men still held a lead in
college completion, 26 percent to 22
percent. For high school both groups
were at 82 percent.
The Hispanic population has experienced educational gains compared with a decade ago but remains
behind other groups. The percentage
of Hispanic people ages 25 to 29 who
were high school graduates rose
from 51 percent in 1987 to 55 percent
in 1997. During the same period. the

number of Hispanic people with
some college training rose froin 22
percent to 29 percent.
Black people have continued an
upward trend i11 education since
1940, Day said.
That year 12.:l percent of black
people ages 25 to 29 had finished
high school, compared with 41.2 percent of white people. By 1965 50.3
percent of black people in that age
group were graduates compared
with 72.8 percent of white people.
Researchers think results were so
close that a repeat of the survey
could reverse the results between the
tWll

~roups.
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:Coal values undermine UK scholarship
·

By Judy Jones

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU

·
HAZARD - Declining markets for
Eastern Kentucky coal could clrive down
opportunities for its most precious natural
resource: talented, bright students.
The Robinson Scholars program,
which relies on revenue from a tract of
minerals donated to the University of Kentucky, will have to be scaled back, said Ed
Carter, vice president for management and
budget at UK.
The poor market for coal is
the culprit in reducing the money
available for the program, he said.
Carter said original figures for
the value of the coal were based
on geologists' estimates. When the
'area was later core-drilled, the sulfur content of the coal was so high
. that it might not be marketable, he said.
"We started the Robinson Scholars program with 161 students." Carter said.

"This year we dropped down to 116, and
·11 h
d
h
we WI
ave to drop own t e
number of new students."
The Robinson Scholars program has been heralded throughout the region as a lifesaver for
bright students in 29 mountain
counties. Students are selected
from middle schools. If they maintain high academic standards and graduate from high school, they receive a full
scholarship to UK _ worth about $8,000 a
year for four years.
Sharon Taylor, a mother of three girls
in Belfry, said the program was "a blessing" to her daughter Briana, 13.
·
"With three daughters who will all be
in college at the same time, financially it
would have been hard," Taylor said.
She said the scholarship gave her
daughter an incentive to pursue her goal of
becoming a pediatrician.
The financial hardship faced by fami-

lies is mirrored by the problems
in the coal industry.
"High-sulfur coal is marginally profitable at best," said David
Gooch, president of Coal Operators and Associates in Pikeville.
Kentucky's coal was riding_
high during the Middle East oil
crisis of the mid-1970s. Coal
prices, depending on quality,
could be as high as $60 a ton,
Gooch said.

Now Kentucky coal operators
are getting $20 or less for a ton,
he said.
Kentucky's coal market was
hit by the Clean Air Act of 1990,
which placed restrictions on the
pollutants that coal-fired power
plants could expel into the air.
Some of Kentucky's coal is
high in British thennal units, but
also high in sulfur. That means
the coal burns hotter, but also
dirtier.
Although some power plants
installed scrubbing devices to
help remove sulfur particles before they were discharged into
the air, many began using coal
from Wyoming and Colorado,
which had a lower BTU rating
but also lower sulfur content.

Deregulation of electric utilities will further weaken the coal
market, Gooch said.
"Over the next five to 15
years, there will be an increase in
the use of natural gas for power
plants," he said.
With little good news for
marketing the coal from Robinson Forest, Carter said he had to
try to reduce the number of students receiving the scholarship
and try to find money from other
sources.
So far, though, no new funds
have been located, he said.
Robinson Scholars, in its second year, is patterned after the I
Have A Dream Foundation set
up by New York millionaire Eugene Lang. In 1981 Lang

promised a group of East Harlem
students college scholarships if
they graduated from high school.
E.O. Robinson, a timber
magnate in the mountains at the
turn of the century, left 15,000
acres to UK in the early 1920s.
He stipulated that revenue from
the tracts' coal and timber must
be spent on the region's reforestation, education and agriculture.
The Robinson Scholars program is restricted to students
whose parents did not graduate
from college, who maintain high
academic standards and who are
invited to join based on interviews and essays outlining their
goals and career interests.
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Women widelling_ college
gap over men
Blacks also seen
catching up with
whites in high school
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The proportion
of women completing college has
topped that of men, and the lead is
widening, the Census Bureau says. At
the same time, blacks have almost
caught up with whites in the percentage graduating from high school.
As of 1997, 29.3 percent of women
ages 25 to 29 had completed four
years or more of college, compared
with 26.3 percent of men, the Census
Bureau said yesterday in a report.
[ssued every two years, the bureau's analysis of education statistics
also found that women topped men
28.2 percent to 26.1 percent in 1996.
That was the first time women had a
statistically significant lead, said Census population expert Jennifer Day.
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

ACC gets

grant for
child care
center
By KENNETH IIARr
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Ashland
Community College has
received a grant from
the FIVCO Area Development District to fund
the construction of a
new on-campus childcare center.
Plans call for KinderCollege to be open by the
start of the fall semester.
The $16,859 grant from
FIVCO will be used to
renovate two groundfloor classrooms in the
school's main building to
house the center. Both
rooms will have changing, play and rest areas.
One of the rooms, for
kids 2 and younger. will
also have a kitchenette.
Part of the grant will
be used to construct a
playground.
The center will accommodate up to 45 children
at a time, said ACC President Angeline Dvorak,
who has championed the
concept of on-campus

More women want careers and are
recognizing the economic value of
education. Dav said. "l think, historically, men w'ere the breadwinners,
and now it's two-earner couples."
Between 1985 and 1995 the percentages of men amj,. women completing college was _so close that_ the
difference was considered statistically insignificant, Day said. But before
1985 men consistently held the lead.
Young women also led men in
completing high school - 88.9 percent to 85.8 percent. "This is something that women have always done
pretty well," Day said.
For the 1997 population ages 25
and over, men led in college completion - 26 percent to 22 percent. For
high school both were 82 percent.
The Census Bureau also found that
86.2 percent of blacks ages 25 to 29
were high school graduates as of last
year, compared with 87.6 percent of
whites. Statistically, the Census Bureau says, those figures are close
enough to be considered equal.

[n another finding, Hispanics ages
25 to 29 who were high school
graduates rose to 55 percent in 1997
from 51 percent in 1987. The share
with some college rose from 22 percent to 29 percent during the period.
The report is based on the March
1997 Current Population Survey, a
nationwide sample of 50,000 households that collected a variety of data.
Other findings:
■ Alaska· and Wyoming were the
only states where high school graduation rates topped 90 percent.
■ One in three residents of the District of Columbia, Massachusetts and
Maryland had at least a bachelor's.
■ Average 1996 earnings for peo~le
18 and over, by educational attainment, were: Didn't finish high school,
Sl5,011; high school graduate,
S22,154; bachelor's degree, $38,112:
higher degree, 561.317.
■ Half of Asian and Pacific Islanders ages 25 to 29 had received at
least a bachelor's degree, compared
with one in three whites, one in seven blacks and one in 10 Hispanics.
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child care at ACC and at
two schools where she
previously worked.
Dvorak said she determined that the issue of
child care needed to be
addressed after many
students told her it was among
their major concerns.
"Students want child care,
and they needed it yesterday,"
she said. "We decided that we
were either going to establish
a child-care center or we were
going to stop talking about it."
ACC plans to contract with
an existing child-care provider
to operate KinderCollege.
"We are not starting a childcare program to compete with
existing providers," Dvorak
said. "We are continuing with
an initiative that reflects the
college's commitment to the
community and to the success
of our students."
A provider has not yet been
selected, ACC spokeswoman
Gayle Fritz said Thursday.
Dvorak first proposed the
idea of a child-care center at
ACC to the school's board of
directors in January, saying
she thought one was needed
because the child-care requirements of college students differ
from those of working parents.
Day-care centers often
charge by the day, which can
be costly for parents who only
need to leave their children for
an hour or two while they attend classes, Dvorak said. And

many centers aren't open at
night, making them unavailable to students who have
evening classes.
Dvorak said she also felt
that having child care available on campus would make
attending school more convenient for many students and
might entice more peopie particularly single mothers to seek higher education.
She said she also liked the
benefits offered by a collegebased child-care center.
"Aside from having the parent and child close together
studies have shown that chi!:
dren are more comfortable in
and responsive to an academic
environment," she said.
KinderCollege will be operated on a not-for-profit basis. It
won't provide free child care,
but "our fees will be competitive," said Jim Miller assistant academic dean at ACC.
The center will charge only
for the time a child is there
rather than by the day. And
the school is also planning a
Kinder Scholars program
which would provide scholar'.
ships to help parents with
child-care fees. Miller said a
funding source had not yet
been secured for that program.
Plans call for the center to
be open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. five
days a week, "and we will consider running it on weekends
if the need arises," Miller said.
"We are going to bring day
care right to where Mom and
Dad are," he said.

;
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Colleges
strengthen
old ties
Team develops goals
to ease transition
By KENNETH lfARr
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Ashland Community College and Ashland
Regional Technology Center
have formed a transition team
to lay the groundwork for a
new, closer worktng relationship between the two schools.
An academic and work force
collaboration team, with members from both schools, has
been meeting since early
April ..
Members of the task force
have met weekly to share information about their respective campuses, examtne the effects of the new Kentucky
Community and Technical College System governance structure and determine the
strengths and weaknesses each
school will bring to future
partnerships.
The technology center, along
with Kentucky's other postsecondary vocational and technical schools, will become part of
the KCTCS July 1. ACC and
the other schools formerly tn
the University of Kentucky
community college system became a branch of KCTCS tn
January.
KCTCS was formed as a result of the higher education restructuring plan proposed last
year by Gov. Paul Patton and
passed by a special session of
the General Assembly. Advocates of the new system say it
will foster greater cooperation
between the state's community
colleges and technical schools.
The Ashland Regional Technology Center will be known
as Ashland Technical College
once it becomes part of the
new system.
The action team is essentially carrytng forward the
collaboration that has always
existed between ACC and the
vocational school, said technology center Director Richard
Kendall.
"We are taktng our histori-

cally good worktng relationship one step further tn order
to better serve our students,
bustness and industry and the
Ashland community," he said.
Although ACC and the vocational school will continue
with their individual missions
under KCTCS, the action team
"'will help forge jotnt initiatives to help meet the demands
of a new century," ACC President Angeline Dvorak said.
In its recent meetings, the
team has developed a mission
statement and four goals for itself:
►To strengthen the relationship between ACC and Ashland Technical College.
►To foster a smooth transition into KCTCS.
►To serve as a "think-tank"
and recommend new collaborative initiatives, programs and
resources.
►To serve as a collaborative

model. for the entire community and technical college
system.
ACC team members, appointed by Dvorak, are Dan
Bailey, professor and coordinator of academic advistng and
transfer; Terri Elswick, associate professor of nursing; Karen
Flannery, associate professor
and coordinator of institutional effectiveness; Carol
Greene, director of library services; John Schornick, coordinator of cooperative education
and chair of the community
work force and economic development division; and Merle
West, coordtnator of entrepreneur and business partnerships.
Kentucky Tech team members, appointed by Kendall, are
Lois Limberis, computer-aided
drafttng instructor; Bill Myers,
assessment/placement; Carolyn Miller, academic enrichment center instructor; Dan
Pancake, machine tool technology tnstructor; and Bill Pigman, technical related instructor.
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Smith Retires
Kentucky Loses Only
Black Woman College President
Joan Brannon
My interview with Dr.
Mary Smith began as formally
as one might imagine when
speaking with the President of
an institution of higher learn- ·
ing. Gradually, however, the
petite black woman. on the
other side of a sprawling executive desk came to remind me.
of my Mother, Aunts or Miss
So and So from church. The
interview became a visit with
an elder; with one who teaches.
Whether I, or anyone else
has absolutely agreed with·
how Dr. Smith went about her
time as leader of Kentucky
State University, became less
important than the fact that
she did it. She is a black
woman who strives for excellence and an educator who
urges students to do the same.
Her message to students:
Do whatever it is you do to the
best of your ability. Don't
worry about what someone
else wants or desires. But if
you go half-stepping, then you
need to worry.
On June 30th, Dr. Mary L ·
Smith retires as President of
Kentucky State University.
There will be no African American woman holding an equivalent post in Kentucky.
Dr. Smith says when she
accepted the position in 1991, ·
she was fully aware that she
would be scrutinized based on
race and gender. She decided
to take the high road and not
concern herself with critics,
but rather, do the work.
"I didn't worry about it.
I've known all my life that
whatever an African American
does has to be twice as good as
som~ne else. And being an
African American female
makes it even more difficult. I
knew that and was willing to
demonstrate that an African
American female can do the
same quality job as anybody
else," she said.
"Sometimes I think we
dwell too much on how people
perceive us, rather than_ simply
buckling down and dmng the
job to the best of our ability."
Smith says she got her
strength from her parents.
Her father was particularly influential.. "He
- believed
. . in doing
-

things right or not ctomg them
at all. He especially encouraged the three of us girls to
always do the best we could
and to get the best education
possible. He never wanted us
to depend on a man for support."
Smith says she learned
those lessons well and passed
them along to students· at every opportunity.
At 62 years old, Dr. Smith
is a wife, mother and grandmother. Her reasons for retiring are clear and to the point..
"It's time. I've been with this
university for 28 years. It's
time for me to do something
else."
What that something else
is, has not been determined.
The one commitment Dr.
Smith notes, is to "do some
writing." She's wants to share
her experiences as an African
American woman who led a
university.
Smith came to KSU in
1970 with her husband, who
was a football coach. She was
initially a member of the faculty and has held other administrative positions during her
term of employmrnt.
Dr. Smith is pleased with
the work she has done as President and cites a series of short
and long term goals that have
either been met or are in place
., to be reached by the year :WOO.
"When I first became President in 1991. I immediatclv
met with faculty, staff. ,1,.;.
dents and people from r he community 10 find out r,xacth·
what thev fdlt. the universit,·
needed to do. Wn needed e,_;.
erybody moving in the same
direction. It's best to have
evervbod,· focused on the same
goals. [l,'[ore than likely. you
will accomplish your goals."
she said.
_-\ plan was put in place

which included input from
those meeting:s and another
committee. 'f'he accomplishments are documented in
KSU's President:s Five - Year
Report. The report assesses
the progress mad0.by rh<~ uni-

versitv

from

.; uh·

L

through June :JO. J\)96.

1D~J I

Dr. Smith's first major
struggle as President came
from an unexpected budget
cut. She was challenged with
down-sizing without releasing
employees.
A couple of other initiatives that Dr. Smith worked
diligently on were improving
faculty salaries which, in 1991
were the lowest of the 6 regional public institutions. "We
put money into improving fac,
ulty salaries because I want
them (faculty) to want to teach
our students," said Dr. Smith.
Unfortunately, she never got
salaries to where she would
have liked, but said, "We did
move from dead last and that's
an improvement."

Dr. Smith also put a great
amount of energy into raising
funds for a Center of Excellence for the Study of Kentucky African Americans. "I
wanted to raise $5 million dollars for CESKAA," said Smith.
"We need a building and that
hasn't been accomplished yet"
She plans to continue helping with fundraising, though
she says it's been difficult to
get the state or private donors
to realize the importance of the
effort:
As for any regrets during
her tenure as President, Dr.
Smith said, "There are always
regrets. We don't always make
the right decisions, but most
times it's because you don't
have the right information."
She added, "I have no regrets
about my attempt to move this
university forward."
Dr. Smith feels that historically black colleges, such as
Kentucky State University,
are doing well and because
statistics show a higher rate of
achievement by African Americans in these institutions, they
will remain a vital part of education.
Smith thinks the biggest
challenge to the university as
she hands the leadership baton
to President-elect, Dr. George
Reid, is education reform. She
believes Reid will do an
"excellent job."
Dr. Smith's departing mes. sage .. ' to the community:
"Continue to support Kentucky
State University. It needs
fmancial support and people to
speak on it's behalf. Tell the
good story about this University."
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Officials say changes
to mean better quality,
flexibility for students
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALDl.EADER EDUCATION WRITER

There's not much on the outside to
hint at change.
The signs and building are the
same. And for the students, the
schools where they take classes in
medical technology, cosmetology and
welding are still Kentucky Tech.
But come Wednesday, the most
controversial part of Gov. Paul Patton's
higher education reform act becomes a
reality - the state's technical schools
will come under the governance of the
board that already controls most of
Kentucky's community colleges.
With the change comes new
names for all of the technical schools
and a consolidation plan that streamlines the system.
And while the changes that take
place this week will be largely ~rganizational and somewhat cosmetic, top
officials in the new Kentucky Technical and Community College System
say they are only the tip of the iceberg.
"What you are seeing is the Ken•
tucky Tech institutions taking on a college atmosphere and culture," said Jack
Moreland, interim chancellor of the
new system's technical college branch.
"The idea is to take what we do
well our strong technical education
programs, and enhance with the best
of a traditional college setting," Moreland said.
On Wednesday, ·Kentucky Tech
will cease to exist, at least in name.
The 26 campuses will become technical colleges and some of the campuses
will become branches of the others.
For example, Kentucky 1:ech's
Central Campus in Lexington Will become Central Kentucky Technical College. Two other technical schools Anderson County Technology Center
and Danville Health Technology Center - will become branches of the

.

Lexington school. The directors of
those branches will report to the head
of the main campus.
Those kinds of changes, said Ann
Cline, a vice chancellor for the new
technical college branch, had been in
the works well before the reform act
was passed.
"Kentucky Tech has always been
grouped into regions for budget purposes, and this reorganization further
streamlines that process," Cline said.
But many of the changes that will
create what Patton called "a seamless
system of post-secondary education"
- such as a plan for transferring
course-work credits between technical
and community colleges - haven't
been put into place yet.
Some of the delays result from the
lack of a permanent president for the
new system. Education consultant
and former chancellor of the Virginia
Community College System Jeff Hockaday has been hired as interim
president.
Outgoing student regent Don. -na Davis said those upcoming
changes will make it easier for
technical school students to make
the most of their college credits.
"Right now it's very difficult
for students to transfer credits to
the community colleges when
they d&ide they want an associate degree after they earned their
diplomas at Kentucky Tech," said
Davis, 25, of Russell Springs.
Davis will graduate this month
from Kentucky Tech-Somerset Regional Technology Center with a
diploma in desktop publishing and
certificate in printing.
Under the current structure,
few, if any, of her credits will
count toward an associate or bachelor's degree.
Some state universities and
community colleges have alre~dy
forged alliances with the techmcal
schools.

Morehead State and Northern
Kentucky universities have already begun accepting credits for
technical school course work, and
some technical schools and community colleges in the same cities
have teamed up to offer certain
programs.
Anthony Newberry, interim
chancellor of the University of Kentucky Community College system,
said that some agreements on the
transfer of technical school credits
have already been worked out, but
are limited to a few disciplines.
For Davis, such agreements
meet one of the key needs of students - flexibility.
"The most important .thing
this can do for us is provide us
with the options to continue our
education," Davis said.

Moreland allows that making
those changes won't be easy. Already, some within the community colleges have worried whether
a mere name change can make
them truly colleges.
And
national standards
boards for the community colleges
put tough restrictions on the type
of classes that can be accepted for
credit, Moreland said.
"We know that some are wondering if our programs in the technical college are rigorous enough
to be colleges," Moreland said.
"But the quality and integrity
of these programs is critical to us."
"And the most important goal
is to make sure that students can
move easily to each level (of postsecondary education) and know
they are getting a quality education at each point."
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Study finds education in South improved but
short of goals
'

By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Southern I
states have made gains in education
over the past 10 years but haven't
reached the goals set by a rei;ional
group, the author of a study said yesterday.
The dropout rate is substantially
lower than it was in the 1980s, and
more pre-elementary students are in
classes. But adult literacy still is a
roblem, as is the number of college
reshmen taking remedial courses,
said the report prepared by the
Southern Regional Education Board.
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"What it shows is a continued impact of political decisions Southern
states started making in the early
1980s requiring students to complete
more rigorous, challenging curriculum," said Joseph Creech, the report's author and a director of the regional group.
"It shows the results of what can
happen when you have a sustained
effort. But you have to be patient and
stick to it."
Creech cited North Carolina, Kentucky, Texas, Georgia and Maryland
as states where policy-makers continue to support education and are trying to improve it over a long term.
He said South Carolina was beginning a program to boost public education.
"You won't see the result of a preschool program in next year's graduating class," Creech added. "Twelve
years from now, maybe."
Members of the Southern Regional
Education Board are Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia
and West Virginia.
·
U.S. Education Secretary Richard
Riley was scheduled to address the
group at a dinner and said in pre-

pared remarks that the South had
made economic strides based oh improvements in education for everyone.
"We have come a long way in
large part because we have held to a
vision that education was and remains the way up for everybody,"
Riley's speech said.
The report measured 13 indicators,
from readiness for school and student achievement to teacher education and funding. The report is the
fifth biennial progress report issued
by the group.
Increases in publicly funded kindergarten programs m the region
have outpaced the national increase,
the report said, and enrollment in the
programs accounts for half of the
public enrollment in the nation.
More students are scoring higher
on achievement tests, and North
Carolina and Texas led the nation in
gains on the most recent National Assessment of Educational Progress,
but most Southern states still trail the
nation.
Teacher license standards remain
low in states represented on the regional board, the report said, and too
many teachers have inadequate backgrounds in the subjects they teach.
More states, however, are emphasiz-

ing the performance of graduates
when they review teacher-preparation programs.
Since 1990, eight of the states have
increased funding for public education faster than the average national
rate. But even with those increases,
public schools still are a low priority
m the total state budget of half the
states. Much of the increased funding
has been needed to keep up with
growing student enrollment.
The board also released a poll
showing 73 percent of .Southern parents were satisfied with their children's educational opportunities.

